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ABSTRACT

This thesis analyses the type ofparty behaviour the conservative party of canada

exhibits. To identify whether the recently created conservative party resembles an

ideological or a brokerage party, the research fìrst surveys the external attributes of the

organizafion - Agreement-in-Princíple, Leadership, constitution, and the 2004 and 2006

campaign platforms. The thesis finds that the conservative party broadened many of its

policy positions, a comparison to the ideological party, the Reform/canadian Alliance.

Next, the thesis investigates the conservative Party's internal attributes in the 2004 and

2006 campaign structure and strategies, candidate profiles, and public perception. The

thesis argues that the conservatives acts entrepreneurially with the intent to captue a

large share ofthe electorate in order to win government. Broad and flexible policies and

acting in an enterprising manner to sell itselfto the voting public are traits of a brokerage

party. This thesis concludes that the new Conservative Party is a brokerage pafiy.



INTRODUCTION

On December 5, 2003 in an effo¡t to unite Canadian conservatives, the

membership ofthe canadian Alliance gave leader steven Harper the mandate to proceed

with a proposal to for- a new political entity to be known as the conservative party of

canada.r The next day, Progressive conservative (pc) pa'1y delegates voted in favour of

the same proposition by a majority of 90.4 %o.2 once fierce competitors, the Alliance and

PC Party sought dissolution and merger into a new entity, the conservative party of

canada. Given that the conservative party was recently formed, many questions

surround the new party and there has been little research to analyze the type of party

behaviour it exhibits. why did the canadian Alliance and progressive conservatives

amalgamate into the conservative Party despite their internecine electoral war during the

1990s? Is the conservative Party a brokerage party much like its predecessors, the

Progressive conservatives? conversely, does the conservative party follow the

ideological model characterized by the former Reform/canadian Alliance? This thesis

seeks to answer these questions in order to define the new Conserwative party.

chapter one explores two explanations that concern the behaviour of canada's

major parties, the brokerage and ideological models. By drawing on the existing

literature of canadian political party behavior, the chapter finds that the brokerage model

can best be understood through two perspectives. The organizational approach assumes

that winning elections is the primary goal of a brokerage party. Such pa ies are

entrepreneurial in trying to capture sufficient votes in order to gain power in govemment.

. 
I Allison D unfield," 95.9%o ofAlriance voters âgree to merger," htÞ://www.theglobeandmair.com

^ervlet/srory/RTcAM.200J 
t205.wallilZos/BNStory/National/, acceìsed tO august 200ã

. . - canadian Broadcast corporation,''New conservative party is officiaf,, http://www.cbc.ca./story/
canada/natioDal/2003/12/08/conervativeO3 l208.hfml, accessed l0 August 2004



Fufhermore, brokerage parties will not risk incorporating extreme or fringe policies in

fear of losing a large share of the vote. organizing themselves around the leader, as

opposed to principles or ideologies, brokerage parties will c¡aft a malleable message that

can appeal to enough voters to be electorally successful. In contrast, the sociological

approach assumes that there are multiple social cleavages in canada. As such, brokerage

parties must be flexible in their policies in order to accommodate these various segments

in society. Acting as agents ofcohesion, brokerage parties will utilize various methods tr.¡

achieve national unity, be it through patronage, promoting broad policies, or brokering

public policy. Not without criticism, brokerage politics was met with competition from

ideological parties. Although scholars like ch¡istian and campbelt (1983), clarke et al.

(1984), Blake (1988), and Johnston (1988) argued rhat rhe tradirional parries were in facr

more ideological, it was the rise of the Reform/Alliance Party and the Bloc euébécois

that directly challenged the practice of brokerage. The work by cross and young (2002)

found that Reform/Alliance and the Bloc were more ideological than their brokerage

counterparts - the Liberals and Progressive Conservatives. 3

Chapter Two assesses the type of party behaviour exhibited by the t\rr'o founding

groups of the conservative Party. By studying their external traits (leadership, platform,

voter perception) and internal attributes (attitude structure of partisans), the second

chapter confirms cross and Young's findings about the role of ideology in parties. This

chapter finds that the Progressive conservatives acts more as a brokerage party, whereas

the Canadian Alliance exhibited greater ideological traits.

I William Cross and Lisa Young, ,,policy Attitudes of parfy Members in Canada: Evidence of
Ideological Parties," The Canadiøn Journql of Politicql Science 35:4 (December 2002), g59-gg0.



Given the divisive history between Reform/Alliance and the Tories, what led

them to merger in 2003? As Harmel and Janda implore, parry change (merger) does not

'just happen'.4 chapter Three begins with a systems-level analysis of the factors that

account for the competitive canadian party system by looking at a bi-dimensional model

ofpartisan issue cleavages in canada. since the 1980s, the economic and regional policy

dimensions splintered the party system and created two new ideological parties - the

Bloc Québécois and the Refo¡m Party. up to 2003, this bi-dimensional policy space

hindered merger between the Reform/ Alliance and the progressive conservative because

of their dissimilar policies. However, significant short-term factors encouraged merger

into the new Conservative Party.s

chapter Four utilizes the same process found in the second chapter. The analysis

begins with a look external attributes ofthe conservative par1y. Initially finding that the

conservative Party policies and principles have a broader base when compa¡ing to the

old Reform/Alliance, the fourth chapter continues with an assessment of the internal

attributes of the conservatives to better understand their behaviour. Although data sets

similar to the cross and Young 2002 study of partisan attitudes are not available,

analyzing campaign structure during the recent 2004 and 2006 elections proves to be

valuable in determining whether the conservative party resembles the brokerage model.

a Robert Hannel and Kenneth Janda,,,An Integrated Theory ofparty Goals and party Change,,,
Jour nal of Theoret i cal P ol i t i cs 6 è) 1 9 94, 259-2Bj.

r Jean-François Godbout and Éric Bélanger, "Merger as a Means to (Re-) Gain ofÍice for Right-
Wing Fedeml Parties in Canada," paper presented at the Annual Meeting ofthe Canadian political Sciãnce
Association, Winnipeg, Canada, 3 June to 5 JuDe, 2004. 2.



CHAPTER ONE
Defining the Brokerage and Ideological Models of party Behaviour

Introduclion

when scholars turned their attention to political parties at the beginning of the

twentieth century, it became clear that once they understood parties and their behaviour,

they could better explain the practical workings of political decision-making, policy-

making and citizen-state linkages.l Although some democratic theorists, notably Jean-

Jacques Rousseau, had opposed the need for political parties, it is now universally

accepted that in industrialized, complex, ethnically diverse polities, parties are

necessary.t

How parlies carry out and fulfill various functions in relation to the citizenry can

vary depending on the type of behaviour they exhibit. According to one widely accepted

theory about electoral politics, canada's historic pafiies, the Liberals and the progressive

conservatives, practiced brokerage politics. They were basically "catch-all" parties,

which attempted to offer something to almost every group in the electorate.

Ideologically, they straddled the middle of the political spectrum and swerved right or left

in response to public opinion.3 Serving as an agent of integration and aggregation

amongst a diverse cifizewy, this type of party behaviour seemed necessary to ensure

social cohesion, let alone electoral success.

t John Meisel and Matthew Mendelsohn, ,,Meteor? phoenix? Chzmeleon?,, pqr6, politics in
cqnadq, Sth Edi¡ion, edited by Hugh rho¡burn and Alan whitehom, (Toronto: prentice Hall, 2001), 163.

' See Giovan¡i Sartori, Parties qnd Party Systems: A Frameworkfor Analysrs, (Cambridge:
cambridge university Press, 1976);Norberto Bobbio, The Future of Democracy: A Defense of thi Rutes of
the Gane, (Oxford: Polity, 1987); Walter D. Young, Democraey and Discontent, (Tor;nto: Mccraw_Hill
Ryerson,.l978).

' H.D, Forbes, "Absent Mandate '88? Parties and Voters in Canada,', par ty politics in Canada, 6t,
Edirion, ed|Ted by Hugh Thorbum, (Scarborough, prentice-Hall Canada), 255.



Canada's electoral system helps explain to a large degree the promotion of

brokerage politics. The system provides for a single member to represent each district,

and the winner of each dist¡ict is determined by winning a plurality of votes (not a

majority of the votes), otherwise known as single-member plurality or 'first-past-the-

post'.4 Votes are amassed on a riding-by-riding basis, with the candidate receiving the

greatest number of votes earning the right to represent the constituency in the House of

commons. The party winning the most seats therefore holds the mandate to form

govemment. while campaigns and media attention tend to organize on national and

regional/ provincial bases, strictly speaking, a federal election is an amalgam of each

separate constituency election held simultaneously. Aggregating the results of these

riding elections to the national level can, and often does, involve a considerable

discrepancy between the popular vote won by a parly and its share of seats in the House

of commons.s For example, The 1991 election saw the Liberal party achieve a majority

in fhe commons with 155 seats (51.4 %) despite only having support of 38.5 percent of

the voting electorate.ó As such, a party whose primary goal is to win government need

only to ensure it achieves a plurality of seats and not a majority of votes in order to

govern. consequently, a party whose aim is to win will shape its behaviour in order to

gain more seats than its competitors, be it through presenting marketable policies,

offering patronage to elites who can deliver votes, finding a leader who can attract votes.

or co-opting regions which carry electoral weight. Thus canada's electoral system

a Munroe Eagles, "Electtorrs," Canadian politics, 3,¿ Edition, edited by James Bickerton and
AIain-C.Cagnon. (Pererborough: Broadview Press. 1999), 359.

' Ihi,t i61
6 Eleciions Canada, "Thirry-sixth General Election 1997: Offìcial Voting Results,,,

http://www.elections.ca-lcontent.asp?section:gen&documenFsynopsis06&diFrep/dec3097&lang:e&texto
nly:false, accessed 02 February 2005.



inherently favours a party who practices brokerage politics by allowing it to win

"manufactured majorities" en route to forming goverrunent.T

Although the brokerage model has been used to attribute behaviour for the major

parties in canada, its numerous variants have athacted its fair share of criticisms. Some

scholars have reasons to believe that parties are actually more ideologically structured.

These arguments suggest that canadian parties have proved to be vehicles of ideology.B

For example, the rise of the Reform/canadian Alliance parlies and the Bloc euébécois

provides evidence that citizens and parties are increasingly dissatisfied with the practice

of brokerage. In response, such parties have become more ideologically coherent than

their traditional counterparts.e Ironically, canada's electoral system also rewards those

parties whose suppoft tends to cluster geographically in particular ridings. In 1997 , the

Reform Party gained only 57,000 more votes that the progressive conse¡vatives but

ended up with three times as many seats in the commons.to since Reform had strong

regional support in the west, the party was rewarded with 60 seats in parliament.

Reform's presence in the House enabled it to strongly express public disenchantment

with brokerage politics and promote a more ideological program. Likewise, the Bloc

Québécois had only 10.ó7 percent of the national vote. yet, die to its electoral success in

the province of Québec, the Bloc Québécois was well represented in the House with 44

seats, allowing it to voice iïs raison-d'êtt'e, euébec separatism. It would appear that

canada's electoral system rewards brokerage parties to win government, yet recompenses

7 Eagles,362.
8 

See Donald Blake, "Division and Coh esion,', party Dentocracy in Canada, edited by George
Perlin, (scarborough: Prentice-Hall canada, 1988); william ch¡istian and colin campbell, pol¡t¡cal
Parties and Ideologies in canada,2"d Edition. (Toronro: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limiled. l9g3).

'William Cross, "Introduction,,, pol¡fr cql parties, Representation ønd Elecbr;l Dem;crqqt in
C^anada,.editedby W illiam Cross, (Toronto: Oxford University press, 2002), pg. l -l l: and Elisabetú
Gidengil,.-et al., "Changes in the Pafy System and Anti-party Sentinent,,' 1år¿, 6g_86.

ro Eagles, 362.



regional parties with inflated representation. Thus, the single member plurality system

fostered major parties that exhibited both brokerage and ideological behaviours.

with the recent merger of the progressive conservative party and the canadian

Alliance to form the conservative party of canada, what type ofbehaviour does this new

entity exhibit? This Chapter examines the theoretical models that the existing literature

concerning use to explain party behaviour. To begin, this chapter will review the

organizational and sociological explanations of brokerage politics, and the subsequent

criticisms to this type of behaviour. In response to brokerage practice, the ensuing

section will look at the ideological model and its shoftcomings by covering its growing

lìterature, which has assessed party platforms, readers, party activists, and membership.

By evaluating these two theoretical approaches, which encompass both the attitudes and

behaviours of canadian parties, the thesis will determine liow the conservative parly of

Canada behaves.

The Brokerage Motlel

The most widely accepted theory that concerns the major parties in canada is the

idea that parties practice brokerage politics. Brokerage theory begins from an

observation of canada's major parties - the Libe¡als and the progressive conservatives.

These two parties are not wholly divided by clear differences of principle, nor do they

speak on behalf of distinct social groups. They are unlike the socialist or other

doctrinaire parties of the past with detailed programmes for complete social change

rooted in ideology.rl Likewise, they are not like the farmers' parties or the catholic

parties that continue to exist in other countries that consequently limit their appeal to the

¡¡ André siegftied, The Race Question in canadø, (Toronto: Mcclelland & stewart, 1966 [190?), I 13.



electorate. The major canadian parties are basically ,,catch-all" parties that try to offer

something to most groups in society. Brokerage parties opt to cover the center of the

ideological spectrum and will swerve to the left or right in accordance to public opinion.

This approach towards understanding party behaviour has a relatively long history.

Published in 1907, The Race Question in canada, André Siegfried emphasized the lack

ofprincipled diffe¡ences between the Liberals and conservatives, which at the time were

competing for power. Siegfried observed that canada's two major political parties were

chiefly machines for the acquisition of power. The Libe¡al and the conservatives, he

argued, had vaguely defined programs, if they had programs at all. Neither of the two

organizations hesitated to steal ideas f¡om their competitor,s platforms. Both parties

often made the same promises to the voters, each loudly proclaiming that it was the best

team to implement a common objective. Moreover, the Liberals and conservatives

tended to behave in much the same way once they were in government. siegfried

concludes, "even the most naive can hardly help but see that it is not the parry which is at

the service ofthe idea, but the idea at the service of the party.,,l2

The Organizational Approach

There are two understandings to help explain the brokerage approach. The first

approach is an organizational understanding, which assumes that electoral success is the

primary goal of pafies. utilizing the market analogy, this model portrays parties r,ying

for votes similar to the way companies compete for consumers.l3 As its name suggests,

t1 ,,-,
lDtd.

r3 Janine Brodíe and Jane Jenson, "pierci'g the smokescreen: Brokerage politics and crass
Polilrcs," Canadiøn Parties in Trqnsition; D¡scout'se, Orgqnizat¡on ancl Represãntation, edited by Alain-G
Gagnon and A. Brian Tanguay, (Scarborough: Nels on, tSOø¡, SO.



the market analogy explains political party behaviour as similar to department stores

whose viability depends upon customer demands, or in the case of parties - voter

expectations. Parties are viewed as entrepreneurial profit-seekers who try to maximize

their share of votes in order to gain power. Like suppliers who offer goods and services

in the marketplace to earn a profit, parties offer various public policies to gain votes.

Analogous to shareholders of a company, political elites and partisans jockey for control

of the party's leadership positions in order to manage the organization as they see fit.

J.A. Corry made the classic statement of the brokerage ideal:

In the aptest phrase yet applied to them, parties are brokers of ideas. They
are the middlemen who select from all the ideas pressing for recognition
as public policy those they think can be shaped to have the widest appeal
and through their party organization, they try to sell a carefully sifteà and
edited selection of these ideas (their programme) to enough members of
the electorate to produce a majority in a legislature.la

Politicians can be motivated by such factors as the public interest, a desire for

fame or compassion for the poor. whatever is their determining motivation, parties can

only pursue and achieve their objectives if they can win elections. The competition

between parties is a strong enough incentive for parties to attach enorrnous importance to

the implications of their platforms at election time. parties, which refuse to adopt

policies that maximize votes since they believe the policies to be harmful from a moral or

economic viewpoint, risk being defeated by those who pay attention to maximizing votes.

Thus the concern over alienating large segments of the popular vote as a result of

ta 
see J'A Corry, D emocrqf¡c Government qnd politics, (Toronto: universiry of roronto press,

105r\



embracing fringe or extreme policies accoünts for the similarity and generality of

positions taken by parties.r5

voters can be seen as self-interested consumers who vote for the parf and their

candidates whose policies are most likely to benefit them individually.r. party platforms,

similar to retail outlets, will change season to season. Rather than a systemic or

structured reÌationship to society, party behaviour is demonstrated through purely

partisan calculations of short-term benefits and electoral support.l? In the private sector,

consumers reveal their choices through buying products from various producers.

willingness to pay the asking price is an indicator of consumer preference. As such,

consumers could therefore be said to indicate their demand for various products in the

private market by voting by means of their dollars. Likewise, voters can demonstrate

their preferences for policy options offered in the marketplace ofpolitics through several

institutions: the franchise, political parties, lobbying, opinion polls, petitions, public

hearings, demonshations, legal challenges, as well as civil disobedience and violence.

with respect to this thesis, the vote in favour ofa politician and their respective party is

one of the main methods of expressing voter demand for a particular pubtic policy. Like

consumers who choose to purchase products or services that return the highest net

benefit, the electors vote fo¡ candidates and parties whose platforms promise the greatest

benefit at the lowest personal cost.ls

_ 
15 Rejean Landry, "rncentives created by the Institutions of Representa tjye Democracy,, polit¡cql

Parties, Representation and Electorql Dentocraqt in canada, edited by william cross, (Toronió: oxford
University Press, 2002), 420-421.

ì6 Paul G, Thomas, "Pafties and Regional Representation,,' rR epresent'tion, Inlegrqtion, and
Political Parties ¡n Canada, edited by Herman Bakvis, (Toronto: Dundìm, 1ggD,1g2_lé2.

" David Elkins, "Parties as National Institutions: A Comparatiye Strdy,,, Representqtion,
Integ,qtion, qnd Polit¡cal Parties in canadø, edited. by Herman Bàkvis, (Toronio: Dundum, lggl),4.1-52.ts Lardry , 420-421 .



Although there are similarities between the activities of consumers and voters,

there are differences in the choices offered between the two. In the private marketplace,

consumers enjoy the benefit of purchasing goods from various producers in quantities

that give them the maximum benefit. students are able to buy a music player made by

Apple computers, yet still use it with a Dell-manufactured personal computer.

Restaurant owners can purchase bread from a discount grocer such as costco, and also

buy pastries from a local bakery. consumers are able to acquire products from a variely

of competing suppliers in order to suit thefu particular needs. However, collective

choices in the political marketplace are a different matter. while voters can buy a music

player from one producer, another for bread and a third for its pastries, they can¡ot

choose one party for lower taxes, another for social security reform, and a third for trade

policy. In reality, electors have to choose between whole platforms of candidates.

voters do not have the ability to select particular policies; rather a single vote serves to

express preference for a number ofpolicies but not necessarily for all. usually, voters do

not approve of every single aspect of the party platform of the ca.didate whom they are

electing. This "all-or-nothing" situation presented to voters proves to be problematic for

brokerage parlies who are presenting a broad based platform.re

In general, the twentieth century has found the Liberal and conservative parties to

resemble each other behaviorally. Both combine mass and elite business support and

offer policies and sentiments calculated to maximize electoral support, and will change

stances as the mood of canada shifts over time. Most of the pafties' original positions,

such as free trade, have long been abandoned. Indeed, the 19gg Federal election saw

them reversed when the Progressive conservatives were the championing free trade with

te lb¡d.,421.



the united states and the Liberals its opponents.20 However after the 1993 election, the

Liberals later adopted North American free trade since the election issues of the day were

focused on unemployment and job creation. This kind of about-face suggests that

brokerage parties are opportunistic in their attempts to craft an appealing image and

develop desirable polices to win over a larger swath ofvotes.2l

The fact that some ofthe issues in recent elections stem from efforts to implement

a new economic agenda does not reflect an alteration in the familiar ..patchwork

approach" to problem solving long characteristic of brokerage parties. Instead, these

patterns manifest previous tendencies. Parties rarely present issues in ways derived from

more general analyses of the country's economic difficulties.22 Rather, they display a

marked predilection for the quick-fix approach. Free trade, for example, assumed some

ofthese characteristics during the 1988 election campaign despite its long-term effects

and importance.23 In thei¡ scramble fo¡ immediate electoral advantage, parties try to

assess the state of the public mind at the moment and tailor their platform agendas

accordingly.2a

Another indicator of this quick-fix approach is the idea that brokerage parties

organize themselves around leaders as opposed to fixed principles or ideologies. parties

expect the leader to work out the multitude of compromises required for such a palty to

enjoy electoral victory. canadian political history has therefore often been depicted as a

^ ^.ln"*nJnorbum,,"PerspectivesontheStructureandDynamicsoftheCanadianpartySysten,,,Pany Politics in canoda, 8'" Editiotr, edited by Hugh rho¡bum and Alan whitehorn, (Toronto: pientice
Hall, 2001), 150.

" Ibid.
22 Harold Clarke et.al., "Absent Mandate: Canadian Electoral Politics in an Era of Restructuring,,,

Pqrty Politics in cqnqda, 8th Ed¡tion, edited by Hugh rhorbum and Alan whitehom, (Toronto: prentice
Hall. 200i),403
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story of longlived leaderships such as the MacdonaÌd, Laurier, King, Trudeau, Mulroney

and chrétien eras, rather than party programs. As leaders change, so do parties.

Moreover, as the leader's popularity declines, so does that ofthe parry. Thus, a party that

is unable to win elections most often blames the leader, and not the program.

consequently, the party will instill its hopes on a new leader who can deliver victory and

out of the political wilderness.25

The Sociological Model

The second approach helping to explain broker age pafiy behaviour is a

sociological understanding. unlike the organizational method, the sociological approach

emphasizes the social divisions in canada as well as the role of elites who act as brokers

for different interests in order to p¡eserve social integration. proponents of the

sociological approach to brokerage politics portray canada as a nation divided by social

cleavages.26 These cleavages include race, ethnicity, religion, language, and region.

Emphasizing this pattem of complex cleavages, adherents ofthis approach claim that it is

the role ofpolitical parties to accommodate these social divisions in order to encourage

social harmony. Parties are institutions in which diverse interests are identified

articulated, aggregated and taken into consideration when public policy is formed.

coalitions of minorities ensure that many interests are heard. No systemic elite tyranny

develops, creating a situation where some identifiable groups are permanently on the

loosing sides of decisions. some argue that if it were not for brokerage parties, the

regional, religious, and linguistic cleavages would have long torn canada aparl. This

'?5 Clarke et al., 398.
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particular interpretation is more commonly known as the ,,complex cleavage,'

explanation.2T

The electoral competition among brokerage parties can provide an important

means for bridging cleavages within the political community. Such parties must

aggregate a wide range of interests into a voting coalition. By doing so, parties perform

an integrative function for the political system. David smith explains how this

integrative function can be carried out:

At different times and under diffe¡ent leaders, national integration
has proceeded by various means: the incorporation ofpeople and tenitory
through local patronage supervised personally by leaders like Macdonatã
and Lawier; the accommodation of multiple interests and communities by
Mackenzie King and St. Laurent; and the nationalization of individuál
Canadians into a single community (though of two languages and many
cultures) through policies enunciated first by John Diefenbaker and by
Pierre T¡udeau.28

From this perspective, the principal function of political parties is the aggregation and

accommodation ofdive¡se interests. To do this, the primary concern ofparty leaders is to

keep the party unified. There is value in making parties pluralistic institutions by being

reflective ofthe main interests of society.

The brokerage theory is both descriptive - a possible explanation ofhow parties

behave; and prescriptive - an ideal held up for the parties to model themselves upon.

André siegfried observed the eaíy 20Th century party system. He argued that the primary

task of leade¡s was to conciliate the various social groups that made up the fragmented

electorate. French and English, rural and urban, and labour and management, are.iust a

27 lhid.
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few examples ofgroups who make up canada's heterogeneous electorate. Because of the

diverse nature of their supporters, siegfried asserted, each of the major parties were

virtually compelled to cloud their position on major issues. To do otherwise would risk

losing voter support or worse, ignite social tensions in the country.2e paul rhomas

concurs with siegfried's examination of the multiparty party system. Thomas argues that

the principle function of brokerage pafties is to aggregate and accommodate diverse

interests.3' For this to happen, the chief concern of parly leaders is to keep the party

united by not explicitly articulating policy positions that could fragment a parly, which is

diverse in its member's views. It is ideal that the parties are pluralistic institutions that

intemally reflect the main interests of society. As such, pafy elites need,'political room,'

for maneuvering, bargaining, compromise, and accommodation without the excessive

pressures from outside.3l

For brokerage parties, patronage appointrnents served as a mechanism to bridge

social schisms. After confederation, the predominant social cleavage was religion and

language, which divided Protestant English-speakers and Roman catholic francophones.

However, including both groups in the goveming conservative coalition accornmodated

this potentially destructive cleavage. This was achieved through heavy patronage

appointments to loyal party workers in both communities.

More recently, the emergence of the feminist movement required adjustment by

parties. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, women's participation was channeled through

ladies' auxiliaries, which provided party organizational support but little influence on

2e 
See And¡é Siegfried, "Party Politics in Canad4,, Canadian politicql parfy Sysfenls, editedby

R. Ken¡eth Carty. (Toronto: Broadview Press, i992).
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policy. of the three parties, the New Democrats were quick to emb¡ace the feminist

movement and females are a major constituency in the party. During the 1970s and early

1980s, women active in the Libe¡al party modified party structure and policy in o¡der to

create women's commissions to focus on their issues and appeal to the female vote. In

the early 1990s, the Liberals made a concerted effort to increase the number of women in

its caucus. For the Progressive conservatives, the party's women's Bureau organized

women's caucuses that emphasized networking and access to power. with the 19g3

leadership election of B¡ian Mulroney, he appointed the first female to serve as the

national director of the party. It was part ofa broad strategy to bridge this social cleavage

by retuming to the traditional practice patronage to respond to representational demands

made by the electorate.32

Critícism of the Brokerage Model

Both variants ofthe brokerage model have attracted their fair share of skepticism.

with respect to the market analogy, party competition is said to make the political pafiies

more responsive and to facilitate accountability. critics are quick to reject notion of

"consumer sovereignty" in the electoral market based on the assumption that voters have

identifiable and stable policy preferences. Moreover, voters can be poorly informed on

political issues. Mass political beliefs are not static, but are highly uncefiain and prone to

manipulation by political elites. competition for support involves more than just mass

preferences, but also includes the shaping of public opinion and the mobilization of

_ * . ", l. Kenneth Cafty, William Cross, and Lisa young, ,,A New Canadian political parry System,,,i\ Politicøl Pqrt¡es, Representqtion, qnd Electoral Democracy, editedby william cross, ¡t te* voit:
Oxford University Press, 2002), 18-19.



political suppofi.33 Another criticism of the market analogy includes the issue of whether

political parties offer voters any real choice. There is disagreement among scholars over

whether the two parties that have contended for national power offer voters clear policy

alternatives. The majority opinion appears to be that the main parties have avoided

principled stances and as a result most elections have settled little in policy terms.3a

Policy reversals after an election are common. Most notable in recent history is the

Liberal Party's change of heart in favour of united States-canada f¡ee trade after the

1993 federal election, regardless of their vehement opposition beforehand. Before the

Liberals, Mulroney's conservatives rejected free trade in 19g3 when a senate committee

recommended it. Issues during an election are vaguely defined and are changeable in

their meaning. Although issues would catch the attention of voters during a campaign,

they can fall into oblivion in the next election without solving the problem it represented.

Nor are specific issues inserted into or are linked to a more general framework of parry

principles. The 'quick-fix' approach discourages long-term position taking, which does

not allow fertile ground to plant long-term support bases. The seemingly-solid Liberal

support base in Québec melted away with the arrival of Brian Mulroney, and in turn pc

supporters in Québec peeled away towards the Bloc euébécois.3s

others argue that the organizational approach is also based upon conventional

assumptions underlying the behaviour of companies under conditions of perfect

competition.3d However, the benign nature of brokerage politics is challenged when

conditions are not under perfect competition but under an oligopoly. Examining

33 
See Munay Edel man, Politics øs Symbolic Action: Møss Arousøl and euiescence, (Chicago:
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monopolies under such market conditions, firms can to one degree or another influence

total supply through their own output decisions. In changing market supply, they can

also affect product price. Instead of being "price takers" as pure competitors,

monopolistic firms are "price makers". Thus, in deciding on what volume of output to

produce, the monopolist is determining the price it will charge.3? Likewise, political

parties are just as capable of creating political preferences and restricting the range of

choices available to the electorate as they are to responding automatically to the changing

tastes ofthe voter. such was the case in the 2000 election, in which the Liberal party

presented itself as the party who would defend the public health care system against the

neo-conservative canadian Alliance. Still, the market analogy is consistent with the idea

that parties construct a definition of politics, which then shapes the representation

process. Despite this, critics have been quick to point out that this particular model is

both too abst¡act and too ahistorical to explain the true complexities and changing traits

of federal parties in canada. The market rnodel alone lacks support in the existing

literature because of its inadequate incorporation of canada's historical context and does

not fully account for the social cleavages evident in our society.3s

The sociological understanding of brokerage politics did operate successfully

during the earlier decades of canada's history when the underlying social cleavages and

the issues of the day were more amenable by elite accommodation and. consensus

building. However, since the 1960s, the ¡ise of interest groups who express new values

has further fragmented the political culture. New avenues for citizen participation, such

as involvement with interest groups, were available as a result of decreasing satisfaction

37 |bíd.
38 Brodie and Jenson, "Piercing the Smokescreen,,, 60.



among groups who felt their demands wefe not fully met by political parties. with a

slowdown of economic growth in the 1970s, some groups questioned the role of

government and created the impression that all public policy decisions involved clear

win¡ers and Ìosers. with a change in potitical culture and expectations, a decline in

public confidence, deference and t¡ust towards political elites emerged. consequently,

political parties have not fully been able to achieve a national consensus that brokerase

practices would traditionally ascribe them.3e

There have been many times when brokerage practices generaled accusations of

being undemocratic. A number of critics have claimed that the electoral competition

between the major parties is a fraud. According to Frank underhill writing in the 1960s,

the true function of the two-pafiy system since the Laurier era has been to provide a

screen for the controlling business interests whom in fact manipulate the major parties.

Both the Liberals and conservatives have taken for granted that their first duty in office

is to assist the progress of big business in the exploitation of the country's resources.oo

Established parties are accused of avoiding major issues concerning class, property, and

power. Politics, therefore, revolves obsessively around national unity and the need to

accommodate different ethnic and linguistic groups in the country. al

criticism of brokerage behaviour is also concerned with political recruitment and

participation. Detractors argue that brokerage parties under represent new groups and

those who do not enjoy the advantage of social prestige. Furthermore, the function of

political education is not performed during or between elections, while the function of

3e McConnell, 194.
a0 Frank Underhill. & Search ofCanadian Liberqlistn, (Toronto: Mac'.rilÌan , lgi5),165.'' Janine Brodie and Jane Jenson, crisis, chalenge and change: pqúy and crass in cønqdq
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encouraging participation only occurs during campaigns.n' urrder such circumstances,

the changes in modern society that have worked to undermine the role of parties have

been hardest on those with weak organizations, and are inadequately tied to the

electorate. The dominance of party leaders has been reinforced as a result ofthe growing

influence of media. Participation has also been reduced to a mere spectator sport.

without the constraints of ideological positions or even policy direction, the brokerage

style of politics leaves parties open to criticism before the demands of interest groups.

Finally, the failure ofparties to establish firm ties with the electorate leaves the electoral

landscape wlnerable to incursions by new, sectional based parlies.a3

All of these criticisms lead to cent'als question of the canadian party system. Is

there another way to address social stability in a country divided by religion, language,

and region, and the implications of federalism for all spheres of influence? Is there a

different method to understand how social and economic relations, as well as the

institutional context in which parties exist shape their behaviour?

The ldeological Motlel

while the practice of brokerage has prevailed as the conventional wisdom to

describe the behaviour of canada's major political parties, there has been reason to

suspect that other parties have increasingly been displaying ideological characteristics. In

the brokerage model, the Libe¡als and the progressive conservatives were seen as

behaviorally similar. Ideologies did not play an instrumental role in their decision-

a2 
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making; electoral success and nation building were the primary function ofthese parties.

others theorists, however, believe that canadian parties are embodiments of ideas in

action, albeit imperfect. william christian and colin campbell found ideological

underpinnings to canadian political pafies, and discem that parties have been influenced

by ideology.aa Likewise, Richard Johnston and Donald Blake both found modest

evidence ofparty ideology, "The parties have proved to be ideological vehicles more than

we might have expected them to be."as

Changes in party competition also challenge the brokerage model. From

confederation ro 1993, party competition was by the conservatives and the Liberals.

Together, these two parties routinely collected three quarters or more of the popular vote.

This trend ceased in the 1993 election, with a type of party competition suggesting that

ideological politics was emerging.a. one of the important posG1993 changes is the

emergence of the Bloc Québécois and the Reform/canadian Alliance parties, both of

whom sprung out of the old Mulroney Progressive conse¡vative fold. Both Reform and

the Bloc rejected the brokerage model and existed to represent the interests of their

regions. These two parties finished second or third in the federal elections of 1993, 1997 ,

and 2000, and have come to play a significant role in the new party system. R. Ken¡eth

car1y, william cross and Lisa Young have argued that the parties that constituted the

third canadian party system were characterized by ideological flexibility and an

44 William Christiar and Colin Campbell. Pol¡tiÇal Parties qnd ldeologies in Cqnødq, 2"¿ Edition,
(Toronto: l4ccraw-Hill Ryerson Lim ¡ted. I 983), j.

" Richard Johnston, "The ldeological Struc re of Opinion o\policy,,' pqrty Democrqc, in
cqnada, edifedby George Perlin, (Scarborough: prentice Hall canada, t9agj, s+; Dónald elake,-.,Division
and Cohesion: The Major Parties," Ib¡d,32-53.
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overarching desire to maintain national unity by fostering accommodation.4T

Furthermore, carty, cross, and Young assert that the practise of brokerage has been a

perennial feature of canadian party politics since confederation. yet unlike their

predecessors, the Bloc and Reform are essentially ideological parties.as These authors

suggest that the Bloc and Reform are more ideologically coherent than their traditional

counterpafts in the Liberals and the Progressive conservatives. The Bloc may be flexible

on many issues, but Québec sovereignty is its raison d'être and it is uncompromising in

this regard.ae

Further evidence suggesting that ideological characteristics are emerging is the

decline in satisfaction with parties by canadians. This, at least in part, results from a

rejection of brokerage behaviour by a growing number of voters. As it was described

earlier, implicit in the brokerage model is voter deference to political elites who are

supposed to broker accommodations. Neil Nevitte's study of voter attitude towards elite

accommodation has shown that the electorate has increasingly expressed their

dissatisfaction with this type of behaviour.so The emergence of the Bloc euébécois and

the Reform Party and their relative success in the 1993 election is a reaction to the

distrust of brokerage parties who were unable to oblige all interests.sr

Since Anthony Downs' work on rational choice and democracy, its tradition has

generated three models of competitive political party behaviour, including the policy

a? R. Kenneth Cafy, Williara Cross and Lisa young, l? ebuilding Canadian party politics,
(Vancouver: Universiry of British Columbia press. 2000). 36.,13,,.,
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seeking /ideological party.s2 The primary aim of such a pa¡ty is not to maximize its

votes, but rather to maximize its effect on public policy. Budge and Keman make a case

for the primacy of group interests or poricy issues when explaining the behaviour of

parties in entering coalìtions, obtaining ministries, and in the context of canada,

influencing policy.53 In parties whose dominant group consìders ideological purity to be

more important than winning votes or gaining access to office, electoral failures and even

loss of participation in government will be of little consequence.to The Bloc euébécois,

for example, hold no ambition to win the seat of government. parry members have wide-

ranging views on policy questions, but on the sole issue of euébec sovereignty, it is

strongly ideological and willing to broker no compromise.ss

Examining the External Face of Parfies

The ideological analysis presented by 'rvilliam christian and colin campbell is

gleaned from party platforms, pronouncements of party leaders during election

campaigns, the selection ofpolicies, and a review ofpolitical memoirs. They believe that

canada and its parties have indeed been influenced by ideologies, and that

acknowledging these ideological differences, it will help resolve the questions

suÛounding the kind of social life citizens wish to follow.56 similar to Gad Horowitz,

christian and campbell begin with the identification ofconservative, liberal, and socialisr
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approaches to politics. They then proceed to examine the extent to which the

conservatives, Liberals, and the co-operative commonwealth Federation (ccF) - New

Democratic Party (NDP) act as carriers of these ideological customs. Recognizing that

liberalism is the dominant ideological perspective in canada, it is believed that all th¡ee

parties are suffused by it. Furthermore, they suggest that liberalism contains two varianfs

labeled "business liberalism" and .,welfare liberalism.',57 What may look like

inconsistencies is attributed to the balance of perspectives within a party at any given

time, and to changes in what libe¡alism meaos.,*

Though no party is ideologically pure, christian and campbe found that the

Liberal Party comes closest to partnership between the two interpretations of liberalism.

Business liberalism is intolerant of rest¡aints imposed on individual freedom, especially

in matters of the economy.se This variant is often associated with suspicion of ,,big

government" and opposition to government regulation. welfare liberalism, on the other

hand, is more open to government regulation, either for purposes of preserving the

market economy or "to give substance to the formal liberty of all by ensuring an

acceptable mìnimum standard of social resources by redistribution of wealth through

taxation system and social welfare programs."60 Looking at party leadership, they argue

that, under Pierre Elliot Trudeau, welfare liberalism dominated the party. Likewise, the

competition between Jean chrétien and Paul Martin was a sÍuggle between the two

variants of liberalism.

57 B\ake,32.
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within the conservatives, the two leading beliefs are those ofbusiness liberalism

and toryism. other strains of liberalism such as progressivism and welfare liberalism

have been espoused by relatively small but important figures in the party. Liberal

individualism was a major idea in lgtL century canada, and it is not surprising to find

political conservatism, which also took root in the same period, shares this feature of

with Liberalism. Toryism, on the other hand, was a commitment to the values of

community and an enduring belief of hierarchy as an element of social life. Toryism was

a major component of canadian conservatism before the port Hope conference of 1942

and the selection of John Bracken as the leader of the newly named progressive

conservative Party.ór Although toryism is a recessive strain, its beliefs about placing

social order and community values before individual rights still permeated the

Progressive conservatives.62 George Grant felt that although this tradition has decayed

in canada as a result of the effects of capitalism and liberalism, it was an important paft

ofour history.63 Prophetically, christian and campbell suggested that impatience with

the demands of ideological compromise threatened the pc party's Tory tradition.

Although a review of platforms, reader statements during erections, policy

documents, and political memoirs provides a staú in determining the extent and influence

of ideology in a party, these factors can easily shift as a resurt of leadership change. As

noted by R. Ken¡eth carty, the third canadian party system places greater emphasis on

the leade¡ who has greater control over the party machinery and electoral vehicles. Thus.

u' Ib¡d., g.
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platfoms and central issues are more subject to change as leaders are replaced.óa A look

at the intemal structure of a party is needed to bette¡ determine party behaviour.

Examining the Internal Attributes of parties

As a means to further measure the degree of similarity and the nature of the

differences between the viewpoints ofparties, others examined the opinion structures of

pafty activists. By surveying deregates at national party meetings, scholars such as

Donald Blake, Richard Johnston, Keith Archer, and Faron Ellis examined the role of

paúy activists who, in recent decades, have assumed more power over party decision-

making. In their studies, it is assumed that policy preferences of party delegates have

played an important ¡ole in organizing and restraining party ideology.65

The debate over the ideological character of parties requires two analytical tasks.

To claim that parties are ideologically distinct and that intra-party debate over policy

reflects each party's unique synthesis of its historical ideological sources assumes that

there are crucial policy differences between parties.ó6 Donald Blake took this ,..linear"

approach by comparing parties along a continuum of potential policy responses to

different issues. He found that there were intra-party differences between party activists.

However, the degree of difference depends on the issue.67 The central opinions between

Liberal and Progressive conservative activists were far apart on most of the key issues of

the day, including the form of economic ties canada should have with the united States.
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canada's stance on cold v/ar issues, the appropriate role of govemment in the economy,

levels of social spending, and EnglisvFrench relations. It appeared that none of these

policies domains stood out as a greater source of division than another. Small variants

existed between the parties on matters related to curbs on the power of corporations, but

virtually no differences existed on moral issues.68 However, even on the issues that

divided them, there was considerable overlap between parties. yet when Blake considers

the patterns of internal cohesion and division within the major parties, he finds numerous

interparty differences. Activists from the Progressive conservative party were much less

united on social welfare and language issues than they were on attitudes towards

govemment ownership, foreign trade and investment, and foreign policy. Liberals, on the

other hand, were more united on language issues, somewhat divided on foreign policy

and social security, and all together split on North American policy, and privatisation of

government services. These findings seemingly support christian and campbell,s

asserlion of the existence of business liberalism, welfare liberalism, and toryism between

the two major parties.

However, to establish that differences existed is not to prove that those

differences were necessarily ideological. Richard Johnston employed a structural

analysis of the extent to which opinion on each policy question is related to opinion on

other questions.6e Beyond the establishment of links between policies lies the question of

the exact character of those links. Johnston asks which policies go together and which

ones are not related to each other, which ideas organize policy response, and how much

of the total response do these ideas actually explain? From his analysis, he finds that

lDIA.
6e 

See Johnston, "The Ideological Structu re," 54 -70



ideological predispositions do structure an important part of policy response, yet the

major parties do differ in the degree to which this is so, and that opinion in each party is

organized by variants of liberalism. soms patterns that are usually represented as

common to Liberals and conservatives actually diverged between the parties in detail.

For conservatives, feelings about foreign policy went along with other feelings about the

united States, or continentalism. For Liberals, sentiments regarding foreign policy were

reflected in postmaterialist feelings and were not pointed directly at America. Attitudes

towards "quality of life" regulation lay on the "anti-trust', facto¡ for conservatives. The

more a Tory disliked big business, the more he or she was willing to see it regulated,

irrespective of his or her feelings concerning the size and scope of government. For

Liberals, support for regulation was part of government intervention and did not turn on

feelings specifically about big business. positions on other types of regulation were

factorially complex in both pafties but in a unique way to each. Among Liberals, general

regulatory sentiment spanned both the size of government factor and the continentalist

factor. Arguably, feelings about size of government also underpin general regulatory

sentiment with the conservatives, but so do feelings about the likely object ofregulation,

big business.To

Acknowledging that party members have increasingly become more centrar in

party decision-making, instead of convention delegates, cross and young consider

whether party policy is an impoftant incentive to join a party, whether there is a coherent

structure to members' views, whether the¡e is substantial intra-party issue agreement and

significant inter-party divergence. By doing so, cross and young were able to examine

the attitudes of members, who were increasingly influencing and constraining party

70 
See Blake, 1988.



behaviour, during and in between elections.Tr with an inspection ofthe attitudes ofparty

members, they concluded that canadian parties do manifest some ofthe characteristics of

the ideological model, most particular with the Reform/canadian Alliance, the NDp and

the Bloc Québécois. People do join parties at least parlially on the basis of policy, and

policy agreement vvith the party is an important incentive to activism.

cross and Young also felt that there was a clear sÍucture to attitudes among party

members, and that membership is coherent on some dimensions of this structure. The

fou' factors relating to social tolerance, laissez-faire economics, provincial powers and

populism helped explain a signifìcant proportion of the structu¡e of pafty members'

attitudes. The research by cross and young seems to supporl Blake,s previous structural

analysis in determining if there are overarching ideas that guide policy decisions.

Fu¡thermore, there were substantial differences between the parties on each of these

factors. while the policy attitudes of members of Reform/canadian Alliance, NDp, and

the Bloc Québécois were more coherent, members of the Liberals and progressive

conservatives were not all that different. The cross and young investigation led them to

believe that the newer parties were more ideological than the two larger ones.72 The

second chapter, will provide a deeper investigation into the differences between the

canadian Alliance and the Progressive conservatives - the founding parties ofthe new

Conservative Party of Canada.

7r Cross and Young. -Policy Aniludes.,'859 - 880.
'' Ibid..864-86s



Problems with ldeology and the Ideological Model

There can be little doubt about the usefurness of ideology, since it can simplifu

the world, foreclose options, and point the way to a restricted range of sorutions. Indeed,

ideological parties are consistent with the changing norms ofdemocracy found among the

electorate. There is evidence that canadians are dissatisfied with elite-dominated

brokerage politics, and prefer parties to stake out crea¡ and discrete policy positions.T3

On the surface, ideological parties increase voters, options.

Nonetheless, as usefur as ideorogies may appear to be in political rife, they do

have their weaknesses. An ideorogy can isolate a politicar group from many urgent

problems that it either ignores, or for which it cannot provide what is on its own terms, an

acceptable solution. For example, ch¡istian and campbell identified the probrems that

Québec nationalism poses for canadian liberalism. Lacki'g the conceptual category of a

cultural nation, Liberal leaders like Lester pearson and. pie*e Trudeau took the view that

the grievances felt by francophones arose because individual francophones had been

denied certain rights in the courts, education, armed forces, and cìvil service. From their

perspective, the provision oftranslation services, bilingual documents, and the promotion

of francophones to prominent positions in the civil service and crown corporations were

ways to address these concerns.Ta To the francopho'e community, however, these do not

even begin to address concerns raised by nationalists. For them, the preservation ofthe

French language and the culture of euébec is a moral right of the French-canadian nation

that had made its home in Québec for over three centuries.Ts

73 
See Nevitte, 1996.
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The moral fundamentalism of preston Manning's Refo¡m and stockwell Day,s

Alliance reveals a comparable shortcoming. with large group of supporters who were

largely christian fundamentalist and broadly anti-secular in orientation, the Reform and

Alliance leaders faced enormous pressure to advocate social conservative positions,

which ran contrary to the views of the majority of canadians, notably in urban canada.

Their firmness on such issues reflected a moral fundamentalism that had been reinforced

by a modified version of negative liberty advocated by the libertarian right. Thus social

conservatives tended to believe that anti-family, pro-abortion, secular humanist views in

public life were aided and abetted by state subsidies and mutually beneficial connections

with government bureaucrats. In their minds, the power and benefits accruing to the

'new class' of welfare-state officials, and the 'special interest' advocates associated with

them, are contrary to the natural mechanisms of civil society, perhaps even to the natural

order of patriarchic nuclear families.76 By retreating to such uncompromising positions,

the Reform/Alliance limited themselves fiom being able to build linkages to the majority

of canadians who did not feel as strong or opposed these positions, such as those who

support same-sex marriage. Rather than bridging the social cleavages in canada,s

fragmented society, the moral fundame'talism espoused by Reform/Alliance instead

widened the gap between social groups.

If one were to accept the idea that parties are becoming more ideological, what

then are the implications for canadian politics? on the one hand, the move towards

ideologically-driven parties conforms to the desire ofthe electorate for meaningful policy

choices between parties and for allowing these institutions to have greater capacity for

_ 
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policy innovation. on the other hand, increasingly - ideological pafties mean less space

for brokerage politics. If parties are staking out specific poricy posirions and attempting

to distinguish themselves from their competitoïs by expanding the distance between

parties and policies, and if party members are playing a larger role in party decision

making, then the brokerage tradition is at risk. For exampre, on the provincial rights

issue, there is both substantial coherence within the parties, and yet considerable

disagreement among them.77 Members of each party largely agree with one another on

the issue, and there is substantial disagreement among members of different parties. In

this instance, the importance of this nationar issue was something brokerage politics

would be able to moderate by accommodating different viewpoints within each party,

thus pushing them to the cent¡e of the issue and weakening its political salience. In a

country with regional and linguistic divides as coherent as those found in canada, a move

away from behaving in a brokerage manner may be a cause for concern. An ideorogical

party may sharpen partisan differences over fundamental issues. rather than

accommodating interests.Ts

As outlined by christian and campbel, Blake, Joh¡ston, and cross and yo'ng, a

good measure of the parlies have been gleaned by exa'rining the relative position of

leaders, conventions delegates, and general members of the Liberals, progressive

conservatìves, New Democrats, and more recently the Broc euébécois and

Refom/Alliance.t' wh.n looking at the two parties that have traditionally competed for

the seat of governme't, the Liberals place themselves in the ideological centre, while the

tt 
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Progressive conservatives are seen right on the spectrum, as is the canadian Alliance.

Hugh rhorburn, however, warns that we shourd be carefur in interpreting these self-

proclaimed ideological positions. In fact, there was much continuity in the fiscal policies

of the Mulroney PCs and the ckétien Liberals, especially on ideological questions such

as social welfare spending, competition poricy, or taxation policy. Although convention

delegates and, recently, party members have been gaining influence over paÍy decision-

making, they have little influence on the party's policy when in government. It does

indicate the views of the activists and the deviation from these at least by the Libe¡al

Party when facing the realities of office-E' Moreover, cross and young's analysis does

not take into account the manner in which parlies conduct their electoral campaigns, an

important and relevant mechanism to communicate a party's message to citizens.

chapter Four will pay particular attention to how the conservative party of canada

conducts its electoral campaign and examines evidence to suggest that they are displaying

brokerage characterìstics.

80 Thorbum, "Perspectives," 152.



CHAPTERTWO
A Further Look at the canadian A[iance and the progressive conservatives

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to assess the type of party behaviour exhibited by

the canadian Reform conservative Alliance party (A iance) and the progressive

conservative (PC) Party - the two predecessors of the conservative party of canada.

This chapter will argue that the progressive conservatives acted more like a brokerage

party, whereas the canadian Alliance displayed more ideological characteristics.

Defining a party behavioural model involves two approaches. First, study a

party's external face primarily through its electoral approaches. Two, examine a pafiy,s

internal attributes by weighing its attitudes and behaviours of party members. This

chapter will first look at the performance of the pc party and the canadian Alliance

during the 2000 elections by comparing their respective leaders, pratforms, and voter

perception This was the last election where the two parties competed. Additionally, the

constitutions of the Alliance and the pcs will be scrutinized to find differences in their

guiding principles. The second part of this chapter will compare the opinion structure of

party members. How much does ideology pray a role in these two parties? Adding to the

research conducted by 'witliam cross and Lisa young, this chapter will consider the

opinion structure of party activists to determine any ideological characteristics found with

the canadian Alliance and the PCs. such differences between the two parties made

merger appear an unlikely event.l

- ' see David Laycock, The New Right ønc! Democracy in canødq; understøndìng Refornt ønd the
canadian Alliance, (Don Mirls: oxford university press, 2002), lg2; and perer woolsteniroh. -stavine
Alive: The Progressive conservative party Fights for survivar,;; party poritics in Canada, e;i È¿¡,i"i,'
edited by Hugh Thorbum and Alan Whitehom, (To¡onto: prenrice Háll, 20 0t),240-241.



The 2000 Election

on Novembe¡ 27,2000 Jean chrétien's Liberals became the fìrst party since

wilfrid Laurier's Liberals to win a majority parliament in three successive elections.

some may argue that the Liberal achievement was a victory by default. After all, the

political right was unable to unite and the opposition remained fragmented, as it had been

for the 1993 and 1997 elections.2 since the breakdown of the Mulroney progressive

conservative majority in 1993, the Liberals stood amidst a divided opposition.

As they entered the fede¡al erection of 2000, the progressive conse¡vatives did

not feign ambitions to fo'- either a minority or majority goveffìrnent. Nor was becoming

the opposition a plausible objective. For the pcs, survival was the primary goal.3 After

two devastating election results in 1993 and, 1997, heavy indebtedness, political

marginality, and three leade¡s in six years, politicar commentators routinely specurated

that the Tories faced elimination as a viable force.a Hampering the pcs \rr'ere the euébec-

based Bloc Québécois and the westem born Reform party which later transformed into

the canadian Alliance. At the end of the campaign, the pcs minimized their losses and

endured.

The Canadian Alliance, on the other hand faced other challenges. No party went

through more inte¡nal machinations and pubric turmo between 1997 and,2000 than the

Reform Party as it changed itserf into the canadian Refo¡m conservative Alriance party.

During that time, the parry held four major conventions, two pafy_wide referenda, and a

leadership contest. These transformative events took prace in the year preceding the 2000

'¡ndréBlais etal.. Anatomy ofa Liberøl Victory, (pete¡borough: Bro adview,2002),9." Peter Woolstencroft, .,Some Baftles Won, War Lost: The Carnpaign of th" Þrog..rriu"
conservative Party," The cønrdian G-enerar Erection of2000, edited by ion H- parnmettãnd christopher
Doman, lToronro: Dundum. 2001). 91.

' Woolstencrofi, *Staying AIjve,'. 24g.



election. Despite all of that, the Alliance made only modest gains from the Reform

results in 1997. Although the Alliance's goal was to make a breakthrough into ontario, it

failed to realize this goal.5

An Examination of the Leaders

An election is more than choosing which party will form the government, or

which candidate will represent a particular riding. It is also about who is going to be

Prime Minister. There is evidence to suggest that voters, in parl, make up their minds on

the basis of how they feel about the leaders.6 Typically, there are two reasons for this

pattern. First, there has been the expanding influence of television with its emphasis

upon the leaders and their personalities.T second, there has been a decline in partisan

attachment, which makes citizens more open to switching parties from each election.s

Recognizing these factors, parties place a lot of emphasis on their leader during

campaigns in order to gather suppoft.

The personalization of parties was widely recognized during the third party

system in Canada beginning in 1957 to 1963 with the ,.Diefenbaker revolution,,. The

country had developed an urban, industrialized, educated, and plural society that

stretched across five distinct political regions. In order to develop a consistent national

appeal, party leaders took personal control ofthe campaign machinery across the country.

Out of the Leader's Office, all critical party positions were made. This system of

appointments allowed fo¡ a more centralized approach for electoral strategy.

5 Faron Ellis, "The More Things Change... The Alliance Cam paign," The Canadian Genersl
Election of 2000, Edited by Jon H. Pammett and Christopher Doman, (Toronto: Dundum, 2001), 59.
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Additionally, it made the party an extension of the leader. unlike the previous party

systems, independent regional bosses no longer played a significant role. position and

influence are no longer derived of being representative as they had becoming now a gift

of the leader. The personalization of party has an inherent propensity to stimulate growth

ofnational factions and to transform policy disputes into leadership conflicts.e

An examination of the leaders of the Alliance and the pCs is one method

examining party behaviouloe clark had become leade¡ of the progressive

conservatives once again in the fall of 1998. He did so after leaving electoral politics in

1993 following twenty years in Parliament, including seven years as leader and brief stint

as Prime Minister. clark's leadership campaign centered itself on the premise that he

was the best candidate because of his long seryice and national recognition. The first-

ballot results showed that he, unlike his opponents, had support across canada. Like his

predecessors, clark promoted the idea that the PC party was a national party. In reality, a

number ofresource and organizational deficits faced the party as it prepared to challenge

the Liberals while at the same time being flanked on the right by the Reform party and

the idea of a united Alternative that would ultimately lead to the creation of the canadian

Alliance.lo

clark refused overtures from the united Alternative movement and insisted the

PCs would field a full slate ofcandidates, a position that the Tories at their 1999 National

Meeting overwhelmingly supported. Advocates of the united Alternative failed to

consider the rationale behind clark and his party. First, those Tories who wanted to leave

e R.K. Carty, "Three Canadian Party Systems: Ar lnterpretation ofthe Development ofNational
Politics," Pørty Politics in Canqda, 8"' Edftion, edited by Hugh Thorbum and AIan Whitehom, (Toro¡to:
Prentice Hall, 2001 ), 26-30,

r0 Woolstencroft, "staying AIive," 258.



had ten years to do so, but did not make that decision. second, Tories perceived that they

and Reform had opposing views on canada's bilingual and multicultural character, as

well as differing perspectives on moral issues. Third, pc partisans were proud of their

history and sensed they had potential to grow as opposed to Reform who were unable to

take root anywhere east of Manitoba.ll

stockwell Day's entrance to federal politics followed a different path compared to

clark. on March 24,2000, the Reform Party announced that through a referendum,

members voted overwhelmingly in favour (91.9%) of folding their party into the

canadian Alliance.12 Reform leader P¡eston Manning clearly had a head-start and

substantial support from Reform's base. However, many believed that because Manning

was already well known to many voters, the canadian Alliance would not do much better

than Reform did if he continued as leader.13 stockwell Day announced his candidacy the

week following the referendum by emphasizing his fourteen years in the Alberta

Legislature and prominent role as its Finance Minister. Most observers agreed that Day,s

greatest asset was simply that he was not Preston Manning. Day's..Next Step',

leadership campaign demonstrated both his personal political journey and the ,,logic of a

new party." His suppofters argued that the logic behind starting a new party was based

on shedding the Reform image and that a new leader was the best way to accomplish this

goal. The paradox lay in the fact that despite Day being a fresh face to the federal scene,

Day was an AlbeÍan and who also held deep social conservative values like Manning.la

t' Ibid., 260.
r2 Approxinately 75,000 ballots we¡e issued and 48,838 were cast (65 percent ofthe

membership).
13 Tom Flanagan, "From Reform to the canadian A iance,- pørry poritics in cqnqdq, g'h Edition.

edited by.Hugh Thorbum and Alan Whitehom, (Toronto: prentice Hall, 2001),290.
'o Ellis, 70.



Day's successful campaign for the Alliance leadership owed much to his team,s

recruitment ofreligious evangelicals, especially in "proJife,, organizations. Day,s earlier

careers in Alberta, as a lay preacher and a politician, along with campaign endorsements

of his leadership by numerous ckistian organizations, sent voters a clear message in this

regard. In his supporters' minds, the Alliance could become a more outspoken partisan

flag-bearer of the evangelical campaign against secular society.ls Although Day.s

conservafive values helped propel him to the leadership, they would in the end prove to

create problems for him during the 2000 federal election.

In the weeks leading up to the election cail, the Alliance tried to play down its

social conservative elements, fearing that it would repel moderate voters. Despite party

efforts, Day made an appearance on "100 Huntley Street" one of Canada,s most popular

christian television broadcasts. Day also refused to deviate from his long-standing habit

ofnot working on sundays. consequently, this left him unavailable for media events,

including the day the Prime Minister made the election call, one-seventh of the total

campaign, and the final day ofthe campaign.l6

The two parties selected these leaders for specifìc reasons. The Alliance wanted a

fresh face to present to voters outside of the west. Because of Stockwell Day's first-

ballot success in ontario during the leadership race, the party was hoping for an electoral

breakthrough in the country's most populous province. This was an elusive goal the old

Reform Party was unable to achieve. The Progressive conservatives, on the other hand,

were looking for a leader who could rebuild the party after Jean charest's departure for

the Québec provincial Liberals. They found in Joe cla¡k a national figure and a leader

15 Laycock,19.
16 EIIis,77.



who did not adhere to the social conservative creed of Reform or the united Alternative

movement. These were the selections and hopefuls of partisans, but how did the public

receive them?

Public Perception of Leaders

The most strikìng feature ofthe leadership evaluations in the 2000 campaign was

how small the differences were in leaders, overall popularity (see Table 2.1). The

average rankings were based on a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 meant that the respondent

completely disliked the leader and 100 meant that the leader was wholly liked. In the last

week of the campaign, Clark was evaluated at 47 and Day closely behind at 45.

spanning the regions, Day was most popular in the west but was far behind in all other

regions. clark, on the other hand, varied the least amongst the leaders across the

regions.lT

Note: Entries are mean evaluations on a 0 to 100 scale. Entries in parentheses refet to mean evaluations
among those with no party identiñcation.
source: André Blais, Elisabeth Gidengil, Richard Nadeau and Neil Nev itl;e, Anatonry ofq Liberq¡ victory:
Making Sense ofthe Vote in the 2000 Elect¡o¡?, (Peterborough: Broadview press ,2OOZ), l6j.

There were movements in leadership evaluations throughout the campaign (see

Figure 2a). Day was initially popular at the start of the campaign, but saw that decline

during the course of the election. The opposite was true fo¡ clark, who saw his ratings

Chrétien Day Clark McDonough Ducenne
Canada 48 (45\ 45 ø6\ 47 (49\ 46 (46ì' 48 t50)
Atlantic 50 r4sl 37 (37\ 49 (48\ s0 (53)
Ouébec 42 (19\ 4t u4\ 44 (47\ 42 (46\ 48 (50)
Ontario s5 (sl 44 (46\ 49 t50) 49 ø7\
West 46 (43) 52 t51) 49 l48l 47 (4s\
Outside PO 51 t48) 46 ø7\ 49 (49\ 48 (47)

u Blais et al., 166.



improve somewhat. The Tory leader witnessed his evaluation escalate after the English

television debate, where he was clearly perceived as the winner. Some 44 percent of

those interviewed after the debate thought clark won the debate, whereas 17 percent

thought Day was the winner.rs

The reasons behind Day's decline are less clear. His daily score remained stable

from November 3 to November 15, so the debates were not the issue. It appears that his

ratings dropped in the very first days of November, immediately after the october 31

headlines, which read that his party was in favour of two-tier health care. However, the

ratings were stable from that point until November 15.le It is possible to explain this

pattem as a matter of natural decay from the temporary boost received at the beginning of

the campaign. The next significant drop in Day's ratings occuned just after November

15, which followed allegations ofracism against some ofhis supporlers and cBC's report

on "Fundamental Day." Although the effects seemed to have been temporary, the

Alliance leader's ratings did rebound in the last days of the campaign. Indeed, Day,s

evaluations only declined by three points and no specific event appears to have been

wholly responsible for this downturn.20

r8 36 percent ofthe respondents ofthe Canada Election Study of2000 said they watched the
debate. I I percent in Québec and 43 percent outside of euébec.re Blais et al., 169.
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Figure 2a Evaluations of Leaders (S,Day Moving Average)
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Source: And¡é Blais et aI., Anatomy ofq Liberal Victoty, 168.

The analysis needs to look furlher to comprehend what shaped these evaluations

ofthe leaders. one school ofthought emphasizes the various traits of leaders.'l Kinder

et al. have argued that the electorate assesses leaders on two fundamental dimensions:

competence and trustworthiness. competence can be sub-divided into intellectual ability

and leadership ability. Trustworthiness can be subdivided into integrity and empathy.

Looking at the 2000 election, the question arises as to which traits matter most to voters'

overall evaluations ofthe leaders. It also questions how people came to perceive a leader

as having a specific trait. one altemative is that these perceptions are merely projections.

For example, Alliance members may naturally see their own leader in a positive light on

all dimensions. conversely, perceptions could also be influenced by voters' own social

30*r_¡r
-o' o" cv.üdl ù :d .\d -:oo ,¡-o+ -¡d _1d -1d'*' rE' ^,b' rs' r,o' "2' ù.
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background and by their fundamental beliefs and values. Lastly, we need to bear in mind

the images that the leaders themselves project to the public.22

In the post-election survey of the 2000 canada Election Study, respondents were

asked to indicate which leader they would best describe as: arrogant, trustworthy, having

new ideas, compassionate, dishonest, intelligent, extreme, and weak. Table 2.2 shows the

percentage of voters who associated a specific leader with a given trait. outside of

Québec, Day was perceived (50%) as having new ideas, but also as being extreme (45%).

clark's was not as sharply defined. outside of euébec, clark was the most tikely to be

seen as trustwofthy Qa%) but also seen as the weakest leader (28%).

Note: Cell entries represent the percentage ofrespondents saying they would describe the leader as havins
such a trait.
Source: André BIais et al., .4natony ofq Liberal yictoty, I7l.

Chrétien Dây Clârk ìl{cDonough Duceppë
Arrogånl CanÂda 44 22 3

Québec 48 3 lt
Outside Ouébec 42 26 4

I Cânâdâ 17 t2 22 4
Québec 9 l7 16
Outside ôuébec t7 12 24 l2 0

New ldeâs 6 6 4 ,7

Québec 32 4 9
Outside Ouébec 7 50 4 8

Co CãnAd^ t3 I 12 21 4
Québec 9 6 16 I5
Outside Ouébec l5 3l 0

Dishobesl Canada 25 16 3 2
Québec 28 I 1 6
Outside Québec 24 ls 3 I

Intrll¡gent Canada 24 1t t6 4 4
Québec l6 1 I 3 I4
Outside Québec 26 2 18 0

Extrerne Canada 43 3 '7 5
Québec lt 35 2
Outsid€ Québec 45 3 2
Canada 6 25 25 4
Québec t0 6 t8 22
Outside Ouébec 4 7 28 26

27 Blais et al., 170



Traits clearly had an independent impact on the overall evaluation of the leaders

notably outside of Québec. T able 2.3 shows how additional variance in leader

evaluations was accounted for when voters' prior dispositions and their perceptions of

leader traits were sequentially added. Personal traits were particularly important for

feelings towards stockwell Day, suggesting that evaluations ofthe Alliance leader had a

strong personal component. In Québec, opinion concerning sovereignty was the decisive

factor in explaining how voters felt about chrétien and Duceppe. personal traits were

only consequential for both Day and Clark who were minor players in euébec.23

Source: André Blais et al., Anqtomy ol q L¡beral yìctory, 172.

Each of the eight traits also appeared to have had an independent effect on leader

evaluations. Different voters may well have attached different weights to the numerous

dimensions, but the three traits that were consistently important in leadership evaluations

were "trustworthy," "dishonest," and "arrogant." There is no support for the idea that

negative traits would count more than positive ones. The Alliance leader lost three points

Additional Variance Exnlained
Socio-Economic
Characteristics

Values and
Beliefs

Party
Identification

Personal
Traits

Outside Ouébec
Chrétien .08 18 1 I4
Dav -07 .13 .14 .20
Clark .03 .06 .07 .14
McDonoush .05 12 .06 t3

Québec
Chrétien .07 25 .06 08
Duceppe .03 27 .o7 08
Dav .01 .04 .06 1J
Clark .00 .09 .01 .20

23 Blais et al., 172-



outside of Québec because he was perceived as being too extreme, but that was made up

for by a five-point gain from being seen as a leader with new ideas. clark's perceived

trustworthiness gave him a three-point boost, but this was reduced by two points for

appearing to be a weak leader.2a

There remains the issue of Stockwell Day,s personal religious views as a

evangelical ch¡istian. one way to measure this is to determine whether voters' personal

religious convictions pÌayed an increased role in 2000 compared to previous elections.

Respondents were asked if they agreed or disagreed with the statement that ,,the Bible is

the actual word of God and is to be taken literally word fo¡ word.,, Many more people

who answered the question disagreed (7 4%) fhan those who agreed (19%) with the

statement. This is an indication that relatively few canadians adhere to the primary

principle of fundamentalist christianity. Yet one in five canadians did believe that the

Bible should be taken literally. Altliough that percentage various slightly between

regions, those who believed in this tenet tended to like Stockwell Day more than those

who did not. Outside of Québec, Day's average rating was 55 percent among

fundamentalist cluistians, but only 3 9 percent among other respondents. considering the

latter group was much larger in numbers, this implies a negative net effect.25

It can be argued that this difference could simply be a reflection of Christian

fundamentalists supporting a socially conse¡vative party. More specifically, perhaps it

was not Day's personal convictions that people were interested in but rather the party he

was leading. However, views about the Bible were only weakly related to evaluations of

Preston Manning as leader of the Reform Party in 1993. Manning,s average rating

'o lb¡d., t73.
25 lb¡d., li3.



outside of Québec was 52 percent among those who believed that the Bible should be

taken at face value and 49 percent among those who disagreed. Day was more disliked

(39%) than Manning among those who did not agree that the Bible should be taken word

for word. It can be infened that Day's ratings were negatively impacted by the fact that a

clear majority of canadians reject his ckistian fundamentalist beliefs. Day's religious

vìews were particularly important for the widespread perception that he was "ext¡eme."

outside of Québec, 45 percent of respondents attributed this trait to the Alliance leader.

The percentage rcached 67 percent among those who disagreed strongly with the view

that the Bible is the literal word of God.26

The evaluations of leaders did have an impact on how voters determined their

vote. Typically, the probabiliry of voting for a party increased by 25 to 3 0 points when a

voter gave its leader a rating of 100. The effect was notably stronger for Stockwell Day.

Feelings about the Alliance leader had twice as much impact compared to the other

leaders. The obseruations from these evaluations of leadership reinforce the conventional

notion that the election was in good part about Stockwell Day.27

A similar pattem was found with Joe Clark. Prior to the leadership debates, only

15 percent of those who had positive feelings (50%) towards the Tory leader were

intending to vote PC. After the debates, that number rose to 27 percent, suggesting that

clark was able to transform positive evaluations of his own performance into party

support.

'u lb¡d.,175.
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Overview of Party Platforms

The PC party program was entitled Change You Can Trust; The progressive

conservative Planfor canada's Future. rmplicit in this message was the idea of change

from the old Liberal guard who has been in power too long. Also implied was the notion

that the canadian Alliance \¡r'as not a parly canadians can trust because of their hidden

social conservative agenda. The PCs were hoping to capture the vote from canadians

who were no longer supportive of the Liberal Party, yet skeptical thaf the canadian

Alliance had truly shed its Reform baggage of social conse¡vatism.

A Time for Change; An Agenda of Respect for All Canadians was the title ofthe

Alliance program. There several messages that could be identified in this slogan. one, it

served as a nod to the old western Reform base who have felt overlooked by the

traditional eastern power bloc of ottawa, Montreal, and roronto. Second, it secured the

social conservative base of the Alliance who needed to be reassured that their concems

would not be forgotten when Reform folded into the Alliance. More specifically, it it

implied respecting traditional social conservative values such as the family, rights of the

unborn, the elderly, victim rights, and children's rights. Third, the Alliance slogan can be

read as a blanket statement for all voters who felt disengaged by the Liberal goveffrment.

Instead, the Allia¡ce would treat them with fairness be it through taxation or democratic

representation through increased referendums or freer votes in parliament.



Prioritization of Issues

In a study conducted by André Blais, Elisabeth Gidengil, Richard Nadeau and

Neil Nevitte, party platforms were coded to determine the relative importance of various

issues.28 Each paragraph of the party programs was coded, with the coders indicating

which issue(s) the paragraph dealt with. If more than one issue was mentioned in a

paragraph, each issue was registered. Figure 2b presents the relative importance of

various issues for each party. The percentage corresponds to the percentage of total

references to each issue. They do not add up to 100 percent because several issues with

few mentions were omitted.2e Some of these issues did reflect the ideological positioning

of the parties. The PCs focused more attention on social programs, ethics, the

environment, and constitutional affairs. Farther to the right, the Alliance gave priority to

public finances, the economy, and the electoral process. Crime was the only issue that

was given relatively equal attention between the two parties. On the surface, this

supports the view that income redistribution and social issues belong to the centreJeft.

and income creation and security fit on the right.

28 lb¡d., tg.
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Figure 2b Issues by Party
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An interesting exception to the above pattern is the issue of health care. At the

time ofthe election, this was a large concern for canadians. As much as 84 percent of

the respondents to the 2000 canadian Election study indicated that irnproving health care

was very important to them personally.30 No othe¡ issue was nearly as dominant as this

one. The political parties were probably all aware of these public sentiments at the time

platforms were being drafted, and felt compelled to demonstrate responsiveness to this

issue. consequently, even the Alliance and PCs gave as much attention to health care as

the New Democrats, if not more. Figure 2b tells us which issues we¡e discussed,

although it does not comment on what the parties were saying.

to Ib¡d., t46.



Plaform Detaíls

on the primary issue of health care, both parties blame federal cuts in transfer

payments by the Liberal government as the source of the health crisis. The two also

reiterated their support for the five principles of the canada Health care Act and

recognize the primary role of the provinces as delive¡ers of this service. The pcs

howeve¡ would add a sixth principle to the Health Act: stable Funding. As far as funding

for the program is concerned, the Alliance promised to "replace federal-provincial

confrontations with a more co-operative approach," and called for five-year agreements

with the provinces that would make it impossible for ottawa to unilaterally cut

transfers.3r The Alliance did not indicate how much more money it was willing to give to

the provinces. The PCs promised to restore funding to the canada Health and social

Transfer to at least the 1993-1994 levels. Like the Alliance, the pcs would also wo¡k in

coordination with the Provinces to develop performance targets and health care

standards.32 Given the primary importance of this issue to the electorate, it is not

surprising that the Alliance and PC health platforms were roughly similar to each other.

concerning public frnances, the Alliance proposed the most significant tax cuts

($134 billion in five years) as well as substantial modif,rcation to the ta.\ regime, namely

the proposal to implement a 17 percent flat tax to those earning less than $100,000. On

the other hand, the PCs had more modest tax cuts at $56 billion and also indicated they

would eliminate the capital gains tax. As far as debt repayment goes, the pcs promised

to elirninate the national debt within 25 years, whereas the Alliance pledged to devote 75

percent of any budgetary surplus to debt repayment. It appears that both parties share a

3t,^,
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concern in tax relief and debt reduction, hallmarks of neo-conservative economics.

although the Alliance places greater emphasis in this area than the pCs.

with regards to economic policy, it appeared that the Alliance took a more hscal

conservative position than clark's party. The Alliance promised to eliminate regional

development agencies, while seeking private investors for crown corporations such as

Petro-canada, cBC, via-Rail, and an end to Air canada's monopoly. This is consistent

with the neo-conservative position of less government involvement with the economy.

on the other hand, the PCs supported government initiatives to enhance research and

encourage regional development by promising to establish a "canadian Institute fo¡

Leaming a'd Technology."t' Unlik" their 199? platform, which was very much inspired

by Mike Harris's Ontario PC program of cutting government spending and taxes, the

2000 economic program had a much more centrist tone.3a

Comparing social policies, the PCs had a more comprehensive program, notably

in the area of education. As with health care, the Tories would restore funding to the

canada Health and social rransfer to at least 1993-94 levels. Although both parties

would propose reforms to the Canada Student Loans programs (CSLP), the pCs would

introduce a tax credit based on the repayment ofthe csl-p principal to a maximum of l0

percent ofthe principal per year, for the first ten years after graduation.35 comparatively,

the Alliance would replace the CSLP with a new income contingent repayment loan

program.

In addition to education, the two parties also differed on reforms to the Canada

Pension Plan. The PCs would have doubled the tax credit to $800 given to canadians

33 lb¡rt.,14.
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who care for a low-income elderly parent, grandparent, or infirm relative in their home.36

The Alliance, on the other hand, stated that retirement security was, ,,too imporlant to be

left to politicians alone, so a canadian Alliance government will appoint a non-partisan

commission on Reti¡ement Security and Generational Fairness.,' The duty of this

commission would be to develop a new plan for the future of old age security and

pensions. As with education, it appeared that the PCs were more committed to

developing long-term strategies to deal with the canada Pension plan. Moreover, the

PCs were committed to a canadian Social Audit that would measure the effectiveness of

federal social programs. This audit would "help canadians and their governments

determine how well their social programs are working as a tool in developing workable

solutions to the immense problem ofpoverty in canada."3' There was no equivalent of

such a proclamation in the Alliance program. However, the Alliance did state that they

would place the family at the heart of their social and economic policy. Reflecting the

Alliance's support for social conservatism, they promised to protect the institution of

marriage as the exclusive union between a man and a woman. They also proposed

counseling in any uncontested divorce where there were children involved.3s

The parties differed slightly on the issue of crime. Fighting crime constituted an

important part of the Alliance platform. They proposed, among several things, the

tightening of the parole system, the lifetime surveillance of sex offenders and repeat

violent offenders, and the possibility of trying young offenders (age 14 to 18 for more

serious crimes) as adults.3e On top of increased funding to the RCMp, the pCs would

'u lb¡d., z'Ì.
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replace the Young offenders Act with a more effective legislation that encompassed the

protection of the public, deterrence and denunciation balanced with rehabilitation, and

greater discretionary use of restorative justice.a0

On the environment, the To¡ies had a more comprehensive program. They

outlined several measures to clean the air and water including the int¡oduction of a safe

water Act to ensure safe drinking water standards. They also presented a Safe Air Act

that legislated acceptable air quality standards for canadians that would be harmonized

with the provinces and territories.a' The Alliance prefered to encourage business and

industry to develop conservation solutions, and in turn their government ,,would

recognize those who deliver improvements in environmentally efficient production."a2 It

appears that the Progressive conservatives were more accepting of government

regulation for the sake ofpublic health safety, whereas the Alliance prefened government

incentives for environmental protection.

concerning democratic reform, both the pcs and the Alliance wanted to establish

a Parliamentary ethics bureau. Also, they both advocated for mo¡e free votes in the

House of commons. However, the Alliance were in favou¡ of having all votes by

Members of Parliament to be free with the exception of the budget and votes of non-

confidence. The Alliance also wanted the election of senators and asserted that citizens

should have the right to institute referendums "to put their priorities on the national

agenda through a canada-wide vote."a3 This position is reminiscent of old Reform and is

a reflection of their members' preference for plebiscitarianism.

,10 ^,Lnqnge rou Lan Irust, 3I
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Analysís of the External Face of the parties

Considering the central role ofthe leader as a manifestation of the party, how do

stockwell Day and Joe clark measure up? In the selection of Day, the canadian Alliance

was hoping for a new face in order to shed the old Reform image that proved to be

unsuccessful in winning electoral success beyond the West. However, Day,s

performance during the election shed some light on his ideological preferences. on the

campaign trail, Day often departed from his script and drew attention to his traditionalist

Manichean moralism and social conservatism, neither of which had any appear in urban

centres. In response to post election critics within his party, Day claimed that they ,,put

selfishness ahead of more nobler [sic] values" and lacked a,,longer-term vision that the

canadian Alliance is the government in waiting."aa His actions may have demonstrated

his inability to stake out a long-term vision for the party as wel as contributed to his

status as a flawed politician.as Nonetheress, Day's sociar conservative views we¡e

considerably important for the widespread perception that he was extreme, and by

extension so was the party.

clark's selection as the leader of the progressive conservatives meant that the

paÌ1y opted for a trusting, moderate, and experienced voice in order to be viable in

Parliament. At the May 2000 policy convention in euébec city, clark deliberately

distanced the party from the competing Alliance. clark proclaimed that for the Tories,

unlike the Alliance, "There are no second-class Canadians." The pC leader stressed that

equality of all citizens was a fundamentar commitment of the party.a6 Hoping that the

..- 
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leadership debates would be a turning point, crark had to rise above the rest by making

his points cogently and establishing credentials as the Tory leader and p¡ime Minister.aT

PC organizers had concems stemming from their previous leade¡,s performance in 199,7.

Although Jea¡ charest, by all accounts, won the leaders' debates, there had been little

positive spillover on Tory fo¡tunes.a8 of all the leaders, crark was seen as most

trustworthy and least extreme. Moreover, after the leaders' debates party supporl did

increase by 12 points by those who already had positive feelings for Clark.

The platforms of the progressive conservatives and the canadian Alliance

¡evealed differences in which issues are given priority and the sundry of actions to be

taken should either form government. At first grance, it appears that the Alriance spent

more time on neo-conservative issues such as reform to pubric finances and the

liberalization of the economy compared to the pcs. compared to the Alliance, the Tories

paid more attention to centrist and "left-wing" issues that peftained to social programs

and the environment. understanding that health care weighed heavily on the minds of

canadians, both parlies e'sured they paid adequate attention to this issue. Neglecting

such an important topic would have painted either party as out of touch with the

immediate concerns of the majority of Canadians.

Notwithstanding health care, the differences between the Alliance and the pcs

were somewhat more pronounced in their platforms. on the issue most enunciated by the

Alliance, their proposed tax cuts and debt erimination plan were far more drastic

compared to the Tories. concerning policies on the economy, the Alliance was in favour

o7 lbid., tot.
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of a more decentralized approach, with less government involvement in the economy.

Although the PCs wanted to decrease unnecessary regulation on the economy, they were

not adverse to regional economic agencies to foster new industries.

comparing social policy, the Tory platform was far mo¡e comprehensive than the

Alliance program. Restoring the canada Health and social rransfer to their original

levels before they were drasticaly cut in 1993 was central to the progressive

conservative social policy. The Alliance did not offer para el commitments. More

striking is that the Alliance would place the family unit as a cornerstone of their sociar

policy. There were slight differences when crime and justice policies were compared.

The Alliance tended to be tougher on criminal penalties, whereas the To¡ies did note the

importance of detenence and rehabilitation. on the environment, the pcs were more in

favour of regulatory mechanisms. The Alliance preferred market incentives to curb

environmental degradation. There were also differences when it came to democratic)

reform. The Alliance had a more populist tone, as evidenced by being open to more free

votes in Parliament and citizen-initiated referenda.

Is there any evidence to suggest either party was acting in a brokerage or

ideological manner? using christian and campbell's methodology by examining the

external face of the two parties, it appears that there were ideological elements to both

parties. The Alliance exhibited a tremendous amount of business liberalism, as well as

western-populism, and social conservatism. The To¡ies displayed elements of welfare

iibe¡alism and business liberalism, though not as extreme as the Alliance. Stockwell

Day's social conse¡vative values limited his party's appeal during the election. Because

social conservatives primarily supported Day during his leadership election, and of his



comments made during the election, the public perceived Day to be too extreme.

Likewise, the canadian Alliance staked out positions that were farther to the right when

compared to the Progressive Conservatives.

In Joe clark, the PCs presented elements of welfare liberalism or red toryism.

Perceived as more trustworthy and less extreme by the electorate, clark met the goal of

parliamentary viability set out by his party. The Tory platform did exhibit va¡iants of

business and welfare liberalism. However, using Forbes' determinants ofthe brokerage

model, such a parry straddles the middle of the political spectrum and swerves right or

left in response to public opinion.ae utilizing this explanation, it would appear that the

To¡ies fit the brokerage model. Because Joe clark represented and was perceived as a

moderate, as well as having a platform that was centrist for the most part, the Tories can

at least be on the surface be considered a brokerage party in terms of language and

rhetoric to say the least. conversely, the Alliance fails the Forbes' brokerage test because

of its propensity to be farther to the right on the majority of issues as outlines in their

platform. Because of its limited appear to one area of the political spectrum, it could be

considered an ideological party.

Policy Attitudes of Pøret Members

An examination of the external face of a party does not fufly consider the

increasing role of partisan membership. A furlher look at member views is necessary to

illustrate a more detailed picture of party behaviour. There is considerable evidence to

suggest that canadians' satisfaction with political parties declined dramatically in recent

-u, ̂  ,... 
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decades. This trend is in part charccterized. by the rejection of brokerage politics by a

growing number of voterc,s' rn The Dectine of Deference, Neir Nevitte emproys the

world Values survey data from 1 98 1 and 1990 to demonstrate that the level of

confidence canadians show towards government institutions have declined significantly

throughout the 1980s. Additionaly, he finds that "canadians have become more

assertive, less compliant, and ... often appear to be less connident in government

institutions."sl In 1990, canadians who responded to the world values Survey were

among the most enthusiastic supporlers of the notion that ,,government should be mo¡e

open to the public."s2

consequently, canadian parties have responded to this change in voter sentiment,

lead by the Reform Party and the canadian A iance. Having based a large part of its

electoral appeal through the condemnation of brokerage politics, Reform empowered

thei¡ members with greater influence. This ìs evident with the party corfinually referring

to members as "owners" and "stakeholders."s3 Furthermore, Reform was the first federal

party to offer direct membership to voters and a constitutional provision that members in

convention approve all party policy. After thei¡ 1993 electoral defeat to just two seats in

the House of commons, the Progressive conservatives followed Reform,s lead by

implementing their first-ever national membership prog¡amme in 1995. Likewise, the

conservatives took steps to increase the role ofgrass-roots supporters in the development

- 
to For more on changing voter sentiment, see william cross, ',Introduc tioD,,, politicar pqrties,
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ofparty policy.sa The Bloc euébécois was the first party to select its leader through a

direct vote of the entire membership rather than through the traditional practice of

delegateJed conventions. The canadian Alriance, progressive conservatives, Liberars,

and New Democrats foÌlowed suit.55

Given their increasingry consequential role in party decision-making, the attitudes

of party members are a good indicator of the degree of attitudinal cohesion within each

paÍy and, more impoftantly, to map the patterns of cleavages between the parties. If
party members play a key role in selecting party leaders, determining policy platforms

and nominating candidates, then their attitudes are an important role in framing the

policies of a party.56

Following the study of william cross and Lisa young (2002) study of the role of

ideology in the canadian party system, this part of the chapter will examine the

membership of the canadian Alliance and progressive conse¡vatives by similarly asking

four questions: Are members attracted to parties on the basis of their policy positions? Is

there an identifiable structure to public policy attitudes amongst party members? Is there

substantial cohesion within the pafies on the identified attitudinal measures? There wìll

be evidence of an ideological party if we find that members are strongly motivated by

policy, structured views among party members, and substantial issue coherence among

members of the same party. confìrming the differe'ces between the Alliance and pc

Party will be assessing ifthere are significant issue spaces between the two.

r For more changes in this nature of the progressive conservatives, see R. Kenneth carty,
wiìliam.cross, and Lisa young, Re bu ding canadiøi parry poritics, (vancouver: universiry ofÉritish
Columbia P¡ess, 2000), 107-129.
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Methodology

This analysis utilizes the study of canadian political party Members, a mail-back

survey of randomly selected members of the five major canadian politicar parties

conducted between March and May 2000, just prior to the November 2000 federal

election.sT The survey was mailed to a regionally stratified, random sample d¡awn from

the membership lists of each politicar party. A total of 10,92g surveys were ma ed to

partisans, with 3,872 compreted surveys returned, yierding an overalr response rate of 36

percent. In this analysis, the views of members belonging to the canadian Alliance (1052

respondents) and the Progressive conservatives (gg9 respondents) will be investigated.

Since the survey was conducted at a time when no election was a'ticipated and no

leadership contests underway, it can be expected that ths members questioned were

longer-term and were more active members. Had there been a leadership race or election

at the time of survey, the type of members sampred may we have been different.

Are Members Motivated by Policy?

Members were asked their reasons for originally joining their political party.

offered eight possibilities and asked to rank them as ,,not at all important,,' somewhat

important," or "very important," the majority of respondents for both parties felt strongly

about policies. while many of these members also risted other factors as being

important, particularly support for a local candidate for a riding nomination or for parly

leadership, no other option was ranked "very important" by a majority of respondents.

5? For more infonnation about the Study can be found athÍtpirmra.carfacurty/socsci/poìisci,/
index.ht¡nl



However, to dravv a contrast between the Alliance and the pcs, as seen in TabIe 2.4, we

find significant variance between the two on this question.

Question: we are interested in knowing your reasons for originally joining the _ pârty. please indicate
whether each of the following reasons was not at all impoftant, sãÁewhui imporrunt, o. u.ry i.portrniìo
you.
Source:2000 Canadian Political Party Meu.rber Survey, http:/ vww.mta.ca./faculty/socsci/polisci/scppm,
accessed 07 February 2006,

Judging from the data, it appears that Alliance members felt much stronger in

believìng in the party's policies as a reason forjoining (93.2%) compared to pc partisans

(76.5%). Similarly, when respondents were asked what was the one best thing about

belonging to their party, party policies were overwhelmingìy mentioned for each (see

Table 2.5). while supporting policies/ideologies was the most coûrmon answer for both

the Alliance and PCs, Tory members were significantly less likely to list this as the best

thing about party membership compared to their counterparts.

Nof ât â Somewhâf Verv
CA PC CA PC CA PC

To support a candidate for the
local nomination 34.4 22.7 29.7 25.9 3s.9 5l.4
To support a candidate for party
leader 41.1 28.1 21.9 26.8 37 .0 45.0

I believe in the parW's nolicies to 5.3 20.6 93.2 7 6.5
I thought it would helo mv career 95.s 86.4 3.4 9.1 l.l 45
A friend asked me 87.6 82.5 9.6 11.8 2.7 7
A falr.rilv merrber asked me to 90.4 77.0 6.3 t4.6 8.4
I thought it would help me get a

Aovernment iob 98.1 96.1 0.5 2.6 0.8 1.3

I wanted to influence party
policy on an issue 42.4 42.7 3 8.0 39.5 19.7 t7.9
To participate in the process that
led to tlie creation ofthe
Canadian Alliance

39.1 N/A 24.4 N/A 36.5 N/A

cA lN = 1052)

PC fN = 8891



lt's a the
Gives me a to contribute to internal of
Gives me a to be involved with the democratic
It's an alternative to the Liberals
It's a nce public poli

idate
The leader/leadershì
N = 1941

Question: what in your opinion is the one best thing about being a member of the _ party? (open-
ended).
source: 2000 canadian Political Pafy Member survey, http://www.mta.ca,faculty/socsci/polisci/scppm,
accessed 07 February 2006.

while the data suggest that general support for a pafty's policies is an important

incentive for being a member, it is worth noting that partisans were not equally attracted

towards membership out of a desire to influence party policy. On average, only 4.4

percent ofrespondents to both parties said the best thing about membership was an ability

to influence public policy. This may reflect members' views regarding the likeliliood of

their participation actually affecting either public policy or their party's position on a

public issue.

Is There a Structure to Members' Views?

As Johrston has written, "when individuals think ideologically, their response to

one question should predict their response to other questions."58 Is there a predictable

structure to the attitudinal preferences of members to the canadian Alliance and the

Progressive conservatives? The object then is to determine whether the attitudes of

58 Joh¡ston, "The ldeological Sftucture,,' 58.



partisans for either group are structured around a core set ofbeliefs. Herein, we will find

the influence ofideology in both parties.

Factor analysis considers the relationships between respondents' views on

pafticular issues and identifies groups of issues on which the views of respondents are

predicted on a single underlying belief. If there are no significant relationships between

respondents' views on the various questions, signifuing that they see issues as being

independent of each other, then no major factor will underlie their views. An analysis of

responses to 22 questions pertaining to attitudinal preferences shows that opinions by

members of the canadian Alliance are more structured than those of the progressive

conservatives (see Table 2.6 and Appendix Two). These opinions are built around four

underlying factors, each of which are independent of each other. Based on a common

principle uniting the variables associated with each factor, these factors capture pafiisan

views on social tolerance, a laissez-fair economic approach, provincial powers and

populism. while four are signifrcant and explain a substantial proporlion of the variance

in partisan views, the first two factors are substantially more irnportant than the others.

The first facto¡ includes eight variables, all of which concern attitudes pertaining

to social tolerance. The coefficients in Table 2.6 indicaTe a stronger relationship among

canadian Alliance members than Progressive conse¡vatives on whether canada has gone

too far in pushing equal rights and whether newer lifestyles contribute to societal

breakdown. Those who agree with one of these prepositions are likely to agree with the

other, and this trend is more strongly pronounced among Alliance members. similarly,

Alliance members are more likely to agree with the statement that we have gone too far

in pushing equal rights and disagree with the statement that feminism encourages women



to stand up for themselves rather than to be selfish. It can be concluded that these

findings mean that members' attitudes towards social tole¡ance underlie and structure the

views of Alliance members more so than PC members.

The second factor includes ten variables, all of which concern attitudes towa¡ds

government inteNention in the economy. These range from social spending leveÌs and

job creation projects, attitudes towards trade liberalization, to limits on health care

expenditures and university tuition transfer payments. Alliance members who responded

strongly that private medical clinics should exist also strongly feel that health care user

fees should be implemented. The opposite trend was evident among Tories. This

contrast suggests that PC members prefened the public management and funding of the

health system. Similarly, the data reveals that Alliance members are more likely to

disagree that spending on social programmes should be increased, compared to Tories

who believe in the opposite. The findings suggest that both Alliance and pc members,

attitudes on laissez-faire economy underlie their views on these questions. Furthermore,

it appears that the parlisan Alliance views are more neo-conservative in their outlook

compared to the Red-Tory leanings of PC Party members.

The third and fourth facto¡ each include only two variables. The third factor

relates to provincial powers. The findings suggest that Tories disagree with the statement

that Québec has the right to separate unilaterally, but do agree that provinces should have

more powers. This contradiction supports the view that the pc party is a federalist party,

advocating a united country despite the linguistic and cultural divide. conversely,

Alliance members were consistently in favour of provincial rights, showing a positive

relationship between the two questions pertaining to provincial rights. canadian Alliance



respondents agreed that provinces should have greater powers, and that euébec has the

right to separate unilaterally. The fourth factor conveys attitudes towards populism.

Alliance respondents who feel that parliamentarians should be representative ofthe views

of their constituents also feel strongly that problems could be better solved at the

grassroots levels. However, this positive relationship is not as strong among Tory

members. The analysis for this factor suggests that the Alliance have stronger populist

attitudes, whereas PC members do not feel as strong in leaving problems to be solved by

the grassroots.



Social
Tolerance

Laissez-fai¡e
ecônômics

P¡ovincial
Powers

Populism

PC PC
We have gone too far in pushing
eoual ¡ishts -.40 .24 .23 -.03 .54 .25 -.40

Newer life styles contribute to
societal hreal¡¡lnwn -.53 .27 .02 .22 t6 .31 t7 -.39

We have gone too far in pushing
bilinsualism

_ tt .16 I5 .02 -.04 66 51 -.09

Feminism encoumges women to
be independent rather than selfish .69 -.10 -.08 .09 -.01 35 -.04 .31

lmmigrants conûibute to CÀr,AdÀ 08 -.07 {t{) 29 47 38
Minority groups need special
rishts

t< .01 -.18 .20 .04 -.56 -.25 .05

Québec should not be recognized
as a disfincf sociefv -.15 .03 -.02 1'.? -.03 60 .32 .03

Courts should be able to over¡ule
Parliament -.0I -.01 05 -.06 ll l1 .43

Free hade with US has been good
for Canada .05 28 .32 -.69 .58 -.02 -.08 ll
Intemational trade creates jobs in
Canada .00 I5 ,10 -.60 .72 -.12 06 07

Govemment must reduce gap
between rich and ooor l0 -.20 -.52 .53 -.26 t4 .08 13

Need stronger protection for
domestic businesses frour foreign
comnetition

-.04 -.07 -.40 .65 -.48 02 .00 12

Should allow private medìcaì
clinics -.09 .63 .5t -.28 27 T2 .,01 .03

Should leave it to private sector to
create iobs -.05 .45 -.40 .23 11 30 l5
Should increase spending on

l2 ..30 .43 -.1'1 .07 ll
Should institute health care user
fees

-.04 .66 .52 -.21 .18 _05 -.01 -.10

Universities should raise tuition 14 40 .45 l9 .07 .06 -.21
Make employment insuralce
hâ¡.ler tô.rìllect -.06 .42 -,,,7 -.18 .06 t4 15 -.15

Québec has the right to separate
unilaterallv I2 .03 .52 -.06 .09 -.32 -.06

Provinces should have more
DOWeTS

l9 23 t6 -.02 .20 .14 .23 .00

MPs should represent
constituents' views ]I -.09 -.06 13 -.0? .27 .21

Could solve more problems if leff
to grass rôôfs l5 .04 I .44 -.03 .29 .43 11

Note: canadian Alliance: KMo:0.80, Progressive conservative: KMo:0.g4, varinax rotation used
source: The study ofcanadian Political party Members, The university ofcalgary and Mount Allison
Universiry. Depaflrnenls ol'Political Science, 2000.



Is There Substantial Aftitudinal Coherence lllithin the parties?

A critical trait of ideological parties is the considerable agreement on key policy

questions exhibited by their members.se comparatively, brokerage parties are

characterized by competing views on the primary issues. According to Blake, ,,We

would expect [brokerage] parties to contain activists with a variety ofpositions on policy

issues, whose loyalty is secured by leaders skilled in the art of compromise. Many

activists may not view a parly as a policy vehicle at all."60 In contrast, if canadian

pafiies fit the ìdeological model, there should be substantial coherence within the group,

particularly on the first two factors, which are the most important in structuring members'

views.

The data in Figure 2c leads to severar concrusions. comparing all the parties, the

most cohe¡ent on social tolerance and provincial rights (factors 1 and 3, respectively) is

the Bloc Québécois, the NDP on economic factors (factor 2), and the Alliance on

populism (factor 4). The Tories most resemble a brokerage party, since they are on the

high end of internal variance on the tolerance, economic, and populist measures. only on

provincial rights do the PCs fall in the middle in comparison to the other parlies.

Probing the data separately for the Alliance and the pcs, we see that the Alliance

is most coherent on the provincial powers and tolerance factors and least so on the

populism and economic measures. conversely, the progressive conservatives are most

cohe¡ent on the provincial powers issue and dramatically least so on populism. Looking

at Figure 2c, it seems that neither ofthe parties are strongly coherent on all four factors,

but do demonstrate coherence on at least one ofthe issues.

5o Cross and Young. "Policy Attiludes,'- 876.
" Blake. "Division and Cohesion," i3.



Figure 2c Variance wilhin Parties

Alliance Btoc Lib€ral NDp Con

&l fo"rort E fâcror2 E racro,3 f ¡actor¿

Note: factor l: social tolerance, factor 2: laissez-faire economic approach, factor 3: provinciar powers,
factor 4: populism
Source: william cross and Lisa young, "policy Attitudes of paft Members in canada: Evidence of
Ideological Parties," in The cqnadian Journdl of polit¡car science 35:4 Decenber 2002, g:'7 .

Is There Substantial Issue Space Between the Two parties?

Judging from the study conducted by Cross and young, it would appear thal

notwithstanding their shared economic appïoaches, there were issue spaces between the

parties they had surveyed..r Furthermore, the data also supports the previous

examination of the external faces ofthe parties. Despite sharing business liberal views,

there were differences between the Alliance and pcs in terms of views on social

conservatism, populism, and welfare libe¡alism.

cross and Young had determined the basic structure of party-member opinion in

canada. The factor score means (the index values created using the results of their factor

analysis) were compared to determine whether the¡e was substantial issue divergence

ac¡oss the party members. Respondents received a score for each of the four factors

0.8

0,6

0.4

0.?

0

6r 
Cross and Young, "Policy Attitudes," S59 - 8g0.



composed of their response to the variables within each. The relative weight attributed to

each variable is determined by the strength of its relationship with the primary factor.

Subsequently, the mean score was calculated for each factor separated by pafy.

on social tolerance, there is significant difference amongst the parties (see Table

2.7)' The canadian Alliance \'r'as the only party that fell on the less tolerant side ofthe

overall mean in comparison to the other parties. The pc party scored on the overall

mean, being more socially tolerant than the Alliance. This would appear to confirm the

conventional understanding that there were more welfare liberals in the pc party and

more social conservatives in the Alliance. concerning party approach towards the

economy, it appeared that there was not a large difference between the pcs and thc

Alliance. Member beliefs in business liberalism o¡ economic conservatism were found in

both parties. on provincial powers, there was a slight difference between the two parties.

The Alliance was more supportive of giving more power to the provinces. Lastly,

although the variance amongst the parlies was the smallest with the populist factor, the

Alliance was most in favour of devolving more power to citizens compared to the pcs.

This seems to suppoft the notion that the Alliance inherited its western-populist roots

from its Refo¡m Party predecessor.

while it is true that a large number of the ideological members of the Alliance

formerly belonged to the PC Party, their views were in the minority and mo¡e moderate

conservatives outnumbered them. Indeed, it was the most ideological members who left

the PCs and joined with others to form the Reform party, which later morphed into the

canadian Alliance. It was in the Alliance that these ideological conse¡vatives were no



longer in the minority; rather they were with a group that shared their concerns and

provided a voice to their ideological issues.62

Source: willian cross and Lisa young, "policy Attitudes of paft Members in canada: Evidence of
Jdeological Parties," in The canqdian Jourrnr ofporitical science 35:4 December 2002.873.

Mean Std. Deviatio N
A. Factor One: Social Tolerance: Mean facto@
tolerance)
Bloc Oréhécoiq 53 .82 410
NDP .48 .99 616
Liberals .38 85 905
PC .00 .88 889
Overall .00 I.00 3872
Alliance -.80 .76 1052

B'Facto¡Two:Lui,,.,-fui.@party(lowerscoresilrdicate
greater support for laissez-faire)
NDP 1.04 7t 616
Bloc Ouébécois .16 .82 410
Liberal .13 .79 905
Overall .00 1.00 889
Canadian Alliance -.41 .92 r052
PC -.45 .94 889

C.FactorIlree:ProvincialPower',M.unfu"to@
support for p¡ovincial powers)
Liberal 42 _85 905
NDP 32 .'72 616
PC t3 .75 889
Canadian Alliance .01 .69 1052
Ove¡all .00 1.00 3872
Bloc Québécois 1.88 .69 889

D. Factor Fou¡: Populism: Mean factor score. Uy@
for populism)
NDP 16 I.0 6
PC t6 1 l
Bloc Chréhécois t4 9 410
Liheral OI 1.1 905
Overall 00 1.0 3872
Canadian Alliance -.34 .8 1052

ot IBID., gi5.



Analysis of Party Members

By examining the intemal attributes of the canadian A iance and the progressive

conservative Party by surveying their party membership, this chapter found that the

former were more ideologicalry structured than the latter who appeared more as a

brokerage party. when asked about their reasons for originaly joining their respective

parfy, Alliance respondents to the study of canadian politicar party Members indicated a

strong belief in the party poricies (93.2%). Although a majority of pc members also

joined the party because they strongry believed in the poricies, the percentage was lower

(76'5%). comparativery, Alriance members were more driven by policy/ideology

positions to join their party. A brokerage party is able to ¡ecruit members on severar

levels, and not substantially on ideology. As such, Tory members were more motivated to

join the PC Party based on other factors, be it through influencing public policy,

leadership consideration, or helping a candidate.

using factorial analysis, this chapter identified greater ideorogicar structure

among Alliance partisans than their pc counterparts. The data indicated that Alliance

members had narrower views on sociar torerance than pc membe¡s. Alliance

respondents who felt that equar rights has been pushed too far arso disagree that feminism

encourages women to be independent. The progressive conse¡vatives reacted in the

opposite direction. They felt that equar rights have not been pushed enough, and that the

feminism is not a selfish position. concerning the economy, it was not surprising to find

Tory members indicating great support for free trade, since it was their party that

implemented the Free Trade Agreement. The factorial analysis also fo'nd that Alliance

members were strongly in favour ofan increased role for the private secto¡ in hearth care.



On provincial matters, although PC members felt provinces should have more powers,

they did not feel that Québec has the right to separate unilaterally from Canada. This is

consistent with a brokerage party that espouses federalism. The Alliance did not sha¡e

the same perspective. Alliance respondents who felt that the provinces should have

powers also agreed with the statement that Québec has the right to secede. On the

measure of populism, Canadian Alliance members had stronger feelings towards Mps

representing constituent views and that the grassroots have a role to play in solving

problems. Tory members agreed with this relationship, but not as strongly. Elites in a

brokerage party require political maneuverability in order to broker deals with different

groups or policies. Populist rneasures, such as referenda, can constrict the latitude needed

to accommodate the various fragments ofsociety.

A characteristic of an ideological party is the considerable agreement among

partisans on key policy questions. The Alliance seemed most coherent on populism, as

well as on social tolerance and provincial powers. This implies that on these specific

issues, Alliance members are more likely to be uncompromising in areas of populist

measures, traditional and moral values, and the ability of provinces to govern within the

scope oftheir constitutional jurisdiction. The Tories displayed greater variance among its

members. This valiety in opinion, particularly issues ofsocial policy, the economy, and

populism, is a trait a brokerage party. Such parties are able to recruit and aftracf a

broader spectrum of people who may not necessarily share uniform views.

Consequently, the leadership must accommodate and broker these varying views to keep

the parly unified, and to also appeal to a larger share of the electorate.



To determine the differences between Alriance and pc members, the chapter

examined for the issue space between the two parties. Apart from the economic issue,

there was considerable space on populism, social tolerance, and provincial rights. The

differences in opinion between the two seem to confirm the external analysis presented

earlier. These findings help explain the inability of Alliance and pc partisans to see eye

to eye on several key issues. This policy divide is further investigated in the first parl of

Chapter Tbree.



CHAPTERTHREE
Merger of the canadian Aliance and the progressive conservative party

Inlroduction

In the second chapter, the differences between the canadian AÌliance and the

Progressive conservative (pc) party were analyzed. It was found that the Alliance

exhibited more ideological characteristics, whereas the Tories acted more as a brokerage

party. Although the latter failed as a conciliator because of its inability to congeal a large

enough coalition of interested voters, their behaviour nonetheless exhibited

accommodative patterns. The differences in policies, leadership, and history lead some

scholars to voice their skepticism of whether the Alliance and the Tories would ever

amalgamate. Laycock was quite skeptical of stephen Harper's ability to lead a fractured

pafiy, "stephen Harper has announced his resignation f¡om the leadership ofthe National

citizens coalition and suggested he is interested in leading the Alliance. By cornparison

to stockwell Day, the articulate and policy sawy Harper must look good to many

Alliance supporters. Harper ìs less ideally suited to lead a party that, to succeed

electorally, requires principle-bending compromise frorn all its supporters. In fact,

Harper appears less interested in 'uniting the right', whether within the Alliance or

beyond it, than in delivering high-profile pro-market policy advice to the canadian

public."l wollstencroft was more hopeful that the progressive conservatives would

outlast the Alliance, "with time, perhaps in the next election, perhaps much later, the

Tories might be able to convert enough second-choice preferences into a sufficient

numbe¡ ofvotes that they would form governnent again. Two conditions are necessary.

- 
t David Lay cock, The New Right and Denxo*acy in canqdq; (Jnderstqnding Refornt and rhe

Canadion Alliønce, (Don Mills: Oxford Universify press, 2002), 182.



The PCs must federally regain their ontario heartland. And they must survive while their

PQ and Alliance spawn die - quickly or otherwise.,,2

How and why did the merger between the Alliance and Tories happen? party

merger constitutes the most radical of organizational changes and, as Godbout and

Bélanger point out, is one of the least studied kind of parly change. This chapter will

examine the factors that first hindered and then facilitated the merger of the two parties

into the conservative Party ofcanada. Adding to Godbout and Bélanger,s usage ofparty

change theory and partisan realignment theory in their study ofparty merger, this chapter

will frnd that both approaches offer complimentary expranations for party merger, a

radical form ofpafty organizational change.

This chapter will begin with a systems-level analysis of the factors that account

for the competitive canadian party system by looking at a bi-dimensional model of

partisan issue cleavages in canada. since the 1980s, federal party competition revolved

around two policy dimensions, economic (leftlright) and regional (cenrralizafion/

decentralization). This important feature of contemporary canadian party politics had

two effects. First, it splintered the party system by spawning two new ideological parties

- the Bloc Québécois and the Reform party. Second, this bi-dimensional policy space

hindered merger from taking pÌace between the Reform/canadian Alliance and the

Progressive conservative because oftheir policy differences. However, significant short-

2 Peter woolstenc¡oft, "staying Alive: The progressive conservative party Fights for Su¡vival,,,
Pørty Politics in canada, grh Edition, edited by Hugh rhorburn and Alan whitehorn, fuoronto: p¡entice
Hall, 2001), 240-241 .
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term forces later acted to allow the vote-seeking goal of both parties to take prominence

and facilitated merger.3

A later section of this chapter will delve into these short-term factors by applying

the Harmel and Janda theoretical model of party change to the progressive conservative

Party and the canadian Alliance. This application will investigate the inter-play between

the vote seeking and the policy seeking goals, which helps explain the elite decision to

merge. The chapter will fìnd that vote maximization and ultimately winning government

was the prime motivator behind the merger and creation of the conservative party of

canada. Since the aim of winning government, through bu di.g coalitions and

accommodating interests, is a primary goal that is characteristic of brokerage parties, the

next chapter will then explore if this ttait is being manifested in the new conservative

Party.

Long-Term Factors: A Bi-Dimensional Motlel of partisan Issue Cleavøges

Prior to the 1984 federal election, the canadian party system was domi'ated by

the competition between the Progressive conservatives and the Liberals, who competed

largely in a traditional left/right policy dirnension. A smaller third party competed on the

left - the New Democratic Party olDp) 
o since the NDp had never won a federal

election and generally attracted sparse and dispersed support across canada, the parry-

system was characTerized as "two-party-plus."5 competition between the pcs and

3 Jean-Frarçois Godbout and Éric Bélangeï, "Merger as a Means to (Re-) Gain office for Right-
Wing Federal Parties in Canada," paper presented at the Annual Meeting ofthe Canadian political Sciãnce
Association, Winnipeg, Canada, 3 June to 5 June, 2004, 2.

a Godbout and Bélanger, 7.
5 Leon Epstein, "A comparative study ofcanadian p arties," in Anterican poriticar science

Review 58, 1964, 46-60; R. Kenneth Carty, William Cross, and Lisa young, Rebuilding Canødian pørty
Poliîics, (Vancower: University of British Columbia press, 2000).
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Liberals dictated the parfy system ever since confederation. Between the two parties,

they routinely collected three-quarters or more of the popular vote.6 AÌthough the

conservatives formed majority governnents in the past, the Liberals continued to win for

most of the 20th century because of their successful employment of brokerage politics.

such electoral success distinguished the Liberals as the "natual governing parfy.,'7

However, this pattern of competition changed in the early 19g0s. The 19g2

repatriation of the canadian constitution and the two subsequent (but unsuccessful)

attempts to amend it so as to recognize euébec with special status had altered the

political landscape. Policy space had been modifred to include a new dimension - the

issue of Québec's constitutional rights.s This question first became salient when pc

leader Brian Mulroney raised Québec's role in the federation in the 19g4 election in a

strategic attempt to electorally flank the Liberals in this predominantly French-speaking

province. consequently, partisan issue cleavages in canada multiplied from a one-

dimensional (economic) to a two-dimensional (economic and regional) policy space.e

If the ruling paÍy were deemed to be responsible for severe lapses, such as

political corruption or fìscal mismanagement, voters would punish the incumbent and

look for a viable alternative. According to Key, in order to remove a ,natural governing

party' from power, the competing party has two options to defeat their opponents. one

route an opposing party can pursue is waiting until the traditional ruling party is held to

account for major governing failures such as corruption or domestic crises.10 Although

6 william cross and Lisa Young, "policy Attitudes of parfy Members in canada: Evidence of
Ideologic-al Parties," Cqnadiqn Journel of politicøl Science 35(4),2002, g61.

? see Reginald wlitaker, The doverning pørty,lTorònío: university of roronto press, 1977).8 Neil Nevitte, et al., "Electoral DiscontAuity: iùe 1993 Canadian Fed eral Eleçtion.,' International
Social Sciencc Journal 146, ç19951,583-599.

'Codbour and Bélanqer. 8.
I0 

See V.O. Key lr., ihe Responsible Electorute, (Cambridge: Harvard University press, 1966).



employing such a strategy would gain entry to the halls of power, it does not guarantee

the opposition paúy to become a permanent fixture in government. Rather, their rise to

power should be seen as a temporary disruption ofthe electoral equilibrium. Given the

particular voter preferences, the distribution of party identification and policy choices, the

natural governing party should return to power after a short period on the opposition

benches. Furthermore, pressure from ideological party activists would pressure the party

who is newly governing away from the median voter.lr The traditional governing party

may be at an advantage since a majority of the electorate may prefer a reversion to less

extreme govemment policies. l2

Alternatively, the rival party can campaign on an underlying salient issue that can

divide the electo¡ate into polarized groups.t' If there is a larger degree of polarization

and size between the factions amongst the voters, then there is a greater likelihood of

weakening the ruling party's grip on po\ /er. Along this new policy dimension, it is

important that these split factions hold more extreme views than the median vote.r. As

this new policy space increases in importance in comparison to the traditional economic

dimension, the schism between the voters rises.la In the united stâtes, race relations or

moral conservatism are its dividing issues. Likewise, canadahas regional grievances,

which includes Frencl/English relations and westem alienation. Although such divisive

questions have existed throughout canadian history, the re-introduction of regional

tt John H. Aldrich, "A Downsian Spatial Model with Party Activism," A terican polÌtical Science
Review 7'7 , 1983,974-990.

: 
See Anthony Downs, An Econontic Theory of Detnocracr, (New york: Harper, 1957).

'' see walter Dean B urham, criticar Elections and the Mainsprings of Ameriìan polr'lrã, (New
York: W.W. Norton, 1970); James L. Sundquist, D.¡lnazrl cs of the pørty Syitem: Alignment and
Reølignntent ofPolit¡cql Pqrties in the united stafes, (washington: Brookings Institution, l9g3); Norman
schofield et al., "critical Elections and political Realigrunent in the usA: lgk0-2000,- pot ic;t studies
51,2t7 -240.

Ia Gary Miller and Norman Schofield, "Activists and Partisan Realignment in the United States,,,
Anericqn Polilical Science Review 9'1- 245-260.



disaffection was considered more salient than the traditional economic cleavages by an

important segment of the populace. Given the new policy space and prevalence, the

opposition party could significantly improve its electoral chances. The succeeding party

may face obstacles towards long-term success if it attempts to bridge the polarized groups

together. If this party succeeds in bringing the factions together, it could very well

become the new natural governing parly.l5

Historically, the Liberal Party of canada has occupied the centre, or the centre-

left, of the ideological spectrum in canada. Having such a flexible position has given the

party an electoral advantage in terms of voter support because a majority of canadians

have a preference for liberal economic policies.16 According to the canada Election

studies between 1993 and 2000, this left/centre/right economic cleavage was identified as

an important determinant in the outcome of the elections.r? In the early 19g0s, the

Progressive conservatives looked to destabilize the centre in order to regain power. By

priming the issues of western alienation and constitutional affai¡s with euébec, two large

regional segments were greatly polarized. Furlhermore, the pcs promoted neo-liberal

economic policies that aimed to gain the support of hnancial and pro-business activists.

Employing such a strategy allowed the Tories to carry much of the vote in the vy'est and

Québec in the 1984 election, while at the same time being able to implement its economic

agenda.ls However, when two polarized groups emerge and find themselves on opposing

sides of policy cleavages through the introduction of a new significant political issue to

t5 
See William H. Riker, The Art of political Manipuløtion, (New Haven: yale University press,

1986).
16seeAndreBlais 

etal., Anqtonly ofq Liberal Victory; Making Sense of the Vote in the 2000
Election, (Peterbotough: Broadyiew, 2002).

t1 BIaß et a1.,2002.
rs 

See James Bickerton, "Crime et châtiment: le Parti progressiste-conseryateur du Canada ent¡e
1984 et 1993," Politique et sociétés 16: ll7-142.



the electorate, apa y realignment is likely to occur.re The extent of this realignment will

vary according to a number offactors such as, "ifthe centrists are able to resolve the new

issue before the polar groups have achieved significant growth, both major parties will

survive and the realignment will be minor."2o Evident in the 19g4 and 19gg federal

elections, the Progressive Conservatives raised the salience ofthe issue on constitutional

reform in order to draw in voters from Québec, but ultimately were unable to modi$, the

status quo and accommodate the province. The PCs also tried to cater the west through

the abolishment of the National Energy Program, only to place a higher priority in

Québec over the west in both the negotiation of a new constitutional agreement and the

rewarding of a major federal defense maintenance contract. As sundquist points out, ..if

the issue remains unsolved and public concern continues to grow, the polar forces will

increase," and "if neither polar group can gain control of a major party [...] then some

elements of one or both polar groups may create a new party or parties."2l Relating to

Canada, the realignment spawned the Reform Party and the Bloc euébécois, both of

whom splintered from the Progressive Conselatives.

So far, the general theory on partisan realignment appears to explicate the

dynamics of the canadian pafiy system in 1993.22 However, it does not fully account for

the Tories' electoral strategy in 1984. To compete against the Liberal party's monopoly

ofthe political center on economic issues, the PCs relied on westem canada's feelings of

regional alienation and Québec's sentiments of constitutional inattention. years after

their watershed victory, the PCs positioned themselves in favour of euébec rights by

'e Sundquist, 1983.
to lbid.,35.
2' Ib¡d.,36.
22 

See Miller and Scbofield, "Activists and partisan Realignment.,,

RO



openly endorsing constitutional reforms. In a sense, the Tories moved in the pro-French

direction on a vertical issue continuum (opposing a traditional left/right economic issue

horizonlal continuum). The Liberals, however, remained at the centre on both issues.23

Illustrating a hypothetical spatial model wifh two issue dimensions, Figure 3a

finds perception ofregional alienation on the y-axis, and the leff/right economic division

on the x-axis. It appears that both Québec and the west have high levels of regional

alienation. on the other hand, Figure 3b expresses a second dinension that represents the

general feeling towards Québec and French-canadians. Here, we find an important

cleavage between the west and Québec. The increasing opposition on the vertical issue

dimension space between the pro- Québec, pro-French, and the pro-English sentiment in

the west increases the propensity fo¡ tension. In the late 1980s, this severing division

manifested itself in the creation of the Bloc euébécois and Reform.2a

Figure 3a: Bi-Dimensional Policy space in canada, with Regional Alienation Dimension

Y Axis
Regional Alienation
Dimension

X Axis Economic Dimension

soürce: Godbout, Jean-François and Éric Bélanger. "Merger as a Means to (Re-) Gain office for Right-
Wing Federal Parties in Canada." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting ofthe Canadian Political siience
Association, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, June 3 to June 5,2004, 32.
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Figure 3b: Bi-Dimensional Policy Space in canada, with pro/Anti- euébec Dimension

Y Axis
Pro/Arti Québec

w
M

wre w

w
X Axis Economic Dimension

Source: Godbout, Jean-François and Éric Bélanger, ,,Merger 
as a Means to (Re-) Gain Office,',32.

The literature surrounding partisan realignment does not necessarily assume that

the party introduces a new salient issue to the voting public will polarize their own

suppofters on the same dimension. Essentially, Mulroney's Tories were successful in

dislodging Québec from the Liberal coalition in 1984. However, regional concerns

coalesced into a visceral debate between the opponents of greater French rights and

Québec nationalists.

western regional grievances were not only aimed towards ontario, but also in

relation to Québec. By making regional alienation a salient issue in the 19g4 campaign,

the Tories wrongly assumed that the westerners and the euébécois would find enough

commonalities to address the asyrnmetrical dist¡ibution of political power in canada.2s

No¡ did the nascent Tory government foresee the euébec National Assembly asking for

the inclusion of a "distinct society" clause in the t 987 Meech Lake Accord as a sine qua

-. 
tt 

See Shawn Henry, "Revisiting Vy'estem Alienation: Toward a Better Understanding ofPolitical
Alienation and Political Behaviour in Westem Cânada,,' Regr onalism and pqry) politics in Cinøda, edited
by Lisa Young and Keith Archer, (Don Mills: Oxford Universiry press, 1992).



non conðjtion for Québec's acceptance of a repatriated canadian constitution.26

Perceiving such demands, many westerners saw Meech Lake as further evidence that

Québec's unfair requests were part of the national unity problem. since the breakdown

on the Mulroney governing coalition in 1993, the Reform party and Bloc euébécois

capitalized on regional grievances. consequently, the progressive conservatives lost a

large segment of their support in both the west and euébec. Having moved slightly to

the right on economic issues, and by maintaining the status quo on constitutional matters,

the Liberals were able to further weaken the Tories' competitiveness. By 1993, the

Liberal Party needed to capture the centrist position on regional issues, without having to

move to the extremes on the issue of the constitution.2T

By exarnining the Canadian Election Studies from 1988 to 2000, there is

empirical evidence of this parly dynamic in four spatial models represented in Figures 3c,

3d, 3e, and 3f. The x-axis in the models represents the traditionaÌ leflright economic

issue continuum. The y-axis draws out a pro-French/pro-English spectrum. The data

results shown in the plots are the average responses to a set of questions with respect to

the economy, and on the attitude towards Québec. Respondents were grouped in each

federal election by the party they acknowledged supporling. The positions of supporters

on the pro-French/pro-English and on the left/right views on the economy were then

summed and averaged across party vote.28

- 
tu Rob"rt Young, "Quebec's Constitutional Future s," Canadian politics, 3,¿ Eclition, editedby

James BicÌerton and Alain-G. Gagnon, (Peterborough: Broadview, tggg),304-306.' Godbou¡ and Bélanger. 13.
'" This rnethod for modeling issue positions according to parfy support is ernployed by both

Johnston et al. (1992; 1996) andFlanagan (1998).



Figure 3c: The 1998 Election Spatial Model

E
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Source: Godbout, Jean-François and Éric Bélanger, .,Merger 
as a Means to (Re-) Gain Office,',33.

By examining the 1988 eÌection in Figure 3c, a traditional left/right economic

cleavage can be identifìed. on the outer left, we find the New Democratic party, towards

the left-centre are the Liberals. To the right of the Grits are the progressive

conservatives, and to the outer right is the Reform party. on the French question, we

find greater stability across the three main canadian parties. Notwithstanding Reform

voters, a majority of canadians had a positive view towards euébec. Interestingly, we

find a gap between Tory supporters in Québec and in the west with respect to the French

question. However, since constitutional reform was not the main issue of the 19gg

eiection, this regional divide did not largely influence with the outcome ofthe results.2e

NDp Lrb€ra

2e Godbout and Bélanger, 13.
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Figure 3d: The 1993 Election Sparial Model
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Source: Godbout, Jean-François and Éric Bélanger. '.Merger as a Means to (Re-) Gain Office,.33.

Looking onward in the 1993 election (see Figure 3d), we see a significant shift in

the relative equilibrium from what was seen in the election five years prior. Tory voters

from the west and Québec shifted their support to the Reform party and the Bloc

Québécois, respectively. on the new crosscutting dimension of constitutional reform,

disillusioned rories voted in acco¡dance to their policy preferences. Those disenchanted

with the PC Party's position of the Québec question flocked to the Reform party.

conversely, supporting the Bloc was a way to defend euébec's interests against the

perceived hostility of English canada. Interestingly, upon looking at leff/right economic

continuum, Reform and the Tories occupy almost the same position as they did in 199g.30

E

e

-20

'o lbid,14.
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Figure 3e: The 1997 Election Spatial Model

NDP
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source: Godbout, Jean-François and Éric Bélanger, "Merger as a Means to (Re-) Gain office,,' 34.

Four years later, the 1997 election reproduced sim ar results amongst the

previous party's positions (see Figure 3e). However, Liberals did move on average to the

rightfromtheirpreviouscentdstposition.3llftheeconomywastheonlymajorissuethe

electorate had to use as a measurement of selecting a party to vote for, the progressive

conservatives would have expected a large share of support because the centre-right vote

would have been split between the Liberals and the Refo¡m party.32 However, since the

electo¡ate was divided over the salient issue of French,/English relations, the Liberals

were able to attract enough support to win government.

ef!
50

40

3r 
See Neil Nevifte etal.,lJnsteady Stqfe

Oxford University Press), 2000.
32 

See Downs ( t 957).

The I997 Canadisn Federal Election, (Don Mills
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Figure 3f: The 2000 Election Spatial Model
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Source: Godbout, Jean-François and Éric Bélanger, .,Merger 
as a Means to (Re_) Gain Office,,,34.

As seen above in the 2000 electio'(Figure 3f), a cleavage is found between the

canadian Alliance (formerly the Reform party) and the Bloc euébécois on the issue of

French,/English relations. However, Alliance supporters appeared to have moved more to

the right on economic issues in comparison to their progressìve conservative

counterparts. In Figure 3f, the Tories are positioned closer to the Liberals on economio

issues. Although Joe clark's PCs distinguished themselves from the other parties on both

issues, they were "bu¡dened by debt, troubled fundraising, organizational deficiencies,

and leadership controversies."33 consequently, clark's party was unable to make

significant gains during this election.

In summary, the elections between 19gg and 2000 exhibited three important

characteristics ofthe federal party system. First, it seems that the majority ofpeople who

f! soI

_ 
33 Peter Woolstencroft, ,,Some Battles Won, War Lost: The Campaign of tbe progressive

conservative Parf ofcanada," The canqdian Generøl Election of2000,ãdiied by Jon u.-pammett and
Chris Doman, (Toronto: Dundum, 20Ol),91-112.
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voted were situated around the centre with respect to FrenchÆnglish relations, as well as

the economy The Liberals we¡e successfur in capturing the plurality ofthe vote in the

1993' 1997, and 2000 elections by securing the political centre. Second, it appears that

the Reform/Alliance Parfy vote was highly influenced by an ',anti-French,, sentiment that

was sparked by the Mulroney era, originating from western ca¡ada. More specificaly,

Reform gathered support from those who had "anti-French" sentiments. Third, these

elections leave the impression that the English/French relations issue was largery

responsible for the federal vote in euébec.3a

In terms of party competitiveness, the Reform/A iance party was not abre to

abso¡b all the conservative voters from the progressive conse.atives. By distinguishing

themselves away from the Reform/Alliance through their identification on the

French/English issue continuum, as well as the economic spectrum, the pcs were still

able to capture 15 ro 20 percent of the popular vote between the 1993 and 2000 fede¡al

elections. Although thei¡ vote share was not enough to capture government, or to be as

competitive as the Reform./Alliance, it still enabled the Tories to be a part of the parry

system. Numerically, these Tory votes conbined with Reform/Alliance would have been

enough to displace the Liberals from Government. Reform/Alliance views on euébec

did secure support in the west, but it also alienated a significant amount ofvoters on the

right who preferred the more conciliatory progressive conservatives. Both parties,

inability to win government in 1993, 1997, and,2000 proved to the party elites that it

would be impossible to beat the Liberals without considering merger. with the merger

havìng taken place, does this suggest that electoral goals triumphed over policy

31 Godbout and Bélanger, 16.
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differences?3s By looking at the long-te.- factors at a systemic revel, we were able to

f,rnd the dynamics behind Mulroney's success and failure as a broker, which eventually

led to the competition between Reform and the pcs throughouf the 1gg0s. A look at

short-term factors will help illustrate the pressures faced by pc and Alliance party elites

to finally pursue merger in the formation ofthe Conservative partv.

Short-Term Factors: Goal-Oriented party Decisions

underneath the party system level, a series of factors unfolded between 2000 and

2003, which pressured the Progressive conservatives and the canadian Alliance to merge

and form the new conservative Party of canada. Relying upon the ..discrete change,'

approach, we will now analyse the short-term factors, which contributed to the drastic

measure of party change - merge..36 The analysis will largely draw from the theoretical

framework proposed by Harmel and Janda, who proposed an integrated theory of party

goals and party change, which examined leadership change, change in dominant faction,

and eflects of external stimuli.

Party 'goals; and party 'change' have figured prominently in recent research on

political parties. concern with party goals is reflected in work by strom (1990), Laver

and schofield (1990), Budge and Kernan (1990) and Schlesinger (1991), who analyse rhe

strategies of vote seeking, ofhce seeking, and ideology/policy seeking parties. Most

studies on party change, as represented by wolinetz (19gg), Mair (19g9) and Mair and

'5 lbid., 16.
36 see Angelo Panebianco, poriticar parÍies: organization and power, (cambridge: cambridge

university Press, 1988); Robert Harmel and Kenneth Janda, "An Integrated rheory ofpaiy Goals ani
Party change," Journol ofrheoreticar poritics 6(3) r 994,259-287 .; Lì¡s Bi[e, "Llade¡ship change and
Parry change: The case ofthe Danish social Democ¡atic parfy, 1960-95,- party potit¡cs i Igg.',i79-3g0.i
and Robert Harmel, "Party organizational change: competing Explanal.ions2,' political pqrties in the New
Europe: Political ønd Analytical Challerges, edited by Kurt Richaìd Luther a¡d Ferdinand Müller-
Rommel, (Oxford: Oxford University p r ess), 1 1 
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smith (1990), have dealt with changes in party systems. The focus of Harmel and

Janda's model was on the party itself. compared to previous studies, which viewed

parties as responding to socioeconomic change, Harmer and Janda present party change

as a discontinuous outcome of specific decisions linked to their goals. Their model,s

major premise is that party change does not 'just happen'. on the contrary, the theory

suggests that paÍy change is normally the result of leadership change, a change in the

dominant faction within the party in question, and/or an external stimulus for change.

Moreover, this theory bridges the gap between the two bodies of riterature on party

activity - one that offers theories on parfy change, and another that provides theories on

party goals' The ensuing and integrated theory helps exprain the varying impacts of

different external stimuli, based on the fit of a pafty's ,primary goal,.37 As a first step in

our analysis, the pri'rary goals of Reform/canadian Alliance and the progressive

conservative Party will be identified. Next there will be an investigation into the parties'

decision to merge in the context of Harmel and Janda's model. we will find that vote

maximization was the prime motivator behind the decision to create the new

Conservative Party of Canada.

Application of Íhe Harmel and Janda Theory

In order to apply the Harmel and Janda integrated theory of party change and

party goals, the primary objectives of the Canadian Alliance and progressive

conservatives must fi¡st be identified in order to determine how internal and external

stimuli influenced their decision to merge. Similar to Godbout and Bélanger's account

for the merger of the PCs and Alliance, both goals of vote maximizing and policy-

3? HanneJ and Jand a, 260-262.



seeking were important to the two parties. However, the asymmetry of importance

between those two goals helps explain their reluctance to me.ge.,8

As noted in chapter Two, the progressive conservative party was considered one

of the two major federal parties until 1993. Do to its brokerage nature and

competitiveness in the canadian party system, its primary objective had been vote

maximizing. After the 1993 election, the party system changed with the emergence of

the Bloc Québécois and the Refo¡m Party, both of whom were strongly ideologicar. In

orde¡ to differentiate itself from these two parties during the 1990s, especially against

Reform, the Tories changed its primary goal of vote maximization to policy advocacy.

However, with little room to move on the policy dimensions, as well as the continued

electoral losses in 1997 and 2000, these shocks were enough to convince a growing

number of PC elites to seek merger as a means to maximize votes and therefore win

goveffìrnent.

In comparison, Reform started as a policy advocate in an attempt to change the

status quo of federal polìtics. Reform's success in pushing Jean chrétien's Liberal

government in directions that would have seemed unthìnkable a decade earlier did not

wholly root from its strong regional representation. Rather, it was primarily due to the

ideologically distinct trait of Reform's new-right populism, which for numerous reasons

appealed more to those in the west than to othe¡ canadians.3e As Reform grew in

influence and competitiveness, manifested in its transfo¡mation into the canadian

Alliance, it shifted its primary goal of policy-advocacy to vote maximizing at the end of

18 Codbour and Bé¡anger. 17.
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the 1990s.40 However, the attempts to change pafty oryanization and party pratforms

proved insufficient to oufset the competing progressive conservatives. The continued

presence of the PCs in the 1993, 1gg7, and 2000 elections, as well as its incremental

successes left the Alliance and ìts new leader, Stephen Harper, with one viable option -
to seek a merger with the PC Parly. Facing this alternative, the Alliance's vote-seeking

goal required it to sacrifice parts of its ideological platform in o¡der to become more

successful electorally.

Effects of External and Internal stimuli on primary Goats of Reform/canaclian Alliance

Beginning with a look at the Reform party, we will uncover how external and

internal factors influenced party change in ¡elation to its primary goal. At Reform,s

inception in 1987, its primary goal was policy advocacy. Their primary objective was

largely driven by western alienation, as well as anti-party sentiment. After the 1993

federal election that saw the implosion of the progressive conservatives, Reform began

to develop slowly its primary goal from ideological advocacy towards vote maximization

throughout the 1990s as a result of growing policy influence, increased fundraising, and

leadership decisions. It was not until the shock of disappointing losses in the 1997 a¡d

2000 elections, coupled with leadership change, which caused Reform to drastically

change twice in the form ofthe canadian Alliance and then to the conservative parly of

canada. Because Reform was a relatively young political party, they were more willing

to drastically change in comparison to the pcs who were more institutionalized.

The roots of Reform were grounded in the feelings of western alienation and anti-

party sentiment. Influenced by these external factors, Reform's principal goal was to

40 Godbout and Bélanger, pg. 18



redress these citizens concerns. The primary impetus for Reform's origins and early

growth were mostly regionalist in character. Their appeal to historic grievances against

central canada's advantage and bias in the federal system was easy for Reform to make

and fo¡ westerners to hear. The flashpoint of western discontent became the pc

governmenf's decision to award the billion dollar cF-18 fighter maintenance contlact to

canadair in Montreal over winnipeg's Bristol Aerospace. Despite the latter bid being

less expensive, yet technically superior, this was mo¡e evidence to suggest to westemers

that the PC government was more preoccupied with pleasing euébec than meeting

Western demands.

In the CF-18 affair, the Western outcry against the federal governmenf,s

abandonment of its own tendering process, in favour of perceived political advantage

among Québec voters, echoed from regional businesses to farmhouses to provincial

legislatures. Momentum quickly gathered with the pc's 19gg introduction of the Goods

and services Tax, ignoring the objections of a vast majority of canadians, including the

west who had voted overwhelmingly for them ever since the John Diefenbaker era of the

late 1950s.41 on top of its regional character, Reform also served as the a'ti-party

vehicle. using data from the canada Elections Study from 1965 fo rgg7, Gidengil et al.

revealed that canadians had been increasingly skeptical and even hostile towards the

role, function, and performance of political parties.a2 This system-level stimulus affected

all political parties in the party system; and none more positively than Refonn.

ar Laycock, I 1.
a'?Elisabeth Gidengil et al., "changes in the party system and Anti-party sen rimerfi," porit¡cqr

Parties, Reprcsenration and Elecforal Denocrøcy in cønada. (Toronto: oxford ùniversity press, 2002),
68-86.
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As illustrated in the second Chapter, Reform was more populist minded. Il

rejected the traditional top-do.¡in party model. sensing the voters' growing displeasure

with elite-dominated politics and the traditional brokerage-type party, Reform embraced

this anti-party sentiment. Their advocacy for citizen-initiated referenda, rejecting

anything with 'special status', and free votes in the House of commons demonstrated

their projection as a more populist party. Pafiy members and activists were enthusiastic

about their potential as mechanisms of citizen empowerment. Moreover, Reform elites

saw political advantages in both the advocacy and the use of plebiscitarian mechanisms.

with a climate of declining deference to authority, there was much promotional and

recruitment mileage to be gained by suggesting alternatives to the rule of discredited

elltes. "

One event that caused paÉy members to reconsider their primary goal was the

1993 federal election. Reform's unexpected success led to greater policy influence and

improved finances. As a result, the leadership was compelled to slowly shift the party

goal from policy-advocacy to vote maximizing. The nascent party in the previous

election contested 72 western ridings. wiruring none, Reform took two percent of the

national vote and 15 percent in Alberta. starting as a fringe party, by 1993 Reform was

becoming a sfronger political force. With a poorly-run campaign, not helped by

Mulroney's negative legacy, Kim campbell's Tories imploded. As will be shown later,

former PC supporters in rural ontario and the west defected to Reform while euébec

nationalists flocked to the BIoc Québécois.

a3 Laycock, 94 .
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Reform improved its showing with 53 seats in the House of commons with 19

percent of the national vote.aa with a greater presence in parliament, Reform was able to

pursue its primary goal of policy advocacy. one area where Reform obviously led the

way was economic and fiscal policy. Balanced budgets, tax cuts, privatization of

canadian National Railways, reduction of the generosity of unemployment insurance,

and inc¡eased provincial control over social welfare were all Reform policies before the

Liberal government implemented them. Just as the New Democrats contributed to the

expansion of the welfare state in the 1960s without ever being in govemment, so too was

the Reform Party able to contract the expansive state in the 1990s while in opposition.as

Reform had less success in influencing change to political institutions. The

House of commons still operated the same, and the senate did not ¡eform. The

government continued to appoint the judiciary without public consultations and no

measures of direct democracy had been implemented at the national level, except for the

possibility of convening an advisory referendum on constitutional arnendments. Reform

also failed to compel change in the area of social policy. They advocated slight

reductions in the number of immigrants and but placed greater emphasis on immigrants

who can greatly contribute economically rather than on reuniting families. However,

their desire to roll back Aboriginal self-government, limit gay rights, and overturn

unemployment equity and pay equity were not met.a6 The lack of ability to implement

their full program was frustrating, and such negative factors led the parb,,s leadership to

¡ethint its goals to include electoral expansion in the east.

_. 
oo Tom Flanagan, "From Reform to the canadian Alr iance," party por¡tics in canada ,g't' Edition,

edited by.Hugh Thorbum and Alan Whitehom, (Tororto: prentice Hall,2001), 2g2.
a5 IB\D., zBB.
a6 Flanagan, 288.
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Despite its lack of success in changing the mechanisms of government and

influencing social policy, Reform did find thei¡ finances to be growing, convincing them

that they were becoming a more viable and competitive entity. The Reform party's total

revenues (in nominal dollars) grew from $799,000 in 19gg to $2.75 million in 1990 to

$8.6 million in 1992. Reform's revenues in 1991 and 1992 combined slightly exceeded

that of the Liberals who raised $7.2 mitlion in 1991 and $7.6 million in 1992. In rhe

1993 election year, Reform raised $8.7 million, but then revenues fell by about one-third

to $5.7 million in 1994 and $5.3 million in 1995. Funds incrementally increased to $7.3

million in 1996 and then to $10.2 million in 1997 (an election year). In the post-election

year of 1998, revenues expectedly decreased to $5.g million.at In Table 3.1, the pattern

ofrevenues increased more or less across the board, except for union donations.

a - Includes contributions and sale of memberships
b - lncludes a donation from the Estate of Arthur Child, $l million
c - lncludes other revenues (i.e. interest)
d - Includes election expenses reirnbu¡sement ofSI 107 390,
Source: Derived from pafy annual filings with Elections Canada.

- _ i] tt stanbury,,"Regurating Federar pa¡ry and candidate Finances in a Dynauric Environment,,,
Party Polhics in Canada 8'n Edition, edited by Hugh rhorbum and Alar whitehom, iToronto: p¡entice
Hall,2001), 187.

Category t9s4 1995 1996 1997 1998
1. Arnount fiom individuals ($0001 3407 3407 497s4 s538' 4423
. Number ofindividual dor 28970 129R) 66982 7 558'.7 55405

3. Amount lrom comôrâ1ìônç ts0ollt 510 5 908 lsl t291
4. Ntlmher ofcnrnnrâte dôñ^¡c 629 925 95t t259 820

Amount f¡or¡ unions 0 0 0 0 0
6. Number of ¡rnion r{onorq 0 0 0 0 0
7. Amount of constituencies l$000) 798 Na 320 t350 58
8. Number ifconst¡hrencv dônôrs 798 Na I l3 168 92
9. Sale ofmernhershinc l ôô0ì 820 n^ DA 0
l0.Total Revenues 6575 5287 7296' 10180" 5817
I I. Total oDeratins € 2921 3600 4597 4446 393 8
12. Transfer to canriirlates r'{0o0' 68 59 0 24
3. 'lÌanster to constituencv associal 2235 t84 24t6 t68l 211

14. Total exnendihrres lS000l 526? 5 601 '7220 6216 6t56
l5 Sr¡rnhrs ldeficifl lsoôoì 412 (31 79 3964 t3391
16. Averase contributions Êom individralq it8 103 '74 ,7

80
17. Average contribution fiom comorations 906 881 955 1518 1574



The 1997 election was another marker that cued the Reform party to change.

Their objective was to displace the Bloc euébécois as the official opposition and to gain

seats in ontario. The decision by the leadership to focus on ontario by showcasing their

economic platform suggests Reform's desire to win a greater number of seats and truly

challenge the ottawa establishment. In the 1996 Assembly, campaign chairman cliff

Fryers and campaign Director Rick Anderson unveiled Reform's 'go for broke, election

strategy. The leadership told delegates to 'do whatever it takes to win 153 seats., They

made it clea¡ that ontario would be the focus and that Reform would target seats in rural

onfa¡io, as well as the suburbs surrounding To¡onto.48 By employing a professional

campaign strategy, unlike 1993, Reform made great strides to integrate the national

campaign's media efforts with the local campaigns. with more money, Reform focused

their campaign strategy on fhe Fresh Start liferature distribution, television advertising,

and the leader's tour. Testing the 'Now You Have a Real Alternative' campaign theme

with focus groups across the country, Refo¡m held high expectations of a real

breakthrough in order to fully implement their vision of a .New 
Canada'.ae

After conducting a campaign that was largely successful in setting the election

agenda for all parties, Reform achieved some of its goals by displacing the Bloc as the

official opposition with 60 seats. It aÌso succeeded in solidifuing its western base

despite pundits dismissing Reform as a one-election phenomenon. However, much to

their disappointment, Reform failed to breakthrough to ontario as it had originally set

a8 Faron Ellis and Keith Archer, "Reform at a crossroads," The canødian Generø! Election o/
1997, edìlgd by Alan Frizzell and Jon H. pammett, (Toronto: Dundum, 1997), pg. ll7.

4e lb¡d., tzt .
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out, as well as being unable to supplant the Tories as the voice of all conservatives in

Canada.5o

Neil Nevitte et al. found that the policy strategy employed by Reform worked

well to secure the western base, but concurrently backfired in ontario. The western

voters who Reform tapped into were more likely to be fiscally conseruative, less willing

to accommodate Québec, and more socially conservative than their ontario counterparts.

As an ideological party, Reform was less willing to bend their core principles, as

evidenced in the Reform Assembly of 1994 Íhaf saw the membership take control:

Although MPs did have the effect of moderating some of the
pafty's policy stands, the positions eventually adopted still reflect a pafty
that is far more radically conservative than any other political grouping in
Canada. .. Even of some of their Mps might appear susceptible; the
delegates were determined to show they were no in danger of catching the
Ottawa disease.5l

The leadership falsely assumed that the fiscal policies would harmonize their

targeted voters in the west and in onta¡io. In fact, the fìscal aspect did not resonate with

ontado, as much as other issues like national unity, government involvement in job

creation, social moderation. Recognizing the disharmony between the west and ontario

conseryatives in the disappointing loss of 199i led some partisans in Reform to seek

greater party change in the form of a United Alternative.

Contrary to the rank-and-frle, Preston Manning always felt that the Reform

Parfy's goal was not to exert influence on the agenda of other parties, but to possibly win

5o lb¡d., tzL.
5r Hugh Winsor, "Refonn's ideological purity diluted: The party's parliamentary wing argued for

policies that would be more salable in mainsÍeam pojjtics," The GI;be ;nd'Mait, Mondáy, lz-octãber 194,
1'4.



an election and form a government.sz Although winning government is a trait of a

brokerage party, Reform remained strong advocates ofpolicy change in areas that were

not necessarily accommodating to the majority of canadians. As we found in the

previous Chapter, Reform's policies, platforms, and members were very much

programmatic rather than pragmatic. Nonetheless, Manning still felt that winning

government was the best position to revolutionize canada's politics. It became apparent

with the 1993 election, and even more so with the 1997 loss that Reform fell short ofthat

goal. while it became a major force in the west, Reform was unable to win seats er

masse elsewhere. The united Alternative (uA) proj ect called fo¡ non-Liberal forces to

find ways to cooperate to unseat the current government who won easily because of a

fragmented conservative opposition. Initially conceived as the ontario united

Alternative, it was proposed as a means to stop the 'vote-splitting' that appeared to be

handing the Liberals almost all of the province's I03 seats.53 preston Manning put

together a planning committee consisting half of Reformers and half of representatives

from other parties. The first uA assembly was convened in February 1999 that was

represented by 1500 delegates, about two-thirds Reformers and one-third from other.

parties. At the second UA assembly held in January 2000, the delegates voted

overwhelmingly to found a ne\/ party entitled the canadian Reform conservative

Alliance. They modified Reform's constitution and policies slightly to remove positions,

such as opposition to official bilingualism, which seemed unpalatable to voters outside of

the West.sa

52 
Faron Ellis, "The More Things Change... The Alliance Campaign,', The Cqnadian Generql

Eleclion of 2000, edited by Jon H. Pammett and Christopher Doman, (Toronto: Dundum, 2001), 60.
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5a Flanagan, 289.
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The time invested in Reform's the united Alternate project to 'unite the right,,

and subsequent transfo¡mation into the canadian Alliance demonstrates Reform,s shift in

primary objective as a vote-seeker. when the canadian Alliance started the 2000

election campaign, there were high expectations amongst partisans that the parly would

have a significant breakthrough, especially in the key electoral battleground of ontario

who held 103 out of 301 (34.2%) seats in parliament.ss Launching the campaign ahead

ofthe Liberals, Alliance leader stockwell Day conf,rdently predicted that his party would

make its ontario breakthrough by winning 20 to 40 seats. More realistically, the Alliance

was targeting about a dozen ridings, focusing on the Simcoe county region north of

Toronto, the Niagra region, and a few eastern ontario ridings.s6 Although the Alliance

improved on Reform's 1997 results by capturing 25.5 percent ofthe vote and winning

sixty-six seats, it failed to unite the conservative vote in ontario, where it managed to

only win two seats.

As in the previous election, 2000 saw the Tories and Alliance split the vote in

English canada. More than anything else, aside from the effects of canada's first-past-

the-post system', it was this fragmentation between the t\ /o parties, especially in ontario,

that had handed the Liberals three successive majorities. The results of this vote-split in

canada's most populace province confinned what Harper and Flanagan described as a

"benign Liberal dictatorship." 57 compounded with their inability to make little headway

east of ontario in Québec or Atlantic canada, the canadian Alliance rendered its

55 Elections Canada, "Thirfy-seventh general election 2000: Official Voting Results,',
http://www.elecrion s.calgenlrepl37 gftableT_e.hrml, accesse ð,12 April2006.
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parliamentary caucus almost exclusively western.5s some had been left with an uneasy

sense that all of the efforts were wasted and the party's potential squandered by an

inexperienced campaign team and possibly the wrong leader. other members have begun

a complete rethinking of the uA/Alliance project and were beginning to make overtures

fo the federal conservatives. some other partisans simply withdrew from federal politics,

while some of the more radical westerners had begun to take up new, more radical

movements.Se The external shock of losing the 2000 election to the Liberals proved to be

a catalyst of dramatic change to members within the Alliance. In the ensuing months,

leade¡ Stockwell Day would be unable to effectively manage divisions within the party,

setting off a series of events that would eventually see them merge with the progressive

Conservatives.

Within the party, Alliance members began to question Stockwell Day's

effectiveness to lead after the election loss in 2000. Beginning with a defamation suit and

ending with a caucus revolt in the course of one year, Day's leadership performance

prornpted leadership change.60 In August 2001, former Reform Mp Stephen Harper

announced that he would be leaving his job as president of the National citizens'

coalition to seek the Alliance leadership. Harper had been organizing since June 2001,

and in a series of speeches and essays, he would outline his assessment of the current

state of Canadian conservative politics. Harper felt fhat Canað,a was in need of a

principled, small-c conservative party that would not retreat from taking a more

58 Fa¡on Ellis and Peter Woolstencroft, "New Conservatives, Old Realities: The 2004 Election
Campaign," The C(mqdiøn General Election of2004, edited by Jon H. pammett and Chdstopher Doman,
(Toronto: Dundurn. 2004), 68-69.

re Howard May,.';Westem Separatist parties emerge from In fancy," Calgary Herald, Thursday,4
January 2001, 46.

60 
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ideological stance on policy issues, would not curry favour with euébécois nationalists,

and most importantly, present voters with a professional political organization capable of

earning enough credibility to govem in order to reach their primary goal of winning..r

Harper was clear that he was suspicious of the current quest for insignihcant

strategic alliances with other conservatives, and was particularly critical of pc leader Joe

clark and his Red-Tory pragmatism. stating that he would never negotiate a merger with

the Tories so long as clark remained, Harper would reconsider if there was a change in

leader. He accused clark of not being a true conservative and being more interested in

luring Alliance members into the Tory fold instead of sincere negotiations for unity on

the right. In the leadership race, Harper turned his attention on defeating Day who he

accused of allowing the religious right and special interests to hij ack the party. Indeed,

this was the initial reason for Harper's falling out with preston Manning as a former

Reform MP. He further committed that a Harper-led Alliance would not initiate

legislation on moral a¡eas, an effort to distance himself from Day. on March20,2002,

Harper had won a clear f,rrst ballot victory, including a majority of the provinces.u' Thi,

change in leadership was a necessary condition for extensive party change - dissolution

and merger with the Progressive Conservative party.

Effects of External and Internal srimuli on the primary Goals of rhe progressive
Conservative Parly

At first, the Progressive conservatives we¡e not interested in merger mainly

because of the establishment's desire to preserve the party's history and existence. The

Alliance's external stimulus to propose a merger was met with fierce resistance by long-

u'lb¡d.,76.
62 \b¡d.,76-'tB.



time Tory members. As Harmel and Janda suggest, the age of a parry (as an indicator of

institutionalization), is believed to impaclminimize the effects of external events. The

Progressive conservative Party prided itself as the historic party of confederation. Its

origins date back to the mid-19th century, before canada became an independent colony

of the united Kingdom. A wall of opposition amongst the Tory establishment would be

expected to stand, despite the torrents of dramatic change. However, when a massive

external shock is coupled with a change in leadership and dominant factions, extreme

change is plausible, namely merger.

The first external shock occu¡red after the 1993 electoral defeat. The new pc

leader, Kim Campbell, enjoyed a political honeymoon in the summer, and polls

suggested another win (albeit with a minority government). under these circumstances,

the Tories entered the 1993 federal election with renewed optimism. However, once the

race comlrenced, PC support began to slide and then plummeted to 16 percent and down

to two seats in the House of commons.63 Moreover, the Tories lost large segments of

their traditional constituencies who carried them to victories in 19g4 and 19gg to the

Reform Parly and Bloc Québécois. This negative extemal factor deeply affected the

Progressive conse¡vative vote-seeking goal, but was not yet enough to cause dramatic

change.6a

After losing its status as a party in the House of Commons in 1993, the goal of the

Tories was to rebuild the party as an electoral force. To some pafty stalwarts, the

significant cause behind the PC collapse was the unpopularity of the preceding Mulroney

6r Peter woolstencroft, "staying Alive: The progressive conservative paúy Fights ror suryival,,,
PqrD) Politics in cqnadq 8't' Ed¡tion, ediied by Hugh rhoibum and Alan whitehom, (Tã¡ontoj prentice
Hall, 2001), 248.

6a Godbout and Bél anger,19.
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government. They hoped that the passage of time might be able to subdue the irritated

public. Partisans were also hopeful those voters who had defected from the party in

droves in the 1993 election might conclude that the To¡ies were punished enough and that

it was time to retum to the fold.ós

In electing a new leader, the PCs pinned their hopes in Jean Charest. First,

charest was the best-liked leader in euébec, and his popularity in the rest of canada was

equal to that of Jean chrétien. Through him, the pcs were hoping to attract new voters

while keeping long-time partisans attached to the party. Despite charest being widely

viewed to have 'won' the television debates, it did little to help the party on Election Day.

Though the Tories increased their share of the popular vote by 3 percent to draw

almost even with Reform, the results of the 1997 election was hardly the comeback they

wished for. Their minute gains were concentrated in euébec and Atlantic canada.

outside of Québec, the PCs were decisively outpolled by Reform. Given the plurality

electoral system, the Tories ended up last in the House of commons with their seat count

af 20.66 The second consecutive loss was another negative external factor affecting their

vote maximization goal, but was still not enough to effect major change.

The 2000 electio'proved to be another shock to the progressive conservatives.

The PCs were able to attract 12.2 percen| of the popular vote. This percentage translated

into 12 seats in the commons for the PCs, just barely enough to retain official party

status, for purposes of parliamentary procedure and financial support for their

parliamentary operations. Yet upon a closer look, the 2000 election shed light on the

Tory's weakened organization. In ontario, only 42 out of 103 constituencies (compared

. 
65 Neil Nevitte, et al., unsteqdy srate: The r 997 c.rnetliqn Feclerøl Elecrion (Don Mills: oxford
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to 72 in 1997) drd PC candidates receive 1 5 percent of the vote, the level required to be

eligible for funding rebates and return of deposits.6T By this time, the full extent of

organizafional and financial loss was exposed.

Another external factor, as suggested by Harmel and Janda, is the presence of

other parties. To meet its goal of vote maximization, the Tories could have increased its

supporl by strategically moving on one or both of the salient policy spectrums. yet as we

found earlier, the presence of the Liberals on the centre-left and the Reform on the right,

there was not much room for movement on the economic dimension. Also, the pcs were

not able to change their position on the Québec question either because it had just

alienated western and Québec voters with the failures of the Meech Lake and

charlottetown Accords for constitutional renewal.ó8 In effect, the party of confederation

had lost regional credibility, which by this time was dominated by the Reform party in

the West, the Liberals in Ontario, and the Bloc in euébec.6e Despite the continued

electoral losses and limited movement on the policy dimensions, there were reasons

behind the renewed optimism amongst Tory partisans after the losses in 1993 and 1997 .10

Although being outpolled by Reform in Engtish canada, the Tories retained a clear

advantage over them in terms of party identifiers. First, Reform was vulnerable to an

erosion of supporl because they had very few long-term partisans. Second, the pCs were

the most popular second choice fo¡ Liberal voters, just as the Liberals were ths most

popular choice for Tories. Third, Progressive conservative voters are much closer to

Liberal voters than they were to Reform voters on issues like law and order, moral

67 Woolstencroft, "Some Battles Won," 108.
68 
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traditionalism, and accommodating diversity.Tl If continued losses were not enough to

convince the Tory establishment to dramatically change, which factors can be considered

large enough to inspire wholesale change? For Harmel and Janda, the most persuasive

external stimuli are those that cause a party to re-evaluate its ability to achieve their

primary goal.

The emergence of Reform and the Bloc euébécois not only occupied policy

space, but they also hollowed out the core supporters of the Tories. In the 1993 election,

Reform bled support away from the PCs.72 voters who had supported the pcs in the 19gg

election were twice as likely to defect to Reform in the subsequent election. In the 1993

election, half of Reforms' voters had been Tory votes in 1988. Similarly, one-third of

Bloc Québécois' votes in 1993 were previously Progressive conservative votes in 19gg.73

A critical ingredient for success as a brokerage party was evaporating, namely a core of

loyal supporters. Brokerage parties must be able to count on what smith terms the

'passive' support of co¡e social groups. More specifically, these vote¡s can be ¡elied

upon to continue supporting the party despite its shifting appeals. For the Liberals,

catholics, canadians of non-European ancestry and non-francophone euébecers are their

traditional core support. comparatively, the Tories had modest support from the more

affluent, Protestants, and francophones.Ta With these groups tetreating to the other

parties in the 1990s, such a shock can be seen as significant because it is not only a loss

of key support, but also a loss of finances.

'r Nevine et al.. IJnsteady Srare.79-89.
" Richard Joh¡sron et al., "The 1993 Canadian Election: Realignment, Dealignnent, or

Something EIse?" paper preserted at the Annual Meeting ofthe Canadian Political Science Association, Si
Catharhes, 1996.

73 Nevitte et al.. 80,
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For a party accustomed to the regular flow of money in the Mulroney years, the

1993 election was more than a defeat; it was a financial trauma that hampered the parry's

rebuilding efforls fo¡ the remainder ofthe decade.Ts The 1993 election left the party with

a deficit of $5.6 million, which over the next three years was paid down to $2.1 million.

The subsequent 1997 election also created financial problems, as the party's business

plan had assumed a fall election and eight months of pre-election fundraising. A spring

election not only cut into the business plan, but as the parly failed to move signihcantly

in the polls, contributions fell well below projections, creating a deficit of $10.2 million.

In addition, the leadership contest in 1998 hampered the Tory's fundraising efforts as the

candidates tapped the usual donors and its timing undercut traditional fall fundraising

drives since there was barely a month to reintroduce Joe clark as their leader. rn 1999.

the parly's tight financial situation resulted in the retention of constituency receipts in

order to not breach the cap on the parly's credit line. Total monies owing to constituency

associations totaled approximate Iy $ 47 4,000.1 6

By the 2000 election, the fundamental planning resfaint facing the organization

was money. Because of debt outstanding at approximately $8 million, the pC

Management committee, following the lead of its National council, had limited the

national paúy's election budget to merely $5 million - significantly less than the Alliance

who had raised $20 million in 2000, $9.5 million alone spent for the election. In 2000,

media speculation that corporate dollars were flowing to the Alliance, instead of the

?5 Stanbury, 183-184.
76 Progressìve Conservative Party ofCanada, Finance Conmittee Reporl, At¿gust,Iggg
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Tories, proved to be correct. Only being able to raise $2.5 million, this lead to the

contraction ofthe Tory election budget and expansion of the party's line ofcredit.TT

The united Alternative (uA) initiative also proved to be influential in effecting

the behavior of the Tories. Preston Manning invited Joe clark to join him in the

movement, but the Tory leader refused to discuss cooperation or any accommodation.

The 'unite-the-right' issue was to nag clark and the pcs for the next two years. It was

during this period that the primary goal of the Progressive conservatives changed from

vote maximization to policy advocacy as a matter of distinguishing itself from other

Reform, and more imporlantly for the matter of relevancy and survival. As the Tories

were attempting to rebuild, with a different leader who did not carry the same gravitas as

Jean charest, a rising competitor sought to eliminate it either through domination or

absorption.Ts

The eventual creation ofthe Canadian Alliance out of the UA talks in early 2000

was a fusion of Reform with political activists from the provincial Liberal Party of British

Columbia, the Saskatchewan Party, and several provincial pC parties, above all the

ontario PC Party. virtually all of ontario Premier Mike Harris's election team was

visible at the inception of the Alliance. Several prominent ontario provincial

conservatives were also participating in the uA process. The inclusion ofhigh profile

Haris organizers, such as Ton Long who eventually became a leadership candidate for

the Alliance, gave Reformers hope that they may be able to finally breakthrough in vote-

rich ontario.Te The rise of the Alliance posed serious problems for the Tories who were

7? Woolstencroft, "Some Battles Ylon," 96-97
78 lbid, pg. 93.
7e Flanagan, pg. 290.
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aware fhaf their competitors now had a real chance to win by capturing the pC vote in

Ontario with the help of the Harris electoral machinery.

According to the Harmel and Janda model, when shocks (especially significant

ones) are aggregated with leadership and factional change, circumstances arise to allow

for broad sweeping change. For the Tories, their leader Jean charest was a political asset

who was equally comfortable in French as he was in English. He projected an image of

freshness and relative youthfulness in comparison to the other federal leaders. charest

also proved to be popular with voters, tying with Jean chrétien as the most popular leader

outside Québec and far outpacing chrétien and Giles Duceppe in popularity in his home

province.s0 By establishing himself in ottawa in 1997, and, concentrating his efforts in

rebuilding the party, it appeared that charest was committing himself for the long haul.

The Tory establishment also favored his rhetoric of refusing to form an alliance with

Reform because of the two party's fundamental differences. However, the unexpected

resignation of Québec Premier Daniel Joh¡son in March 1998 impacted on the rebuilding

efforts of the PCs. Bowing to enormous pressure, charest left federal politics to become

leader ofthe Québec Liberals in order to provide a strong federalist voice in the province.

The effect was almost immediate, with polls indicating a significant drop in Tory supporl

following the wake ofCharest's departure.8l

Despite the overtures ofcooperation from Reform and later the united Alternative

project, such external pressure only strengthened the resolve ofthe Tory establishment to

remain viable and distinct from the other parties. As Panebianco articulates, ,,The

competitor in laying claim to another party's hunting ground, threatens the latter's

so Nevitte, pg. 85.
8r Woolstencroft, "Some Battles Won," 92.
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identity and destabilizes it; its dominant coalition's only defense is to be hostile. It must

deny the competitor's claim to the hunting ground in order to preserve its identity.,r2

The selection ofJoe clark as leader in 1998, who previously served as leader from 1976

to 1983, suggests the dominant factions desire to resist major change (in the form of

cooperation or merger). Prior to the 2000 election, paftisans assumed that the united

Alternative project would fail, resulting in the fracture of Reform hardliners and new

members, or a complete rejection of the idea itsetf. If the UA was to carry through, the

PCs assumed Preston Manning would be its new leader. such an outcome would result

in no improvement in their prospects in ontario or out east. Since the Tories were rated

during the 1997 election as the most popular second choice of voters after the Liberals

and that the latter being painted as a tired government, then the pCs could pose as a

substantial challenge to the governing party.83 However, the electoral and financial

outcome of the 2000 election proved the Tory establishment otherwise.

Stephen Harper was moving the Alliance ahead in the public polls in 2002.8a At

the same time, the Progressive conservative-Denocratic Representative coalition was

collapsing. Sensing an opportunity for co-operation with the Tories, Harper directly

appealed to disaffected conservatives in the PC Party, and subsequently offered a unity

package to Clark.ss Having placed an end-of-summer deadline to accept the unity

package, clark rejected the offer believing that the PC Party was the institution within

which to unite the conservative movement. However, the continued losses, poor

82 Panebianco,2l7.
83 Woolstencroft, "Some Battles Won,',93-94.
"o tbid.
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financial situation, and an offer of unity through the new leader of the dominant canadian

Alliance Party, such external stimuli was enough to demonstrate to some within the pc

Party that major change was necessary to reach their traditional primary goal - to

maximize votes. After a series of senior Progressive conservatives called for his

resignation, clark decided to avoid the mandatory leadership review in August 2002 and

announced that he would not stay on to fight the next election. Harper reminded pc

delegates that his offer for unity was still valid through the end of summer.

Despite pleas from influential members of the Tory party to end the war amongst

conservative minded partisans, only one leadership candidate was open to merger with

the Alliance, Jim Prentice. The eventual winner, peter MacKay, offered a more modest

approach while maintaining the '301 rule' (no joint candidates with the Alliance). To

secure delegate support for his win, MacKay accepted David orchard's condition ofnot

merging with the Alliance in exchange for orchard's endorsement. During the race,

o¡chard characferized himself as a Red-Tory by running on a nationalist, anti-free trade

platform, and anti-merger platform. Orchard presented MacKay with his greatest

challenge as delegate selection meetings geared up across the country. prior to the

convention, orchard had locked up approximately one-quarter of the constituency

delegates to MacKay's approximately 40 percent.s. As delegates assembled for the

convention, it became clear that MacKay would need a significant amount of ex-offico

delegates to put his leadership bid over the top. when that scenario did not occur, a

traditional convention atmosphere developed. After four ballots, peter MacKay emerged

on top, but not before making a deal with David orchard after the thi¡d ballot to secure

the victory. The deal, which neither candidate made public, included assurances that

86 Ellis and Woolstencroft, "New Consewatives, Old Realities,,, 80.
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there would be no merger, no joint candidates, a ¡eview of the par[,,s position on free

trade, a policy emphasis on the environment, and some consideration for orchard

supporters in PC staffing decisions.sT Although this deal may have appeared to close the

door on any possible cooperation with the Alliance, one characteristic of a brokerage

party is its openness towards deal making in its effort to be more competitive in the

market-like party system. In fact, this leadership change from the old to the new

generation was a critical elemerf in creatìng an atmosphere ofgreat change.

Regardless of having signed the 'Orchard deal,, MacKay proposed to at least

meet with Harper, who at that time was aggressively promoting a single slate of

conservative candidates for the next election. MacKay reacted to Harper's "common

cause campaign" with subdued enthusiasm. Yet there was enough cooperative sentiment

between the two leaders to appoint a team of negotiators in order to try to find some

common ground. Former Deputy Prime Minister Don Mazankowski, former Ontario

premier William Davis, and Tory MP Loyola Hearns represented the pCs. Former

Reform MP Ray speaker. ontario MP scott Reid and senator Ger:ry St. Germain led the

Alliance negotiation team. Although there was a parliamentary truce between the

Alliance and the PCs, institutional merger still appeared unreachable as negotiations

became bogged down several times.

The Alliance wanted to continue its tradition of one-member-one vote leadership

selection. MacKay was not receptive to this proposal. The Tory leader ¡eferred to the

Alliance's huge membership base, mostly from the West, and felt that any merger

agreement should not allow the new party's fate to be determined by one region. when

merger talks appeared to have broken down for the final time, Harper authorized the

t' lb¡d.,81



Alliance representatives fo accept the Tory leadership selection process of regional

delegates to vote in convention.ss on october 16,2003, Harper and MacKay announced

that they had reached an Agreement in principle that would see the merger of the two

parties in the new Conseruative Party of Canada.se

To summarize, the decision of the Reform/Alliance and the progressive

conservative Party to merge is best understood when goals and constraints are taken into

account. This radical type of party change, dissolution and merger, was ultimately based

on the primary goal of vote maximizing. At its inception in the late 19g0s, Reform was

policy-driven to serve as a harbour of regional discontent and fiustration of'politics as

usual' when it grew in influence and popularity, Reform sensed an oppoftunity to win

more seats and perhaps government. Having established its positions on the policy axis,

Reform then changed its primary goal to vote maximizing. Through the shock of losing

elections, it sought radical change by converting to the canadian Alliance and then the

eventual merger with the Tories. For the Tories, who endu¡ed shock through much

travail, two factors withstood the temptation of radical change. The first factor is the

maturity or the degree of institutionalization ofa par1y. The second factor involves the

dominance of the old rory elite who wished to preserve the history and legacy of the

Progressive conservatives. As the party survived fhe political wilderness throughout the

1990s, the primary goal ofvote maximizing evolved into policy-advocacy as a result ofa

barrage of external stimuli in the form of election losses, financial bleeding, and the

dispersion of core support. Leadership change was necessary to inspire great change in

"" Ibid., 82.
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reaction to the increase of external pressure, with the primary goal of vote maximization

in mind.

Conclusion

The merger of the canadian Alliance and the progressive conservatives appears

to be a successful venture. It has been over three years since the inception of the

conservative Party; as well it successfully formed a minority government in January

2006. Neve¡theless, this mariage has only put the new conservative party right back

where the old Progressive conservatives stood prior to the 19g4 election. The

conservatives still sit to the right of the Liberals on the economic axis. Additionally, the

conservatives have a solid grip on western support. euébec, on the other hand, is no

longer central to the Liberal equation as it was before and around the time of

constitutional repatriation in 1982. It is the Bloc euébécois who absorbs the votes of

perceived regional grievances in that province. Notwithstanding the presence of the

Bloc, the 2004 and 2006 Canadian federal parly system resenbles that of 19g4.e0

As it was argued, to unseat a natural governing coalition, al opposition party has

two options. The opposition can wait for the incumbent to stumble and fall on an

important policy dimension, or the it can exploit a cleavage issue like religion, race,

region, or gender in an attempt to polarize the electorate and splinter the suppoft ofthe

governing party. It remains important to understand why parties opt for the riskier

strategy of pliming new issues. This leads us to the Harmel and Janda use of vote

maximizing and policy-seeking goals. The Tories found it almost impossible to overtake

the Liberals by simply relying on the economic issue alone who occupied the political

eo Godbout an d B él anger , 22 .
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centre. To meet their vote maximizing primary goal, they changed their approach by

priming the regional issue with the hope of weakening the support of the Liberals. As the

1984 and 1988 election ôutcomes demonstrate, this particular strategy met with great

success. It realigned the paúy system by tying a large swath of euébec voters and a large

segment of Western voters by fanning regional grievances.el However, the Tory

leadership's inability to bridge the two in the long term proved fatal, as the pcs could not

meet the high expectations of the two polarized groups. consequently, this led to the

formation of two new regional padies who stripped support and finances away frorn the

Tories, rendering them to last place in seat count within the House of Commons.

with regards to salient issues, the question concerning regional differences

remains important today.e2 with the Bloc Québécoìs still in existence, the conservative

Government must court the federalist vote in euébec, while at the same time

disqualifliing the separatist argument that the federal govemnent does not meet the needs

of the Québec people, through cooperating with Jean Charest,s euébec government. If

Harper can succeed where Mulroney failed, by bridging two polarized groups in the west

and in Quóbec, then the conservatives can transform itself frorn a mere opposition party,

to a naturally governing party.

This Chapter also highlighted the partial endogenous nature of Harmel and

Janda's theoretical model. First, electoral shocks such as the ones the pcs faced in 1993

are not always entirely external per se, since it can sometimes result from the parfy's own

strategic behaviour. Mulroney had primed regional grievances to court western and

Québec voters to the Tory fold. However, the PCs inability to fully accommodate these

etlbid.,23.
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regions and consequent creation of Reform and the Bloc could not have been foreseen.

second, this chapter also demonstrates the evolving relationship between policy seeking

and vote maximizing goals. Such a phenomenon was evident with both the

Reform/canadian Alliance and the Progressive conservatives. In the end, the

aggregation of internal and external factors, coupled with leadership renewal,

subsequently induced an extreme change in the form of party merger. This extreme

measure of party change was ultimately pursued to meet the primary objective of vote

maximization in order to win government. Knowing vote maximization was the prime

motivator in the c¡eation of the conservative party of canada, did this tlait of brokerage

politics manifest itself in the new party? The last chapter will look at the behaviour and

performance of the conservative Parly since the merger up until the 2006 federal etection

in order to determine if it exhibits ideological or brokerage tendencies.



CHAPTERFOUR
The Conservative Party and Brokerage politics

Inlroduction

Is the Conservative Party behaving more ideologically as their Reform and

Alliance predecessors were, or do they act more as a brokerage paÍy as the progressive

conservative Party once displayed? Following the similar process in examining its

predecessors, this chapter will first study the external attributes of the conservatives

between 2004 and 2006 by exploring its Agreement-In-p rinciple, Leadership,

conslitutíon, parly policies, and the campaign platforms. The second parl of this chapter

will Ìook at the internal traits of the party. Although chapter Two utilized the opinion

structures of party members to determine if a party was ideoÌogical or brokerage, such

data does not currently exist for members of the new Conservative party.

Acknowledging that campaigns play a large role in how a party manifests and conveys its

message to the electorate, an internal inspection ofthe conservatives will instead involve

an analysis ofthe party's organizational structure, strategy, and candidate profiles ofthe

2004 and 2006 campaigns. campaigns are an impoftant time for parties since it is the

primary interface between all facets ofthe organization and the electorate. By looking at

how partisans and the leader manage themselves within the organization, this chapter

will find that the conservatives exhibit brokerage patterns, with vote-maximization as its

primary goal.

An Exømínation of External Attributes

As mentioned in Chapter Two, defining a party behavioural model involves two

approaches - an external and internal assessment. By examining the external attributes of
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a party, we uncover how it presents itself to the electorate. Consequently, we can

determine if a party is mereÌy advocating ideological positions, with no intent of winning

goverffnent, or if a parly is broadening its positions to appeal to a wider mass. Since it is

a new party and recently won a minority government in January of 2006, we will

investigate the conservative Party's exterior beginning shortly afte¡ the 2003 merger and

end at its performance during fhe 2006 election.

A gr e e m e nt- I n- P r inc ip I e

The leaders of the Canadian Alliance and Progressive Conservative party signed

the Conservative Party of Canada Agreement-In-PrincÌ.pl¿ on October 15, 2003.t It

served as the initial constitution of the new party, and remained in force until it as

replaced by a permanent constitution that had been drafted by a committee of the

conservative's Interim Joìnt council. In it, we find examples of accommodation by both

parties with the intent of making them more appealing to the mainstream vote¡.

The Agreement-In-Principle contained fourteen articles, each of which dealt with

impoftant areas of compromise between the two parties. Article 2 emphasized the need

to establish respect for all parlicipants in the merger. The second article, in a sense,

called for a truce from the internecine electoral war between the progressive

Conservative Party and Reform/Alliance.

Article 3 defined the nineteen founding policy principles of the new party. Given that

16 out of 19 founding principles were largely taken from the old rory constitution,

including the recognition of equal status between French and English in federal

I Corservative Party ofCanada, ,,4 Brief History of the Conseruative party of Canada,,
hftp://www.conseruative.calEN/l l3 l/, accessed 04 March 2006.
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institutions, and support for universal health care, indicates the ideological compromise

once unimaginable when Reform was advocating for social policies outside the

mainstream.

Articles 4 and 5, which outline the skeleton for the leadership race, also show that

regional balance was given greater consideration than the one-member-one vote

procedure.2 The latter mechanism would have favoured the west who, at the time, had

more members than anywhere else in canada. However, this particular selection process

was not necessarily guaranteed for future leadership races as outlined in Article 6.

Regional parity was also emphasized in Aficle 13, to ease any concem from the growing

membership in Central and Eastern Canada that the new paÍy was not going to be

dominated by the west. In comparison to what Reform and Alliance offe¡ed as their

founding principles, the Agreement-in-Principle demonstrates several compromises in

order to merge with the Progressive Conservatives.

An Examination of Leadership Selection

Recalling from Chapter Two, there is evidence to suggest that amongst several

factors, voters do consider leadership when making up their minds in supporting a party.

As such, parties are conscious of supporter and voter preferences and consequently put a

lot of emphasis on the leader during an election campaign. which factors led to the

eventual election of stephen Harper as the first leader of the conservative party of

Canada, and how does his profile shape the image ofthe party?

2 A preferential ballot was to be used, with all votes added up and allocated within each of
Canada's 301 federal ridings. The candidate who wins the largest number ofpoints would be the winner of
the_leadership contest. strictly speaking, it would be possible fo¡ a candidate io win the Ieadership race
with fewer popular votes than their opponents, ifthe opponent's votes had been concentrated in ridings
where large numbers ofballots had been cast.



Stephen Harper was quick to signal his intention to run for the leadership ofthe

new party. Former PC leader, Peter MacKay declined to enter the race. Instead, Harper

faced conservative activist and forme¡ Magna International president Belinda stronach.

Harper also competed against former ontario PC cabinet Minister Tony clement. In his

campaign, Harper would cite his record as leader as his greatest asset. In a course ofjust

over t\¡r'o years, Harper defeated Stockwell Day on a first ballot decision, gathered

together a successful group of professionals, put in place some order and discipline on an

often ill-tempered Alliance caucus, resolved the Democratic-Reform caucus dissident

situation, and helped broker a merger with the PC Party.3

After an overall polite and agreeable campaign that left few deep wounds, Harper

soundly defeated his opponerrts on the first ballot. As seen in Table 4.1, Harper swept the

west and won a convincing majority in ontario. However, he did lose to Stronach in

Québec and all of Atlantic Canada. Not win_ning in fhe East proved to be a sign of

weak¡ess the Liberals would exploit in the upcoming general election. Nevertheless,

Harper's win was convincing and would set out to establish the new paÉy as a moderate

and professional alternative to the long time governing Liberals who were beginning to

be embroiled in the sponsorship scandal that saw federal taxpayers' money flow to the

Liberal Québec-wing. Onta¡io would be the focus of the campaign, and if the

conservatives could prove competency in that vote-rich province, it was expected that

other seats would follow, including a win or two in Québec.a

3 Faron Ellis and Peter Woolstencroft, ,'New Conseruatives, Old Realities: The 2004 Election
Campaign," The Cqnediqn General Election of2004, edited by Jon H. pammett and Christopher Doman,
(Toronto: Dundum, 2004 ), 84.
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7o of total points Constituencv Wins
Harper Stronach Clement Haroer Stronach Clement

BC 79.9 t3.7 6.4 36 0 0
AB 85.5 12.3 2.8 28 0 0
SK 81 .5 t4.9 3.6 14 0 0
MB 73.s 2r.4 5.1 14 0 0
ON s6.9 z'7 -3 15.8 96 6 4
PO 33.4 60.5 6.0 16* 56* 3
NB 46.1 49.2 5.1 6 4 0
NS 37.2 52.9 10.0 4 l 0
PEI 21.3 68.0 10.3 0 4 0
Nfld 3 3.0 52.',7 t4.6 0*,r 6* * 0
YT 62.0 32.0 ô.1, 0 0
NWT 53.0 39.0 9.0 0 0
NU 28.0 56.0 17.0 0 I 0
Total 55.5 35.0 9.5 216 84 4

Proyincial totals may not add up to 100 points due to rounding at the riding level.
+ Harper and Stronach tied in three Québec ridings,
** Harper and Shonach tied in one Newfoundland riding.
Source: Conseryative Party ofCanada, 2004.

While the Agreement-in-Principle aúiculated several of the new Conservatives,

founding beliefs, including a "Balance between fiscal responsibility, progressive social

policy and individual rights and responsibilities." As well as a "belief that it is the

responsibility of individuals to provide for themselves, their families and their

dependents, while recognizing that governments must respond to those who require

assistance and compassion."s Despite the moderate tone of rhe Agreement-in-principle,

it did little to indicate just how those beliefs would translate into practical policies or

direct action. The subsequent election of Harper over former-pc membe¡s Tony clement

and Belinda Stronach led to further uncertainty about how different the party was going

to be from the former Alliance.ó In his previous job as head of the National citizens'

5 Conservative Party of Canada, IBZ eement-ln-Principle, 2003, 2-3.
" Laura B. Stephenson, "The Coft\eru.ttive Party and the 2004 Election, " paper presented to the

amual meeting of the canadian Political science Association, university of westem ontario, London.



coalition, Harper co-authored a manifesto calling on the Alberta government to take

unilateral action to radically expand the province's powers within the federal framework.T

Having won on the first ballot, it appeared that the conservatives were going to be led by

an ideologue, given Harper's background as a former Reform Mp and as the former

President ofthe right-wing think thank National citizens' coalition. As the new leader

of the conservatives, Harper needed to come across as a moderate figure to attract

broader support, particularly former PC voters and the ontario electorate. A later look at

Harper's conduct during the election campaigns will demonstrate the party's move

towards brokerage politics.

Constilution

The Agreement-In-Principle had served as an intra-party governing document

until a constitution was developed. on March 19,2005, the conservative party of

canada's constitution was consolidated by the Executive Director and reviewed by the

National Director. Much like fhe Agreement-In-Principle, we find that the constítution

reflects broad-based principles and objectives with the intent ofbeing more marketable to

the Canadian mainstream electorate.

There are nineteen cornerstone points under Principles, which attempt to paint the

conservative Party as moderate but not wholly abandoning its partisan roots of fiscal

conservatism, tenpered by Tory societal responsibility. Appendix one includes the

Principles of the constitution. It demonstrates a straddling between the beliefs of the

neo-conservative canadian Atliance and the traditional rory progressive conservatives.

Ontario, June 2-4, 2005.
7 
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2.1.1 accounts for an equilibrium between fiscal accountability, progressive social policy,

and the importance of the individual. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 considers the needs and diversiS, of

each Canadian region. 2.1.5 suggests that the Conservatives are a federal party,

acknowledging the importance of parliament and the rule of law. 2.1.6 and 2.1.7 outlines

the classic liberal belief of equality of opportunity, noting the, "f¡eedom ofthe individual,

includi'g freedom of speech, worship, and assembly."s 2.1.8 reflects the Tory tradition

of appreciating the role of the monarchy, parliament, and democracy. To support the

notion of a more decentralized federal government, section 2.1.9 recognizes the equal

importance of provincial and territorial jurisdictions. In order to shed the anti-French

stigma of old Reform, 2.1.10 stresses the equality of status between French and English

within federal institutions. Not to abandon supporters of the free marke|,2.1.11,2.1.12,

2.1.14, and 2.1.19 contains precepts of individual freedom in the context of a competitive

economy, in that initiative should be rewarded as prosperity. To placate those with

concerns of extreme neo-conservative economic policies,2.1.13 assures that government

must compassionately help those in greatest need within society. Incorporating those

with concerns over the environment, 2.1.15 supports the quality of the environment as

being a part of Canadian heritage to be protected for future generations. 2.1.16 briefly

menfions Canada's need to live up to its international obligations. To pin itself as the

ethical party, in comparison to the Liberals who were becoming tarred with government

misconduct, 2.1.17 and 2.1.4 discusses how a government must honest and accountable

to canadians. This would later prove to be a central theme for the conservatives in the

2004 and 2006 elections. 2.1.18 attempts to stem or counter any concern of being

8 Conservative Party ol-Canada, Constitution,2005, 3



perceived as advocates of two-tiered health-care, which once hampered the canadian

Alliance in the 2000 election.

2004 Campaign Platform

Soon after the merger, one of the chaÌlenges facing the conservatives was to piece

together a cohe¡ent platform in the limited amount of time they had between the merger

and a possible election call. Another test the conservatives faced was similar to what the

Alliance endured - constructing a platform that would simultaneously present ontario,

Québec, and Atlantic canada with a moderate and competent image while not alienating

its western suppofters. Not having enough time for a policy convention that would

normally set the tone for platform direction, the conser-vatives relied on policy advisor

Ken Boessenkool and senior strategists such as Deputy conservative Leader peter

MacKay to build the pafty platform. Referring to the 'founding principles' in the

Agreement-in-Principle and the Interim council's 'areas of agreement', the platform

program entitled Demanding Better was introduced. Its major themes were

accountability and a cleaner government, a stronger economy primarily through lower

taxes, better health care, improved communities, and a secure canada.e From this slogan,

we can derive its key message of accountability for government. In response to the

recent mishandling of government programs such as the recently introduced federal gun

registry, the HRDC overspending, and the emerging sponsorship scandal in euébec, the

conservatives wanted to make accountability the campaign's central issue. According to

the canadian Election study of2004, the sponsorship scandal trumped all other issues in

o lb¡d., Bg-go.



terms of effect on voter choice.l0 Its significance on the minds of the electorate padly

accounts for the unexpected success ofthe Conservatives.

Plaform Details

Government accountability was the centerpiece of the platform under ,Better

Accountability'. By placing it front and centre, it allowed the conservatives the

opportunity to attack the Liberals for its reco¡d of "waste, mismanagement, and

corruption."ll More than any other, this particular plank was designed to define the

election question as a matter of public hust, accountability, and the need for change in

government. The party committed itself to expanding the authority of the Auditor

General, appointing an independent ethics comrnissioner to act as a watchdog over the

actions of MPs and Senators, reforming election financing by banning corporate and

union donations, and eliminating the public subsidization of parties.l2 The conservatives

were correct to identify government accountability, in the wake of the sponsorship

scandal, as a primary election issue. The majority of respondents to the 2004 canada

Election study were either very angry about the scandal (39%) or at least somewhat

angry (38%). over a third (36%) thought that there had been a lot of corruption when

Jean chrétien was Prime Minister and close To half (46%) thought that there was some

corruption. 75%o of Those surveyed thought that paul Martin knew about the scandal

before becoming Prime Minister, and of those who thought he did not know, two-thirds

of them (67%) fel| he should have known. Few thought he managed the sponsorship

'0 Elisabeth Gidengil et al., "Back to the Future? Making sense ofthe 2004 canadian Election
Outside Quebec," Cønadian Journal ofPolitica! SÇience39:l (March 2006): 14.lr conservalive pany olCanãda. Denanding Betrer.)004,g.

'' Ellis and Woolstencrofl, 90.



scandal well, 5%o feeling he had done a very good job, and only 25%o fhoughthe had done

quite a goodjob. Consequently, over half (52%o) lacked the confidence that Marlin would

prevent something like the scandal from happening reoccurring in the future.13

To placate economic conservatives, the party proposed several tax-cutting

initiatives for a'Better Economy'.la Stemming from the argument that canada is one of

the highest taxed countries amongst the G-7, the conservatives central feature was the

cutting of taxes for all individuals and families. In parlicular, they planned to eliminate

the 22 percent tax bracket, leaving all incomes under $70,000 to be simply taxed at the 16

percent rate. Combining the annual indexing of the remaining brackets, the

conservatives calculated a25 percent fax savings for middle-income canadians. other

promises included a $2,000 per child deduction, a decrease in Employment Insurance

premiums, transferring three cents of the federal gas tax to the provinces for

infrastructure renewal, initiating a Registered Lifetime Savings plan to allow tax-free

withdrawals, investing in research and development, and placing stricter controls on

government spending.l5

It appeared, however, that the fiscal conservative agenda hurl supporl for Harper's

party. According to respondents of the 2004 Canada Election Study, support for

increased social spending outweighed any desire for furlher tax cuts. only 37 percent

said that income taxes should be reduced. Meanwhile, 80 percent wanted to see more

public money spent on health care. 7l percent wanted increased spending on education

t3 Gidengil et al., "Back to the Future," l4-15.
ra Conservative Party- Denqnding Beuer. 16.
'r Ellis and Woolstencroft, 90.
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and 44 percent favoured more money fo¡ social housing. On the other hand, only 22

percent felt that welfare spending should go up.16

To inoculate themselves from similar attacks as the previous Canadian Alliance

endured over ofhealth care, the conservatives tried to appear more like the Liberals. For

example, they committed to honouring the 2003 Health Accord that was signed between

the federal government and the provinces. The party dedicated itselfto working with the

provinces to secure a long-term plan for healthcare financing. Also, upon forming

government, the Conservatives offered to directly fund catastrophic drug costs. This

policy is contradictory to the Conservative policy of respecting the autonomy of

provincial jurisdictions. Such inconsistency for the matter of stretching policy space is a

trait of a brokerage party. Here, the conservatives have billed themselves as the party

which respects the boundaries of provincial/federal jurisdictions, but is willing to blur

those lines if it means easing the concerns of particular voters who do not want the

federal government retreating aid from those most lulnerable.lT For voters, the issue of

private versus public health care nattered. Just over half (5 4o/o) of the respondents to the

Canada Election Study opposed a two-tier health care system. 41 percent strongly

disagreed and another 16 percent somewhat disagreed with the statement that, ,,people

who are willing to pay should be allowed to get medical treatment sooner.',l8 The Liberal

attack of the conservative Party's perceived antipathy towards public medicine had sorne

effect. Compared to the other federal parties, this issue cost Harper votes.le

ì6 Gidengil er al.. -Back to rhe Fu¡ure, ' I7.
" Ellis and Woolstencroft, 90-91.
18 Gidengil et al., "Back to the Future," 18.
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With respect to the Conservative promise of ,,Better Security,,, the party included

several broad planks. Domestically, the conservatives strove to maintain a reputation for

being tough on crime. carrying over from the Alliance platform, the conservatives

advocated truth-in-sentencing and tougher penalties for violent crimes. They also

proposed to close the loopholes, which child pornographers exploited, and advocated the

scraping ofthe firearms registry to redirect the funds to increase law enforcement.2o In

the 2004 canada Election study, 60 percent of respondents supported the idea of

repealing the registry.2l

Internationally, the conse¡vatives reflected elements of neo-conse¡vative and

traditional conservative policies. In response to the increased propensity of a terrorist

attack in the post-9l1 period, Harper wished to address the backlog of outstanding

deporlatìon orders by placing priority towards individuals with criminal records or

connections with terrorist organizaTions.22 Openly supporting free trade, the

conservatives continued to support the PC and Alliance stances of, "a strong Norlh

American trading partnership with both the united states and Mexico."23 Reflecting

Peter MacKay's PC leadership deal with David orchard, a revision of NAFTA was also

included: "In addition to promoting free-trade, we should examine deepening the

NAFTA relationship to harmonize tariffs and eliminate rules of origin, enhance

environmental and labour standards, and cooperate on common security issues."2a

Furthe¡ to corfinental issues, the conservatives wanted to implement a "made in canada

foreign policy," involving a more prominent role in international affairs. They

r0 Conservalive Parry- Denanding Better,35.
:r Cidengil etal.. -Back tothe FLir:re.' 15
" Conservative Party, Dcüatd¡ng Befter,38.
"'thid 19

'n tb¡i.
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emphasized the values of democracy, rule of law, individual freedom and human rights,

free markets and free trade, and compassion for the less fortunate. They balanced their

approach by promising to work with canada's traditional allies of the united states,

united Kingdom, and Australia, as well as international organizations as the united

Nations and NATO.25

Militarily, the conservatives wanted to increase funding for Defence by injecting

an immediate $1.2 billion per year for equipment replacement. There we¡e also calls for

gradually increasing Forces strength to at least 80,000 soldiers, along with a rise in the

numbers of reservists. The conservatives wanted to upgrade the Air Force cF-1g fleet,

acquire new tactical and hea'"y-lift aircraft, and purchase new maritime helicopters with

enranced multi-mission capabilities.2. It appeared that the issue of defence spending

benefited the conservatives. over half of the respondents (53%) from the 2004 canada

Election study were in favour of increased military spending, whereas only 14 percent

wanted cuts.27

Under "Better Cornmunities" in the Conservative platform, a coterie of social

issues was highlighted. Borrowing largely from the former Tory platform, the

conservatives wanted to address the funding problems associated with post-secondary

education. They planned to "increase the maximum student loan limits, broaden the

def,rnition of eligible expenses, and increase family income thresholds." The

conservatives also advocated for a provision ol "first-year tuition grants for students

from low-income families," and encouraged, ,,families to save fo¡ their children,s

education, through such measures as the canada Learning Bond, i.creased canada

tt lbid,. 40.
tu lb¡d,.41.
'?i Gidengil et al., "Back fo the Future,,, 15.



Education Savings Grants, and the Registered Lifetime Savings program.,'28 Here, we

find an attempted balance to share the responsibility between individuals and govemment

for post-secondary education funding, between those who can and cannot afford tuition

fees.

In addition to university and college education, the conservatives wanted to

respond to the concerns of low- and fixed-income canadians by offering relief to the

rising costs of gasoline, insurance, and utilities. More specifrcally, they pushed for an

increase in the GST tax credit by 25 percent, cutting GST from the federal excise tax on

gasoline, and eliminating the GST portion ofgas prices above 85 percent.2e

With respect to the elderly, sick, and disabled, Harper offered to double the size

of the caregiver's tax credit to cover $7,000 in allowable expenses.30 preferring a family

oriented approach, this particular remedy was offered to sncotr'age and reward those who

take care of this i.ulnerable group at home rather than a retirement facility.

As far as immigrants were concerned, all that was proposed was a speedier

recognition of foreign credentials and prior work experience. Although the party

recognized that immigrants help build canadian society, little else was offered other than

helping economically viable immigrants.

Concerning First Nations, the Conservatives stated they would work towards

improving aboriginal economic and social conditions. Specifically, they proposed, ..a

property regime on reserves to allow individual property ownership that will encourage

lending for private housing and business."3l

:8 Conservative Pafiy, Dcmand¡ng Beuer,3i
t9,,,, ^,
to lbid.,32.
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Finally regarding the environment, the conservative offered a more detailed

program. They would implement Harper,s February 2004 paper,..Towards a Cleaner

canada," which included several proposals. The conservatives would legislate caps on

smog causing pollutants, increase fines for first occurrences of ocean spills, begin a

federal audit of contaminated waste sites, work with the provinces to develop a national

strategy for alternative energy, and develop more effective programs that an..irrelevant

Kyoto Protocol."32 For their social issues plank, the conservatives offered a myriad of

policy proposals, which included interventionist and market-oriented solutions, as a

means to court the centre of the policy spectrum, while at the same time trying not to

abandon their western base.

More interesting than what the conservatives outlined in their platform was what

\.vas not mentioned. There was no reference to abortion, euthanasia, stem-cell research.

farnily values, or hostility towards multiculturalism, all of which were lightning rods for

criticism with the old Reform/canadian Alliance campaigns. The discussion over same-

sex rnaniage was included as a jurisdictional matter between the couÍs and parliament.

The conse¡vatives preferred a free-vote amongst Mps to address this issue. without

abandoning their populist roots and westen.ì./rural supporters, the free-vote represented an

opportunity for ParliamentariaDs to vote their constituents and their own consciences in

the lower house over this divisive social issue. Harper would remain consistent with his

positions over social issues and parliamentary reform throughout the campaign. The

central message of not introducing any legislation in one particular social area over

another during the next mandate, but would not stand in the way if there were to be a

private member's bill introducing a free vote did not deflect the pafy against accusations

32 |b¡d.,34
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of harbouring a hidden moral conservative agenda. when a few conservative candidates,

nostly those with Reform/Alliance roots, provided the Liberals with examples of which

private members' bills and free votes might include, many of the doubts the

conservatives were attempting to bury away from the electorate's minds were instead

being re-cropped.33 when ontario MP cheryl Gallant likened abortion to the recent

terrorist beheadings on an American captive, the 2004 conservative campaign suffered

from a familiar Reform dilemma: the difficulty of herding 308 candidates, many of whom

believe in their right to carry contrary views, for the entirety of the thirty-six day

campaign.sa Although these candidates were local representatives of their party, they

were not centrally directed by the campaign. Their unscripted remarks proved to

reinforce misgivings about the party among voters. As we shall see, in the 2006 election,

the central campaign kept a closer tab on the communication activities of their

candidates, to ensure that none of the missteps encountered in the 2004 effort happened

again.

C o ns ervative P qrty P olic ie s

The Agreement-on-Principle and the 2004 Platforrn were documents that initially

shaped the policy dimension of the conservatives. Despite the conservative parly's

efforts to appear more moderate than the Alliance were, the Liberals did not let up on

their offence on Harper's party. As James Evans notes, "The attack on the conservatives

became ferocious. It painted Stephen Harper as the Prince of Darkness and alleged that

the Conservatives had a hidden agenda and spoke in code. Behind their mask, they were

3r Ellis and Woolstencroft- 9l
34 Ib¡d.,95.



a coven of religious, right-wing extremists."ls Likewise, according the 2004 Canada

Election Study, close to harf (47%) of those interviewed agreed with the statement that

stephen Harper was 'Just too extreme."36 The party needed to better define themselves

in the wake of the 2004 election. In March 2005, the conservative party held its first

policy convention in Montreal. The convention provided the public the opportunity to

see the conservatives in a different light. Gathering partisans from former Tory and

Alliance roots, there is evidence to suggest that the party wanted to reduce the focus on

its controversial social conservative elements, and show that they were a moderate party.

The extensive policy document ranges on several issues spanning across the political

spectrum. In comparison to what the old Reform/Alliance party proposed that were

perceived as outside the mainstream voter opinion, the conservative policies were

broader reaching. In areas where there were great differences between the two parties

include political representation, the welfare state, and Canadian federalism.

The 'New Canada' that Manning's Reform and the Canadian Alliance had

promoted would not have allowed a province, organized interest, or linguistic community

to set the agenda for constitutional bargaining, or to benefit from the largesse of a

frnancially overburdened state.37 For Reform and Alliance, continuation of the traditional

'asymmetrical federalism' would create an "unbalanced federation of racial and ethnic

groups distinguished by constitutional wrangling and deadlock, regional imbalance."38

35 
James Allan Evans, "From Greens to Red To¡ies, and all the Colours in Between - Reflections

on the 2004 Election," Policy Options, (September 2004): 39.
36 GideDgil et al., "Back to the Future," 18.
3i David Daycock, The New Right and Democraqt in Cønadø, (Don Mills, Oxford University

Press, 2002), 69.
38 
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The rejection of any hint of'special status' was codified in Article 62 of Alliance's

Declaration of Policy:

All Canadian provinces should be equal before and under the law,
possessing equal powers to govern within their areas of constitutional
authority. We recognize that provinces differ in culture, tradition,
population, natural resources, economic structure, and legal systems.
Each diverse in its own way, and each should have equal freedom to build
the society most appropriate to its citizens.3e

The position of the new Conservative Party was in reverse ofthe Reform/Alliance

position by acknowledging the traditional 'compact theory' of confederation and

Canadian federalism, reflective of Québec's claim for 'special status,. In their policy

Declaration, the Conservative Party not only considered Québec in its approach to

federalism, but also accounted the West and the First Nations. Such regional play is

reflective of brokerage politics that attempts to accommodate the various social

cleavages:

A Conservative Government will conside¡ reforming Canadian
federalism, taking into account: (a) the need to consolidate euébec,s
position within the Canadian federation due to the province not signing the
Constitution Act, 1982, (b) the need to alleviate the alienation felt by
citizens of the West, and (c) the -importance of building a long term
partnership with aboriginal people.a0

Adding to this contrast between the Reform policies and the Conservative party

position is the issue of official languages. "The Reform Party supports a language policy

based on freedom of speech. We reject comprehensive language legislation, whether in

the nature of enforced bilingualism or unilingualism, regardless of the level of

It Canadian Alliance, Policy Dcclararion, Anicle 62.
ou Conservative Party of Canada, Pol¡cy Declarat ¡on- 2005, Aricle I5.



government. The Reform Party supports personal bilingualism."ar The Conservative

Party had changed course, and instead embraces official bilingualism:

The Conservative Party believes that Canada's official languages
constitute a unique and significant social and economic advantage that
benefits all Canadians.

Ð A Conservative Government will support the Official
Languages Act ensuring that English and French have equal rights and
privileges as to their use in all institutions of the Parliament and
Government of Canada.

ii) The Conservative Parly will work with the provinces and
territories to enhance opportunities for Canadians to learn both official
languages.a2

The Reform./Alliance position on equality of rights was very consistent. Unlike

Trudeau, who accepted the idea that 'special rights' might be necessary in o¡der of

women and minority groups to enjoy equal opportunity in the labour market, Reformers

consistently rejected the idea of any group-targeted special rights.a3 Concerning

Aboriginal rights, according to Reform's BIue Sheet, the party's ultimate goal was,,that

all aboriginal people be full and equal participants in Canadian citizenship,

indistiriguishable in law and treatment from othe¡ Canadians."aa In Reform/Alliance

minds, it was understood that the granting of'special status' to any ethnic group,

including Aboriginals, would negative the equality ofevery individual.as Comparatively,

the Conservatives withdrew from that position and instead supported aboriginal self-

governance within the Canadian federal state. In Article 72 of their Policy Declaratîon,

the Conservatives felt that, "The Indian Act (and related legislation) should be replaced

by a modern legislative framework which provides for the devolution of full legal and

ar Reform Party of C atada, BIue Sheet, 1996-1997,24.
a2 Conservative Party, Policy Decløration, Arljcle gl.
ar Laycock, 81.
oo Reform Party, Blue Sheer,18.
" Laycock, 80.



democratic responsibility to First Nations, including the Inuit, fo¡ their own affairs within

the overall constitutional framework ofour federal state."aó

Another interpretation by Reform/Alliance on equality among citizens was

evident in May 1996, in its response to government proposals to amend the Canada

Human Rights Act, and 
^gain 

at the June Reform Assembly. Manning argued that

changes to the Act, that would include sexual orientation among the .prohibited grounds

of discrimination,' would have a grave impact on 'the family.'ai Unlike the previous

policy positions, the Conservatives did follow a similar vein in its promotion of family

values, "The conservative Parly believes that the family rnit is essential to the well-being

of individuals and society, because that is where children learn values and develop a

sense of responsibility. Therefore government legislation and programs should support

and respect the role of the Canadian family."as Like Alliance before it, the Conservatives

felt that the party would be in favour of the traditional definition of marriage, ,,A

Conservative Government will support legislation defining marriage as the union of one

man and one woman."49

With respect to multiculturalism, Reform and the Alliance appeared to consider

'multicultural', like being gay, a mafler of personal choice, and therefore not a condition

that deserves taxpayer-funded support.5o They had opposed the concept of

multiculturalism and hyphenated Canadianism, as well as "funding of the

multiculturalism program," insisted on the "abolition of the Department of

Multiculturalism," and endorsed the principle that "individuals or gtoups are free to

a6 Conservative Party, Policy Declaration, Alticle 72
a7 Laycock, 82.
¡8 Conservative Pafi. Policy Declaration, Article 63

50 Laycock, 71.
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preserve their cultural heritage using their own resources."sl Though ambiguous on how

it would preserve multiculturalism, the conservatives recognized its importance and did

not appear hostile to its existence in Canadian society. The non-specificity ofhow they

would prornote this issue does give the conservatives policy flexibility if it were to

govem:

The Conse¡vative Party believes that Canada's multicultural
society is a valued reality and accepts the need to foster understanding and
equality of opportunity while promoting common values across Canada.52

The Conservative Parfy recognizes the rich, diverse make-up of the
Canadian population and the contribution of these communities to our
history and the Canadian way of life. The government must ensure that
each community is able to enhance and contribute to Canada without
discrimination barriers.53

On provincial/federal jurisdiction, the Reform Party position was not as

decentralist as one might p.e-suppose.5a The party committed itself merely to ,,a re-

examination and re-establishment of a clear division ofpowers between the constitutional

levels of government."ss Reform opposed the use of federal spending powers in ,,areas of

provincial jurisdiction, such as Medicare, education and the like."56 By 1996, Reform

was even contending that the tenets ofthe canada Health Act were consistent with their

position on the provincialization of Medicare, and would go so fa¡ as to restore the g4

billion of funding cut by the Liberals between 1993 and I99j .s7 Similarly, the

conservative Party stated that, "all canadians should have reasonable access to timely,

5r 
See Refonn Party of Canada, Blue Sheet, 1996-1997, "Multiculturalisur.',

52 Conservative Party, Policy Declaratíon, Artìcle 89.
t3 .bid., Article 90.
5a Laycock, Tl.
t' Refont Party of Canada, Principles and Policies: The Blue BooN (Calgaty, lggl), 6.
'o \bid.,30.
5? Preston Manning, "A Fresh Start for Canadians," (London, Ortario, October 1996).
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quality health care services, regardless of their ability to pay.,'58 They were also explicit

in supporting a universal, public health care system, as well as adding a sixth principle of

stable and transparent federal funding. what differs between the Reform/Alliance and

the conservatives is the blurring of federal/provincial jurisdiction. As in the case of

Medicare, the conservatives were more willing to intervene in this provincial area of

responsibility, "we will work with the provinces and tenitories in the development of

national quality indicators and objectives."5e Furthermore the party ,,supports the

creation of a canada Public Health Agency and the Appointment of a chief public Health

Officer of Canada."60 Facing greater pressure by the electorate, and understanding the

primacy of healthcare as an issue, the conservatives relaxed the constrictive borders of

provincial and fede¡al responsibilities. This quick-fix approach, despite the intrusion of

federal powers into provincial matters, was a response to the immediate needs of the

electorate.

The Reform-Alliance push for 'equal citizenship,' without ,special rights, for

distinct groups of citizens, is closely related to its more general campaign to devalue

politicians and public life.ól In its Policy Declaration, the Conservatives we¡e not as

hesitant to acknowledge the societal fragments in Canadian society. At times they

offered specific remedies, and left others open to interpretation to allow them latitude for

movement on the policy dimension. In response to the unmet expectation of the 2004

campaign, the Conservatives set out to defìne their policy realm, in preparation for its

package and selling to the electorate in the subsequent election of2006.

58 Conservalir e Party. Poliry Declarat ion, Article 5l ,
t" Ihid . 

^nicle 
51

6o lbid., Article 53.
6t Laycock,92.



2006 Campaign Platform

By the time the opposition parties prompted an election through a vote of non-

confidence on November 28,2005, the sponsorship scandal had reached its zenith. This

affair revealed that taxpayers' money was being funneled to Liberal-friendly ad agencies

which then donated the funds to the Québec wing of the Liberal party. The 2006

campaign platform document was entitled Stand up For Canada. Similar to 2004,

government accountability was again central to the campaign. using the byline of stand

Up for - Accountability, Opportunity, Security, Families, Communities, and Canada,

such emphasis on these themes invokes a stronger sense of urgency to change parties to

those who can govern responsibly. As surveys reveal in the 2006 canada Election study,

government corruption as a result of the sponsorship scandal was the most salient issue

on the minds of voters.62 Knowing the saliency of this issue and the marketability of

government reform, the conservatives focused in on the Liberals' mishandling of public

funds. At the same time, they attempted to present themselves as a moderate and capable

govemment in waiting.

Platfornt Details

Beginning with the 'Stand Up for Accountability,' the Conservatives presented a

more detailed plan than the 2004 platform on how to clean up government. The party

wanted to reform financing ofcampaigns and elections, as well as banning politicians and

6t And¡é Blais et al., "Election 2006: How Big Were the Changes... Really?,, http://www.ces-
eec.umontreal.ca-ldocuments/Globe.300l06.pdf, accessed 01 February 2006.
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civil servants from lobbying government for five years.63 other accountabilif measures

were proposed as a response to the Liberal mismanagement of public funds. Amongst

several proposals, the conservatives wanted to reform the way government contracts are

procured, provide protection to whistleblowers that would sound off any warnings of

government misconduct, strengthen the power of the Auditor General and Ethics

Commissioner, as well as the creation of a Director of Public Prosscutions.

The issue of government accountability does not have strong ideological roots in

comparison to social policy or public finances. cleaning up government conduct does

not present a way of life based on certain assumptions, such as welfare assistance as a

means to making quality of life more equal or cutting taxes in order to stimulate the

economy. Rather, the issue of government transparency was a response to the

mismanagement of government. It can be argued that cleaning up government is a right-

wing code word for anti-statist sentiments or resentments towards big government.

Throughout the 1990s, Reform campaigned on dismantling the interventionist federal

state. Manning's party presented itself as a parTy llTat would conduct government

differently from 'old line' parties and would not do ,politics as usual,.6a Although

Reform benefited at a time when anti-party and anti-government feelings were increasing

in English canada, it was not able to fully capifalize on these resentments because they

were still perceived as extreme on social policy.65 On the other hand, the issue of

government clean up has been used by parties in past elections as a means of capitalizing

on the public mood of change. In the 1896 federal election, Liberal Leader Wilfrid

63 lndividual donations to parties were to be jimited to a maximum g1,000. Corporate, union, and
organization donations were to be banned. Secret donations would also be banned, forcing elected MPs to
fully disclose their sources ofcampaign funds.

"- Laycock, 1l-13.
ut lb¡rt., li6.



Laurier campaigned on cleaning up government after a long stay in office by the

conservatives. In the wake of allegations of cronyism and corruption surrounding the

Canadian Pacific Railway, Laurier offered great reform in the conduct of government.66

Given its primacy in the Conservative platform, the party wanted to address a

salient topic that appeared to be a growing concern for voters. According to the 2004 and

2006 canada Election Study, the sponsorship scandal and corruption were at the forefront

of both campaigns. In 2004, however, health care had trumped conuption as a prime

issue. Although health care was still a priority for many voters in 2006, corruption came

a close¡ second. In the final days of the campaign, almost a third of the respondents to

the canada Election study chose corruption when asked to name their most impoÍant

issue. Among a list of five issues, the others were health, taxation, environment, and

social welfare. Corruption garnered a ten-point increase over the 2004 campaign.6T

Under 'Stand Up For Opportunity', the Conservative platform outlined their

economic plan primarily aimed at the working family middle-class - a target group of

voters. compared to the canadian Alliance campaign of2000, large-scale tax reduction

and the curbing government spending were given little attention. Instead, targeted ta-x

proposals were focused on, such as the immediate reduction in the Good and Services

Tax (GST) from seven to six to five percent. For the Conservatives, ,,The GST affects

everyone - families, seniors, and young people just getting started in life. Cutting the

GST will help everyone deal with the rising cost of living, put money in people's

66 
See Peter B. W aite, Arduous Destiny; Canqdq, I874-l896, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,

1 971); R. C. Brown and Ramsay Cook, A Nqt¡on Trqnsformed: Cqnqdcr, I896-l 92I, (Toronto: McClelland
and Stewart, 1974).

ut André Blais et al., "Corruption Was the Tipping point,', The Globe and Møil, 02 February,
2006. Ar5.
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pockets, and spur the economy immediately."68 They also offered tax relief to skilled

workers in the form of a S1,000 grant to new apprentices covering the cost oftools, as

well as proposing a $500 Tools Tax Deduction for existing tradespeople. Not to ignore

their fiscal conservative base, the party wanted to limit the growth of spending on federal

grants and contribution programs and by federal departments and agencies, with the

exception of National Defence and Indian Affairs. As far as regional development was

concerned, the Conservatives were in favour of supporting regional development

agencies with the aim of maintaining their cunent funding levels. Is approach was quite

different to the former Alliance proposal of eliminating such development agencies, who

at the time felt that the federal government should not be in the business of providing

subsidies to the regions in need of supporl.

Security issues were also prominent in the Conservative campaign. Reflecting the

attention the former PC and Alliance parties gave to crime and punishment, the

Conservatives advocated "serious crime must mean serious time.,'69 Among several

proposals, the party advocated for minimum prison sentences for repeating serious

offenders, impose consecutive sentences as opposed to concurrent sentences, increase the

number ofofficers on the streets, repeal the Bill C-68 gun registry, and the c¡eation ofsex

offender registry. The conservatives also wanted to strengthen the youth criminal

Justice Act that would see to it that anyone 14 years or older who is charged with a

serious or repeat offence is automatically subject to adult sentencing.T0 conventional

wisdom would suggest that such positions are to the right of the political spectrum,

however they are not outside of mainstream opinion. According to the 2006 Canada

68 Conservative PaÍy of Canada. .St and Llp For Conada, 2006, I 0
6e th¡,1 ts

'o tb¡d.,lB.



Election Study, the majority of Canadians (outside of Québec) were in favour of

scrapping the gun registry entirely (Men 70 %o and Women 57%).7r

'Stand Up For Families' was a platform plank that enshrined different policy

issues ranging from health care to child-care to marriage. On health care, the

conservatives centered this issue by ensuring that "all canadians receive essential

medical treatment within clinically acceptable waiting times.',7t Like the previous

campaigns of the PC and Alliance, the conservatives we¡e committed to the universal

access of the public health care system by respecting the five principles of the canada

Health Act. Llke 2004, any deviation outside of this tenet would have betrayed the

stance of the majority of Canadians who are against a two-tier health care system.73 On

the issue of child-care, the conservatives wanted to slightly distinguish themselves from

the other parties who advocated for an expansive federal child-care program. Rather,

Harper's party wanted to support all parents by allowing thern option of sending their

children to daycare or raising them at home, through a $1,200 Choice in Child Care

Allowance.Ta one area that proved to be problematic for the conservatives during the

campaign was their stance on the traditional definition of maniage. Although given very

little detail and attention relative to other issues in the platform, the Conservatives wanted

a free vote in the House of commons whether to introduce legislation to restore the

traditional definition of marriage. Does this position suggest that the conservatives are

ideological because such a stance is not popular in the electoral districts where they need

votes, such as Québec or urban Canada? For Harper to successfully build a coalition

7r Elisabeth Gidengil et al., "Women to the Left, Men to the Rtght," The Globe an¡l Mail,I5
February 2006, Al8.

?r Conservative Party- Stantl Up For Canada,22.
" Cidengil el al.. 'Back to the Future," 17.
7a Conservative Party, Stand up For Cønada,2L.
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amongst conservatives from the former PC parly and canadian Alliance, he had to ensure

that none of the groups from either party were wholly alienated. As mentioned

previously, religious groups on the whole, supported the conservative party. A

concession needed to be made to count on their votes. A free vote by Mps to determine

if legislation should be proposed provides the possibility, but not guarantee that the

traditional definition of marriage can be protected. This mechanism also allows

conservative MPs who have personal or constituency ambivalence towards social

conservatism to vote against the majority of their caucus. The free vote caveat

accommodates all MPs who may or may not support the traditional definition of

maniage.

under 'stand up For our communities', the conservatives included several

social policy measures such as a commitment to renewing public infrastructure in cities

and communities. To accommodate the poorer segments of society, the party wanted to

provide incentives to private sector builders for the construction and refurbishment of

affordable housing. concerning the envirorunent, the party comr¡itted to a ,made in

Canada' plan for, "CÌean air, clean water, clean land, and clean energy.,'75 On

immigration, the conservatives proposed to cut the $975 Right of Landing Fee in half, a

significant reduction to those families coming from developing countries. As well, they

promised to expedite foreign recognition of credentials for an easier transition for skilled

and professional workers. with matters regarding the First Nations people, on top of

several measures, Harper accepted the tafgets agreed upon at the Meeting of First

Ministers and National Aboriginal Leaders, as well as the development of property

ownership in reserves. Lastly, on Arts, culture, and sport, the conservatives \ryanted to

" Ibid.,26.



protect the role of the canadian Broadcasting corporation and Radio-canada, as well as

the ¡ole of other federal cultural agencies such as the National Film Board, and the

canada council.T6 This particular section of the platform would have been unimaginable

with the 1993 Reform Parly. The accommodation the conservatives had made to try to

include several groups in their platform was evidence to suggest that their program was

an attempt to be national in scope.

Federalism, official languages, democratic reform, foreign policy and trade were

included unde¡ 'Stand up For canada.' To attract ontario voters, the conservatives

needed to outline a national unity plan. suggesting an open federalist approach, Harper's

party proposed several intergovernmental mechanisms to facilitate provincial

participation in areas of federal jurisdiction, namely inviting euébec to play a role at the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) with

respect to the involvement in la Francophonie. Additionally, the conservatives offe¡ed to

work with permanent provincial international trade offices to develop and promote trade

opportunities. such approaches seem to run counter to the strict doctrine of separating

provincial and federal responsibilities, but do support the brokerage behaviour of

accommodation. The conservatives also campaigned on supporting the official

Languages Act that sought English and French equality of status in all Government of

canada institutions. As far as democratic reform was concerned, the party was more

ambiguous in their plans to reform Parliament. The party wanted to begin the

reformation ofthe senate by creating a national process for choosing elected Senators, as

well as proposing further reforms to make this body an effective, independent, and

democratic institution. This is not as clear as Reform's old policy of wanting a Triple E

'o lbid.,26-3t



senate - elected, effective, and equal. Such ambiguity on ¡efo¡m again supports the

brokerage behaviour of parties that allow them policy flexibility. concerning foreign

polìcy and international trade, the conservatives maintained the position of favouring

freedom, democracy, rule of law, free markets, and free t¡ade. To complement these

tenets, they also were in favour of increasing spending on foreign aid and development.

Regarding the canadian Forces, the conservatives promised to inc¡ease recruitment of

personnel, increase spending for the acquisition ofnew equipment to support a multi-role

ftmction. Furthermore, the party committed to strengthening canada's economic union

through international treaties as the North American Free Trade Agreement OJAFTA).

Such stances were not dissimilar to the 2004 campaign.

Analysis of the External Face of the Party

Through an assessment of what the conservative party presented to the public,

primarily fhe Agreement-In-Principle, its new leader, Constitution, party policies, and

campaign platforms, we find evidence of a party demonstrating brokerage behaviour.

The Agreemenrln-Principle held several compromises by the founding parties, mostly at

the expense of the former canadian Alliance, in order to present the new party as more

moderate and reflective of mainstream canada. what is strikingly characteristic of

brokerage politics is the selection process ofthe leader. Instead of one-member, one-vote

selection that is reflective of populist tendencies and would have disproportionately

favoured the West, the party elite opted for regional parity. Such a mechanism gave

equal voice for all parts ofCanada, be it from euébec or Alberla.



Judging the selection of Stephen Harper as the Conservative leader, it appeared as

though the efforts to moderate the party were in vain because of his right-wing

ideological past as a former Reform MP and president ofthe market-oriented think-tank

National citizens' coalition. Although the majority of his support came from the west

and ontario, Harper lacked similar success in Québec and Atlantic canada. A further

investigation into his tenure as leader during the campaigns will later show his shift in

opinion and behaviour.

The Constitution ofthe parÐ/ reveals broader based principles aimed to market the

party to the canadian mainstream. Although the document held fiscally conservative

values, the governing document was tempered by Tory ideals ofsocial responsibility. It

took note of a variety ofissues that pan the political spectrum, including the environment,

fiscal responsibility, progressive social policy, role of parliament, and French-English

relations. This patchwork process is a trait ofbrokerage parties, and is even more evident

in the policies ofthe party.

In response to the Liberal attack ads during the 2004 campaign, which pairfed the

conservatives as a party harbouring extreme right-wing views, the organization needed to

better define itself in the face of opposition. The 2005 policy convention in Montreal

was an oppoftunity to fine-tune the Party's image. In the document itself, like the

constitution included various points that were broad-based, patched together involving a

wide range of issues, and inconsistent ideological positions on the political spectrum.

Notwithstanding family values, the socially conservative policies of the old

Reform/Alliance that proved to be problematic in terms of popular support, we¡e softened

if not reversed under the conservative Party. In polìcy areas as canadian federalism, we
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found the Conservatives to be accommodating to the various social and regional

cleavages, including French Canada and the First Nations. There did not appear to be

great differences between Reform and conservative stances on the traditional family, but

the latter was flexible in its approach towards provincial/federal areas of responsibilities.

Having better defined themselves on the policy spectrum, the party sought to effectively

sell itself to the electorate.

In The 2004 and 2006 Conservative party platforms, we find more signs of the

brokerage patchwork approach. Identifting the sponsorship scandal as a salient issue

amongst the electorate, the party featured this non-ideological issue front and centre.

Other planks were also promoted to respond to the concerns of the majority of voters,

such as support for universal healthcare, tax cuts for workers, being tough on crime,

financing student support, and supporting the role of the Canadian Forces. What

remained silent were unpopular social conservative issues such as abortion or euthanasia.

Although the first platform policy announcement by the Conservatives in the 2006

campaign regarded the issue of redefining the traditional definition marriage, Harper

insisfed that the conse¡vatives would allow a free vote on whether or not to reope[ the

debate, and not a free vote on the issue itself. This non-defìnitive and ambiguous stance

placated some the social conservatives in their party, while at the same time allow Mps

who support gay-marriage the opportunity to freely vote otherwise.

Since the merger of the PC Party and the Canadian Alliance and up to fhe 2006

election, the Conservatives have demonstrated brokerage behaviour by exemplifying a

patchwork approach through their public documents and ambiguity on divisive issues like

same-sex marriage. Although an investigation of what the conservatives presented to the
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public is an inifial step in determining their party behaviour, an internal look at

organization, structure, and strategy during the campaigns will shed further light on the

question of brokerage politics.

An Examination of Internal Aftributes

Although the second Chapter looked at the opinion structures of party members to

determine whether the party was ideological or brokerage, such suleys do not exist fo¡

members of the conservative Parfy. Rather, this analysis will involve an investigation

into the how the party organized itself during the 2004 and 2006 elections. By delving

into the party's structure, strategy, and candidate profiles during these elections reveals

that the conservatives' party behaviour resembles that of brokerage politics. Following

the organizational approach of unde¡standing party behaviour, we will find evidence of

market-driven actions in order to gain a greater share of the vote. Brokerage parties act

Iike corporations in their efforts to sell their message and image to the electoral market.

In preparation for elections, brokerage parties scramble for immediate electoral

advantage by trying to assess the state of the public mind at the moment and taiÌor their

platform agendas accordingly, also known as the quick-fix approach.T1 As well, framing

brokerage behaviour through the sociological approach, we will find that the party also

strove to incorporate several segments of society in order to build a stronger base of

77 Harold Clarke et,al,, "Absent Mandate: Canadian Electoral Politics in an Era of Restructuring,"
Pqrù PoliÍics Ìn C.tnqdq, 8't' Edirion, editedby Hugh Thorbum and Alan Whitehom, (Toronto; prentice
Hall,200l),403.
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support. Brokerage parties attempt to aggregate a wide range of interests into a voting

coalition to not only win but to promote national unity amongst a fragmented society.Ts

The 2004 Campaign

After the merger process and subsequent leadership race, by 2004 the

conservafive campaign would be the best financed and most professional effort delive¡ed

by any conservative campaign since Mulroney in 1988.7e If the new conservatives were

to establish themselves as a pragmatic centre-right party, rather than an ideological parry

of the right, they needed to compete as a brokerage party with heavy emphasis on valence

issues and credible leadership. The challenge of the conservatives and for leader

stephen Harper in playing brokerage politics was the risk of alienating the western

support base of small 'c' economic and social conservatives.so were the conservatives

able to pragmafically stitch together a program and organization to d¡aw in suppoft from

the West and central Canada in order to make them competitive with the Liberals?

Campaign Structure and Strategy

An overview of campaign structure finds that the Conservatives were setting out

to maximize their vote getting ability, with the intent of winning the federal election.

Tom Flanagan managed the campaign out of the ottawa'war room' with a core staff he

had been assembling since the Alliance leadership contest. The war room utilized a dozen

?8 Hugh Thorbum, "The Functional Party System,,, party politics in Cønaclø, d\, Edit¡on,
(Scarborough: Prenrice Hall. I99 I ), 120.

'' From a combination ofthe new party hnancing regulations, the Corservatives started 2004 \.vith
an $8.4 million grant. In additions to contributions throughout the year, the parfy expected to spend g17.6
million Ìe^gal limit on the campaign and the end the year wirh no deficil.

80 Clarke et âl 252



people to manage and operate their extensive computerized voter identification system.

The Conservatives aiso contracted Responsive Marketing Group Inc. of Toronto to

conduct its telemarketing and get-out-the-vote (Gorv) strategies, while praxicus public

strategies provided baseline polling and nightly tracking polls throughout the election.

Much of the Gorv efforts involved what the parry called its Blue List * a compilation of

ridings deemed winnable by the conservatives. Begun as a canadian Alliance initiative,

ridings (primarily though not exclusively in ontario) were targeted based on numerous

factors. criteria included historical voting patterns, strength of the conservative

candidate and opponents, and the potential for opposition to split the constituent vote.

Incumbents were not entirely excluded from the Blue List, but were expected to win on

their own - as it was the case for many Western Canadian candidates who presumably

had sophisticated GOTV strategies themselves.sl Like a corporation trying to identify

and maximize its market share, the conservatives utilized their market research to be as

efficient and effective in their ability to capture their vote.

Since the St. Laurent and Diefenbaker era, regional bosses have declined in their

centrality to a federal campaign, and 2004 was no diffe¡ent.82 There we¡e no formal

provincial organizational structures, although each province was assigned one or two

campaign co*chairs who primarily served as media-spokespersons and fundraisers bu1

were not involved in strategy development or organization. On the other hand, two

national campaign co-chairs were appointed, former Alliance MP Joh¡ Reynolds and

8r Ellis and Woolstencroft, 86.
82 R. Kenneth Carfy, "Three Canadian Party Systems: An Interpretation ofthe Development of

National Politics," Party Politics inCanada 8't' Edit¡on.edited by Hugh G. Thorbum and Alan-Whitehom
(Toronto: Prentice HaLl, 2001), 26.
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former Tory strategist Michael Fortier. Their presence assured partisans of both former

parties that there would be an equal say in the development of the campaign.s3

Overall, the Liberal and Conservative leadership tours resembled each other. The

torlr was designed as national in scope, although ontario was greatly targeted. Table 4.2

compares Harper's publicly reported tour events with those of Liberal leader paul Martin

throughout the course of the campaign.

source: Faron Ellis and Peter woolstencroft, "New conservatives, old Realities: The 2004 Election
Campaign," The Canadiøn General Electíon of 2004, edited, by Jon H. panmett and Christopher Doman,
(Toronto: Dundum, 2004), 88.

Both tours were structured by the strategic importance of Ontario, whìch drew 41

percent ofthe Liberal Leader's visits compared to 56 percent of the conservative leader,s

attendancs. Knowing their limited electoral chances in Québec, the conservatives spent

little time in that province. Looking at the patterns time spent in the pre- and post-

debates proves to be less salient. The Libe¡als spent more time in the West in the pre-

debate period than anywhere else, whereas the Conservatives invested more time in

Ontario during this period. It seemed that both parties, planned their campaigns not on

Campaign Total
West Ontario Ouébec Atlantic Total

Martin 20 32 10 14 75
Hamer 17 44 9 9 79
Pre-Debate Events

West Ontario Ouébec Atlantic Total
Martin t2 t0 6 7 35
Harper 6 3l 2 5 44
Post-Debate Events

West Ontario Ouébec Atlantic Total
Martin 8 21 4 7 40
Harpe¡ 11 7 4 35

" Ibid,, g6.
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the idea of consolidating their support, but rather on expanding suppof elsewhere. After

the debates, the pattern reversed. while the Liberals narrowed in on ontario, the

conservatives shifted Harper's attention to the west. on the last day of campaigning,

Harper traveled from Edmonton to the conservative heartland of central Alberta. His

closing rhetoric appeared to have undermined the national strategy and policy documents

of branding the party as new. Harper's revival of the Reform's banner, 'The west wants

In,' undercut the party message found in the policy platform and adveftisements.sa

Candidate Profiles

candidate selection proceeded immediately after the legal registration of the new

party. Insisting on professionalism, Harper required all candidates to sign a pledge to not

criticize other Conservative candidates, the leader, or party policy.E5 In all, the

conservatives ran a full national slate of308 candidates. 36 candidates were female, 20

were age thirty or younger, and several were visible minorities, including the fìrst

husband and wife team ever elected in the House of commons. It appeared that the

conseryative team of candidates looked national in scope. Yet the fundamental question

amongst partisans was whether the merger was the marriage of two equal entities or

merely a takeover of the PCs by the Alliance.s6

E4 lb¡,t., BB-B1,
85 

Harper had previously dealt a heavy hand in denying controversial dissenter Jim pankiw's
request to re-enter the conservative caucus, Pankiw instead ran as an independent, winaing 20 percent of
the vote in comparison to the conservative's 26.7 percent. In addition, Harper dismissed saskatchewan
MP Larry spencer out of caucus in 2004 for advocating the criminalization of homosexual acts. This
dismissal meant that Spencer could no longer run as a Conseryative. As such, Spencer ran as an
independent and garnered 4.9 percent ofthe vote, nearly costing the conservatives a seat they had only
won by a"margin of0.4 percent.

"' Ellis and Woolstencrofì, 92.
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In the west, the dominance of the Reform/Alliance was noticeable by assessing

the western candidates. More than half of all conservative candidates from the four

western Provinces were incumbent Alliance members, many of who were initially

elected as Reformers in 1993 or 1997. The reverse trend followed, though less

pronounced, in the Atlantic provinces where 6 of the 36 conservative candidates were

incumbent Progressive conservatives. In ontario and euébec, examining incumbency

and partisan history is not a good measure of partisan history in central canada, since

there was only two Alliance MPs elected in ontario and one pc member from euébec in

the 2000 election. Rather, by looking at whether or not candidates had previously run in

a federal election for either party provides a more meaningful measure. In Table 4.3

finds that slightly more candidates had PC backgrounds than those identified with

Reform/Alliance. In Table 4.4, seven ofthe former pcs in euébec had been candidates

in both the 1997 and 2000 elections, whereas four past Reform/Alliance candidates ran in

2004 for the conservatives. In terms of candidate recruitment. the conservatives drew

from its founding pools in Central Canada.87

Soürce: CenÍe for Election Studies, Department ofpolitical Science, University of Waterloo

8' Ib¡d.,93.



Note: Numbers do not include the four Conservative candidates who were previously members of the
Ontario PC govemment.
Source: Centre for Election Studies, Department ofPolitical Science, University of Waterloo

Following a pallern over the past decade of performances by Reform, Alliance,

and the PCs, the 2004 election produced failures and successes for the new conservative

Pa¡ty. Although they were unable to win government, the Conservatives did win more

seats at ninety-nine than the combined total of seventy-eight from their predecessors.ss

They were also able to hold the Liberals to a minority government, which only six

months earlier seemed an unlikely if not impossible feat. Despite the recent merger, and

two months being leader, Harper was f,rghting an election with a generally well-prepared

campaign and coherent policy platform. Although the Liberals faced the devastating

issue of the sponsorship scandal, an unsteady campaign, and Paul Martin's inability to

show Prime Ministerial leadership, the Conservatives were not able to take advantage of

this perfect storm. In particular, they did not respond effectively to the severity of the

Liberals' attacks or their own candidates' embarrassing corroborations.se Learning from

these pitfalls, Harper needed to temper the party further to meet its goal to win

government. A look at the Conservative Party's performance in the 2006 election sheds

greater light at how they acted as a brokerage party to finally win government.

88 Clarke et al., 249.
8e Ellis and Woolste ncroft,97-98



The 2006 Campaign

With a Conservative mìnority government win, the election results suggested thal

canadians we¡e in the mood for change. The conservatives grew to 124 seats from 99 in

2004. The Liberals fell to 103 from 135, and the New Democratic party improved their

standing to 29 from to 19.e0 In comparison to the last eÌection, the 2006 conservative

campaign demonstrated even greater brokerage behaviour by structuring and organizing

their team to maximize their vote with the aim to win govemment.

Campaign Structure and Strqtegy

After the 2004 loss, an irnmediate assessment of the election took place to

dete¡mine what worked and what failed. Over the summer of 2005, Stephen Harper met

with advisors for the post-mortem report. Assembled close to Harper for these sessions

were Tom Flanagan, Doug Finley, Ian Brodie, and Patrick Muttart.el Flanagan was a

political science professor at the University of Calgary, one of the early policy analysts

for Preston Manning's Reform party, and also served as Harper's campaign manager for

his Alliance leadership race. Flanagan's role was providing advice in the area ofpolitical

theory and policy, namely game theory and Canadian politics. Finley was a senior

organizer in 2004, providing expertise in fieldwork and organization. He would identify

local strengths and weaknesses, recruit talented candidates, and mark problematic

candidates.e2 Brodie was another political scientist, but from the university of westem

e0 Elections Canada, "Thirty-ninth Gene¡al Election 2006: Official Voting Results,',
hftp://wM,v.elect¡ons.calscripts/OvR2006/25ltab\el2.html, accessed l5 April 2006.

'' Paul Wells, "The Untold Story: Inside an Epic Battle," Macleans, 06 February 2006, 1ó.
e2 F. Abbas Rana, "War Room: Conservative War Room Still A ,Work In progiess,,',

http://www.thehilltimes.calhtml/index.php?display=story& fulljath:12005/aprlll25lwar_roon/&.c:r,
accessed 19 March 2006-
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ontario. He would first serve as the conservatives' executive director before becoming

Harper's chief of staff.e3 At the meetings, his contributions included knowledge of

campaign finances, election rules, and party behaviour. Lastly, Muttart had worked at

Navigators, a Toronto public relations firm. To the group, he offered his understanding

of winning elections in English speaking countries.ea

what developed out of the meetings was a series of strategies that controlled the

conservative campaign in a professional and effective malrner. rn 2004, the entire

platform was released on a Saturday. since there was no national newspaper published

on sunday, and that usually no network deployed their star anchor on a saturday evening,

a Saturday announcement guaranteed that the party message would not be widely

publicized. I¡2006, the entire platform was released half way through the campaign, but

with policy announcements made daily to ensure that there was local and national

coverage ofthe Conservative plan. Each day ofthe campaign was preplanned, with the

first and second day's announcement made exclusively on government clean up.

Although the conservatives introduced the divisive issue of same-sex marriage early, it

was an attenpt to define their position before their competition had the chance to do so,

in a sense jumping ahead of the issue before the Liberals were able to paint the

Conservatives of harbouring a hidden social conservative agenda. Even still, the

parliculars of the Conservative position were to have a free vote in the House of

commons to determine a reopening of the debate on the definition of maniage. Another

remedy proposed by the central campaign was lirniting any musings of a majority

e3 lan Brodie, "Universify of Westem Ontario personal V/ebsite,', http://publish.uwo.ca,/-irb¡odie/,
accessed l6 March 2006.

ea Brian Laghi, "How Harper Fashioned His Lead,,' http://www.theglobeandmaìl.corn/se¡vlet/
story/RTGAM.20060l07.wxharper07,tsNStory/specialNewTory2006/, accessed 17 March 2006.
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government. Two weeks prior to the 2004 election, Harper was buoyed with positive poll

numbers that showed a possible victory.es After speculating a majority win, conservative

support dropped thereafter. In 2006, there were no such gaffes that could have

potentially harmed a Conservative win.

Another important observation that was discussed was comparing strategies used

in other countries that closely resembÌed the circumstances facing the conservatives.

Muttart identified four campaigns over the past half-century where conservafive parties,

once viewed as organizations of elites who benefìted only themselves, had moved

aggressively to capture the middle class and through them, power. case studies used

were Richard Nixon's 1968 American election, Margaret Thatcher,s 1979 victory in

Britain, the 1994 breakthrough of Newt Gingrich's contract with America, and John

Howard's 1996 sweep in Australia.e6

The latter was the most closely identifiable study for the conserwatives. canada

and Australia are large former British colonies with small populations, a steady influx of

immigrants, and disconceÍed Aboriginal communities. A decade ago, Australia had a

strong economy that was lead by former Labour Party Finance Minister paul Keating.

Keating had won the leadership through a feud with his predecessor. Opponent John

Howard was viewed as a right-wing mediocrity who presided over a crippled party who

endured a decade of disarray and political disunity. Party pollsters had found that there

were a growing number of disenchanted middle-class voters. preparing for the campaign,

Howard had cast away the ideological rhetoric. Having once favoured privatization of

medical care, had transformed himself into the champion of Medicare. During the

e5 Ekos Research Assocjates, "Federal Election poll #4 Final Countdown,,' http://www.ekos_com/
admìn/anicles/26June2004BackgroundDoc.pdl accessed l3 February 2006.

e6 IBID l(,
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campaign, Howard pitched his ideas to middle-class voters by revealing the platform not

all at once, but by one plank a day for the duration of the campaigrr.eT Lik" Nixorr,

Thatcher, and Gingrich in three different races before him, Howard owed his victory to a

large shift of working-class and middle-class voters. Additionally, Roman catholic

vote¡s had migrated from liberal parties that had become their home toward conseruative

parlies that had struggled to appeal to anyone except protestants.

Also learni'g from their drawbacks in 2004, the Conservatives changed their

advertising agencies that proved to be ineffective in developing the party's message to

their targeted vote. Their f,irst campaign featured witty but unresponsive television

advertising, unable to flexibly respond to the Liberal attack ads. The Calgary firm,

watermark Advertising, was dismissed. Like the Liberals, the conservatives decided to

build a strong EnglishJanguage advertising team out of roronto, and a FrenchJanguage

team of agencies out of Montreal. Tested on focus groups, the new ads appeared bland

but effective in delivering the central messages of the campaign.

Like a corporation that utilizes marketing data to identifli its consumer base, the

conservatives in 2004 and 2006 extensively used polling data to target particular groups

to rnaximize their vote share. The party found that a couple with one or two children was

50 percent more likely to vote conservative, and that their chances increased with every

child after three. As a corollary, survey data from the canada Election studies in 2004

did find that the Conservatives did particularly well amongst married couples.es The

party shaped their message to the voting middle and working class, evidenced by

promises of tax breaks for tools for tradespeople or lowering the Goods and Services

e7 Katharine Betts, "Patriotism, Immi$ation and the 1996 Australian Election,,, http://e]ecpress.
monash.edu.au./ pnp/flee'pnpv4n4/betrsit3.ht¡n, accessed l 5 March 2006.

'3 Gidengil et al.. -Back to the Furure,', 8.
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Ta-x.ee For the conservatives, the new audiences they were trying to reach were to those

couples that lived in suburban Canada, had young children, and owed a mortgage. They

were also attempting to grasp the attention of voters who were tradespeople who were in

their early thirties, who may not have voted before, but could be enticed by assurances of

targeted tax relief for their work. such utility of polling data created an efficient

campaign and message, pitched to certain voting markets in exchange for their support.

In anticipation of Liberal attack advertisements on conservative policy or

possible accidental remarks by conservative candidates, the campaign had devised a

mechanism to ensure that what happened in 2004 did not occur again. In their campaign

headquarters in ottawa, the conservatives had a separate telephone number for

'candidate support'. Nearly a dozen campaign staffers were assigned to advise

candidates from early morning to late evening. candidates were told to call the office

whenever a news outlet requested an interview. A pre-interview conference call would

then ensue, with candidates being coached over the telephone by campaign staff on

matters of policy and media relations. This coaching device used by the party

demonstrates the highly centralized natue of the campaign.

Further evidence of the Conservatives, management and business practices was

the use of game theory, as purported by Flanagan.r00 He suggested that on any given

issue, the conservatives would stake out a position just a fraction to the right of the

Liberals. Far enough to be distinct yet close enough to not be seen as extre're.l'l

support for this can be found on several issues upon comparing conservative and

ee Conservative Parry - Stand Up For Canctcla,ll-12.
100 

See Tom Flanagan, Game Ìheoty and Caiadiqn politics, ('I oronto: University ofToronto
Press, 1998).

i0r 
Jon lvison, "Is Conse¡vatism Dead?" The Nqtional post,24 SepteÍrber 2005, AZ2.
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Liberals platform policies such as childcare. The Liberals we¡e in favour of $5 biltion

over five years to create regulated childcare space for children under the age of six. It

was an initiative that was to follow the QUAD principle - Quality, universally inclusive,

Accessible, and Developmental.l02 The conservatives did not reject the notion of the

state providing childcare. However, they proposed that all families be given a $ 1,200 per

year'Choice in Childcare Allowance' for each child under six years old.loi This income

supplement gave parents the option of spending it on daycare or for parents and ¡elatives

who raise their children at home. Both support early childhood learning, but the

Conservative option was slightly different by providing a choice to those who do not

wish to raise their children by the state. It is slightly to the right ofthe Libe¡als because

of the reference to choice away from the state, but close enough to the Liberals because it

supports a program that could go towards state care of children.

Impacts of the 2004 and 2006 Campaîgns on Perception

Having achieved its goal to win governnent, albeit a minority, what can account

for the Conserwative success? Did their success in part as a result ofthe change in their

behaviour to become more ofa brokerage paaty? Data from the 2004 and 2006 Canað,a

Election Studies, as seen in Table 4.5, help reveal how opinions changed over this 19

month period and during the course ofthe campaign.

r02 L¡be¡al Pany ofCanada. SeaùngCanada s Future.2006,29.
r0r Conservative Pafi- Statd ()p For Canada,23.
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Late '04 Early'05 Late'05-'06
Hamer oositive ratinp 48.8 o/r 43,1% 46.7%
Martin oositive ratins 48.5 47.4 45.1
Lavton oositive ratins 45.3 47.2 52.3
Conservative oositive ralin s 47.3 46.5 47.3
Liberal oositive ratins 46.2 45.7 44.9
NDP positive ratins 44.0 42.'l 47.0
Harper is honesl 56.1 53.5 54.1
Harper is comÞetent 57.8 Jt.4 58.2
Maftin is honest 48.6 46.0 44.7
Marlin is competent 57.1 55.5 54.7
Conservatives are threat to social nrosrams 44.3 41.3 42.4
Hamer is iust too extreme 49-1 53.5 48.3
Salience of corruption 19.7 26.5 30.4
Conuption during Chrétien era 79.8 82.6 83.2
Ansrv about the scandal 76.7 78.8 80.5

Source: 2004 Canada Election Study and 2006 Campaign Surveys

Harper and the Conservatives did run a very well crafted campaign, and the

survey data indicated that voters did re-evaluate both the party and the leader. This was

clear when public perceptions during the final ten days ofthe campaign are compared to

the first ten days. Harper's average rating increased almost four points (on a 0 to 100

scale), while MaÉin's rating dropped by two points. Upon comparing the last ten days of

2006 with the last ten days of 2004 campaign, a different picture presents itself. The

conservative leader ratings in the final days ofthe 2006 campaign were lower than they

were in the closing days of2004. on the other hand, leadership competence is different.

Harper registered a net gain of six points in his perception of competence during the

course ofthe 2006 campaign, but ended up being rated no better on average than he had

been at the close of the 2004 campaign. In their fi¡st campaign, Harper and Martin were

tied in popularity, but in 2006 Harper managed to pull slightly ahead of the Liberal

leader. In terms of party ratings, the Conservatives registered no net improvement

16)



compared To 2004. In fact, their ratings at the end of the 2006 campaign were exactly the

same as they were at the end of 2004 campaign. we find he¡e how little public

sentiments towards leaders and parlies shifted between the elections.loa

Did the conservatives win have anything to do with thefu shift towards the centre?

According to the canada Election Studies data, this is only paúly true. The number of

canadians who agreed with the statement that Harper is'Just too extreme" declined by

five points dLring the 2006 campaign. That modest shift may well have contributed to

the parry's forlune, and if anything tells ofthe little impact of the Liberal attack ads had

on public opinion. However, one in two canadians remained concerned about Harper's

views at the end of the campaign. Moreover, the proportion ofpeople rating Harper as

'extreme' at the end of the 2006 campaign was one point lower than it was in 2004- The

number of people who felt that the Conservatives were a ,,threat to social programs,'

barely changed either. Over the duration of the campaign, it actually increased by one

point. Additionally, the figure was t\ /o points higher in 2004. Here we find that the

majority of Canadians remained unconvinced that Harper and his party were

moderates.lo5

Does the evidence suggest that the party failed to be a brokerage paÉy? Although

they did not convince the majority of canadians of being a moderate party in either

campaign, it does not mean that their behaviour was not shaped in a brokerage fashion.

According to the survey data, the sponsorship scandal was the most salient issue that

impacted voter choice.r06 Having identified this particular non-ideological issue, and

roa André Blais et al., "Coffuption Was the Tipping point,,, The Globe and Mail,0l February
2006, Al5.

'ot lb¡tl.
146,,-,

lDIA.
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giving government clean up priority over all other issues demonstrates the quick-fix

approach normally attributed to brokerage parties, who assess the state of the public mind

at the moment and tailor their platform in response. Additionally, Harper,s perception of

competence did improve over the course of the campaign, which suggests that voters

were not too afraid of his ability to take over govern-ment, away from the Liberals who

were perceived as the most corrupt parties in comparison to the others. This was

certainly this case in Québec, where Harper's image improved during the 2006 campaign

amongst federalist voters. l07

An Analysis of the Internal Attributes of the Party

Through an investigation of the structure, strategy, and candidate profiles during

the most active time for a party, we found that the Conservatives acted in a brokerage

manner, particularly in its market-oriented behaviour, as well as its incorporation of

various segments of society in order to develop a diverse voting base. In its market

approach for both elections, the party used professional services often employed by

corporations such as market/public opinion research fir¡ns and advertising agencies. In

response to the poor reception oftheir ads in the 2004 campaign, the conservatives were

not hesitant to drop their Calgary based advertising firm, in favour of having firms

operating out of Toronto for the Englìsh campaign, and working out of Montreal for ads

in French canada. Polling data and focus groups were regularly utilized to maximize the

effectiveness of the party message. Additionally, similar to companies who use marker

research to identify potential markets for their products, the Conservatives ernployed

r07 And¡é Blais et al., "Haryer Can Thank Fedemlist Voter s,,' The Globe ønd Mal 0g Febnrary
2006, At7 .
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similar methods to reveal their target audiences to maximize thei¡ electoral support.

comparative research was also employed in order to determine winning conditions for

parties who resemble the conservatives and canada. By using the electoral victories for

America's Nixon and Gingrich, Britain's Thatcher, and Australia,s Howard, the

conservatives quickly patched together an organizational and campaign framework to

capture a larger swath of the electorate, namely families with children, and the working

and middle-class. whether this voting coalition, that transcends regions, be long lasting

requires longitudinal research. Nonetheless, survey from the canada Election studies in

2004 a¡d 2006 reveal that the conservatives were successful in capturing the majority of

this voting block.

As it was tluoughout the twentieth century, the conservatives behaved similarly

to tlre Liberals.r0s In the 2004 campaign, the leadership tours closely resembled each

other by targeting ontario voters almost exclusively because ofthe vast amount ofvotes

that could swing and support either party. As well, the utility of game theory in the

conservative strategy further shows the narrowing ofthe behavioural gap between them

and the Liberals. Here, the conservatives would stake out a position just a fraction to the

right ofthe Liberals, but be positioned far enough to be distinct yet close enough to not

be seen as extreme.

As far as candidates were concerned, the Conservative team appeared national in

scope for both elections. A deeper look at previous parlisan affiliations reveals that the

party drew mostly former Alliance members for its western slate of candidates. The

converse was evident in Atlantic canada, where most conservative candidates held rory

ì08 Hugh Thorbum, "Perspectives on the Structure and Dynamics ofthe Canadian paúy System,',
Party Polir¡cs in Canada, 8't' Edition, edited by Hugh Thorbum and elan Whitehom, (Toronto; prántice
Hall, 2001), 150.
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roots. As for vote-¡ich ontario and Québec, slightly more candidates had previously run

for the brokerage PC Par6,. In fear of appearing extreme as a result of rogue candidates

who may speak contrary to the moderate image the conservatives were trying to present,

the central campaign office in ottawa developed the 'candidate support' mechanism to

ensure that there was a constant message, primarily driven by the leader.

An ideological party would not have cared greatly on numbers achieved in an

election, but rather their primary aim is to advocate their policy positions. Brokerage

parties, on the other hand, though not totally dismissive of platform issues, are largely

concerned with winning the election to gain power. Similar to corporations who try to

maximize their profits in a competitive market, brokerage parties will behave in manners

that will maximize their votes to win an election. since the merger in 2003, and

culminating in the 2006 election, the conservatives broadened its principles and policies

to make it more appealing to a larger voting audience, namely the middle and working

class. Building on its previous support by families, social conservatives, fiscal

conservatives, and rural voters, the conservatives hoped to win a large enough share of

the vote to capture government. Moreover, the Harper's conservatives were also

positioning itself to fully capitalize on the degenerating Liberal parly who was marred

with scandal. Seizing this political opportunity to present itself as a moderate and

capable government in waiting, the Parry's highly centralized, leade¡ oriented campaign

drove a professional campaign vehicle to present its broadened platform. The act of

promoting government accountability to the top of its agenda, in response to the salient

sponsorship scandal issue, while downplaying or neglecting divisive issues demonstrates

a flexible approach evident in brokerage parties. Although survey ¡esults of the 2006



canada Election study found that voters were not fully convinced that the conservatives

were not an extreme party, the saliency ofthe sponsorship scandal was enough for voters

to give a competent looking pafty an opporhlnity to govern. How Harper's conservatives

govern in the post-2006 election will largely shape the opinion ofvoters of whether they

perceive the new government as a moderate and mainstream party that is able to bridge

the many societal cleavages in a fragment ed Canada.
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CONCLUSION

Traditionally, Canada's major political parties have been associated with the

brokerage model. These accommodating parties have long been considered essential to

representative and responsible government. The party with the greatest number of

Members of Parliament elected to the House of Commons forms the government and is

expected to provide policy leadership in the form of legislation. In order to gain power

for the opportunity to exercise this leadership function, brokerage parties act as profit-

seeking entrepreneurs who try to maximize their vote.l It is this desire to maximize

support that shapes the behaviour of brokerage parties to seek policies that cater to the

majority of the voting public.

If parties embrace policy positions that fall outside of that mainstream, they risk

losing large numbers of support, and therefore power. Does this mean that brokerage

parties operate without principle, which exist to simply capture power from the

competition? Although they may be d¡iven to win elections, brokerage parties can also

be agents of reconciliation in a country where national unity is fragile. In order to

accommodate and aggregate the diversity of interests, brokerage parties need the latitude

and flexibility to perform this function. Although the importance of brokerage parties

seems necessary in a political society such as Canada, there is a growing unease about

their capacity to successfully perform the various integrative functions.

Evidence does suggest that a growing number of Canadian voters are dissatisfied

with brokerage party behaviour. Critics are quick to point out that the ,quick-frx,

' Paul G. Thomas, "Parties and Regional Representation,,, .R epresentation, Integration, ond
Political Pqrties in C(/nqdø, edifedby HerJl,em Bakvis, (Torônto: Dundum, 1991), I9Z-192.
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approach discourages long term planning.2 Another criticism of brokerage politics

includes the issue of whether political parties offer voters any real choice. It is argued

that the main parties have avoided principled stances, and as a result most elections have

settled little in terms of policy terms.3 Furthermore, critics note the influence of interest

groups has ¡isen since the 1960s. These new avenues for citizen participation grew as a

result of decreasing satisfaction among groups who felt their demands were not fully met

by political parties. With a change in political culture and expectations, public

conhdence, deference and trust towards political elites have declined.a Consequently,

brokerage parties were not fully able to achieve a national consensus that would normally

be expected of them.

The emergence of Reform/Alliance and the Bloc Québécois presented a direct

challenge to the brokerage tradition.5 Disenchanted with 'politics as usual,,

Reform/Alliance sought political change through populist measures! advocated moral

traditionalism, and argued for a dramatic reduction in the role of government intervention

in the lives of individuals.6 Although the Bloc was flexible in some areas of public

policy, it remains uncompromising on the issue of Québec. The Bloc,s raison d'ête is

advocating Québec interests and the province's right to secede from the Canadian

federation.T These ideological parties made it difficult for brokerage politics to function

2 Harold Cla¡ke etal., "Absent Mandate; Canadian Electoml Politics in an Era of Restructüing,"
Party Politics in Canadq, 8't' Edition, edited by Hugh Thorburn and Alan Whitehom, (Toronto: prenticã
Hall,200l),399.

I Thomas, 193.
a 

See Neil Nevitte, The Decline ofDeference: Cqnadian Vølue Change in Cross-Netional
P erspe ct iye, (Peteßborough: Broadview, I 996).

t lb¡d.
6 

See David Laycock, The New Ríght arul Democracy in Canada. [Jnderstanding Reþru ønd the
Canadian Allionce. (Don Mills: Oxlord University Press.2002).

' WiÌliam Cross and Lisa Young, "Policy Attitudes of Part Members in Canada: Evidence of
IdeoJogical Pafties," The Canadiøn Journal of Politicøl Science 35:4 (December 2002),862.
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as unifying and accommodating agents. In the case of the Progressive Conservative

Parfy, the existence of Reform./Alliance and the Bloc rendered the Tories immobile on the

economic and regional policy dimensions. The PCs were no longer able to be a viable

alternative to the Liberals, since a large number oftheir traditional support and financial

base were stripped away by Reform/Alliance and the Bloc.

The limitation of ideological parties is their weakness in accommodating the

multitude of interests in a country as large and diverse as Canada. For example, the

salient issue of provincial rights is a case that a brokerage party could accommodate.

Brokerage parlies would normally have members or partisans who held diverse opinions

over provincial rights. As a result, tlie leadership would broker or accommodate these

divergent points of views. The party's pressure to move to the centre on this issue would

therefore weaken its saliency. Ideological parties, on the other hand, would not be able to

easily manage the issue of provincial rights. If an ideological party is regional in

character and exists to advocate primarily for its teüitory, such as Reforr¡ or the Bloc.

then accommodating a regional interest for the sake of national unity becomes

problematic.

In a courfry divided along linguistic, ethnic, religious, region and gender Ìines,

moving away from the brokerage tradition can be a cause for concern.t Although

brokerage politics has its fair share of criticism, when practised creatively, the search for

accommodation can produce harmony and progress in a diverse society. By studying the

transformation of Reform, into the Alliance, and its eventual merger with the pCs, the

thesis found that many of Reform's fringe and unpopular policies were dropped

incrementally, or at least curbed, in favour of broader-based principles. Even though the

" Ib¡d., B7g
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PC Party represented few voters and held fewer seats in parliament, it was an agency of

change and moderator which helped to bring the Alliance closer to the political centre.

As chapter Four found, the negotiations between the pc and Alliance elites revealed the

fype of deal making normally found in a brokerage party. Likewise, the majority of the

conservative Party's principles were based on the old rory constitution. Looking at the

conservative Party internal campaign structure and conduct, their message was

professional and market driven. More importantly, the conservative's behaviour during

the 2004 and 2006 elections was shaped with the intention of attracting a larger share of

voters. Because of this motivation to win, the conservative platform and message was

constructed in a way to accommodate several segments of society. Ideological parties, on

the other hand, are not as concerned of numbers, but of policy advocacy. By limiting

themselves to single issues, with no intention for flexibility, ideological parties fail to

consider the complexity of the canadian electorate who are divided on many issues.

with the evidence and data available, this thesis found that the new conservative party, a

maniage between the Tories and Reform/Alliance, exhibits the brokerage model of

practicing politics.

Limitalions of tlte Researclt

It would be naive to claim that the study was whole and complete. This thesis is

essentially a snapshot of the conservative movement between the meltdown of the

Progressive conservative Palty in 1993 through to the recent conservative party's win in

the 2006 election. Following the Reform/Alliance and the Tories throughout the 1990s,

the thesis finds the policy divide between these two parties as too great to consider co-

operation between the two parties. However, leadership change and the desire to seek a
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greater number of votes pressured the Reform/Alliance and pcs to merge into the

conservative Party of canada. By examining the external and internal attributes durino

and between fhe 2004 and 2006 elections, the thesis frnds that the conservatives now

behave as a brokerage party. However, the analysis of the conseruative parly does not

have an equivalent data set that investigates the opinions of their partisans. party

members still play an important role in parties. As such, it would be valuable to consider

the motivation to become a conservative member, attitudinal structure of partisans, and

determine the issue coherence amongst partisans. By looking at the attitudes of party

members, such an analysis would complement the research conducted in this thesis,

which considered the external behaviour and campaign structure ofthe conservatives.

It would also be worthwhile contrast the Liberal Party with the new Conservative

Party in a similar comparative method. The Liberals have traditionally been known as a

brokerage party. How do the external attributes measure between the Grits and

Conservatives? How were the two major parties internally organized during the 2006

carnpaign? For greater analytical depth, ifrecent data was available similar to the cross

and Young (2002) study of party member attitudes, how do the Liberals and

Conservatives compare? Answering these questions would add depth to the research.

Moreover, studying the Conservatives longitudinally during and in between

elections would be valuable to determine ifthey remain a brokerage party or if this type

of behaviour was merely short term. Will Stephen Harper be successful in bridging the

divide between the various segments of society? It will be the role of the leader of the

Conservatives to keep the new party united. At the same time Harper will have to govern



a diverse country through brokerage means, if he wants to win a majority government in

the next federal election.
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APPENDIXONE
Conservative Parfy of Canada Constitution

2. Principles

2.1 The Conservative Party ofCanada is founded on and will be guided in its policy

formation by the following principles.

2.I.1 A belief in a balance between fiscal responsibility, progressive social

policy and individual rights and responsibilities.

2.1.2 The goals of building a national coalition ofpeople who share these

beliefs and who reflect the regional, cultural and socio-economic diversity

of Canada.

2.1.3 The goal ofdeveloping this coalition, embracing oul differences and

respecting our traditions, yet honouring a concept of Canada as the greater

sum of st¡ong parts.

2.L4 The Conservative Party of Canada will operafe in a man¡er accountable

and responsive to its members.

2.1 .5 A belief in loyalty to a sovereign and united Canada in accordance with

the Constitution of Canada, the supremacy of democratic parliamentary

institutions and the rule of law.

2.L6 A belief in the equality of all Canadians.

2.1 .7 A belief in the freedom of the individual, including freedom of speech,

worship and assembly.

2.1 .8 A belief in our constitutional monarchy, the institutions of Parliament and

the democratic process.



2.1.9 A belief in the federal system of govemment as the best expression of the

diversity of our country, and in the desirability of strong and territorial

governments.

2.1.10 A belief that English and French have equality of status, and equal rights

and privileges as to their use in all institutions ofthe Parliament and

Govemment of Canada.

2.1.1 1 A belief that the best guarantors ofthe prosperity and well-being ofthe

People of Canada are:

2.1 . I 1 . 1 The freedom of individual Canadians to pursue their enlightened
and legitimate self-interest within a competitive economy;

2.1.11.2 The freedom of individual Canadians to enjoy the fruits oftheir
labour to the greatest possible extent;

2. 1 .1 1 .3 The right to own propeffy.

2.L12 A belief that a responsible government must be fiscally prudent and

should lirnited to those responsibilities which cannot be discharged

reasonably by the individual or others.

2.1.13 A beliefthat it is the responsibility of individuals to provide for

thernselves, their families and their dependants, while recognizing that

government must respond to those who require assistance and compassion,

2.1.14 A belief that the purpose of Canada as a nation state and its govemment,

guided by reflective and prudent leadership, is to create a climate wherein

individual initiative is rewarded, excellence is pursued, security and

privacy of the individual is provided and prosperity is guaranteed by a free

competitive market economy.
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2.1.15 A belief that the quality of the environment is a vital part of our heritage to

be protected by each generation for the next.

2.1.16 A belief that Canada should accept its obligations among the nations of the

world.

2.1.17 A belief that good and responsible government is attentive to the people it

represents and has representatives who at times conduct themselves in an

ethical man¡er and display integrity, honesty, and concern for the best

irferest for all.

2.1.18 A beliefthat all Canadians should have reasonable access to quality health

care regardless of their ability to pay.

2.1 .19 A belief that the greatest potential for achieving social and economic

objectives is under a global trading regime that is tee and fair.
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APPENDIXTWO
Questions Used in Factorial Analysis

Itlhich ONE of the following best reflects your view?

1 . Members of parliament should reflect the views of their constituents.

2. MPs should reflect the views of local party members.

3. MPs should reflect the views of party policy conventions.

4. MPs should reflect the direction established by the party leader.

5. MPs should vote as their conscience dictates-

Do you strongly agree, ogree, disagree or strongly disagree with thefollowing.

1 . The government must do more to reduce the income gap between rich and poor
Canadians.

2. We have gone too far in pushing equal rights in this country.

3. Overall, free trade with the United States has been good for Canada.

4. Health care user fees should be instituted as a cost-control measure.

5. Minority groups need special rights.

6. More should be doùe to protect Canadian business from foreign competition.

7. Québec has the right to separate no matter rvhat the rest of Canada says.

8. Employment insurance should be harder to collect tha¡ it is.

9. The government should leave it entirely to the private sector to create jobs.

10. Newer lifestyles are contributing to the breakdown of our society.

1 1 . Universities should make up revenue shortfalls by raising tuition fees.

12. Provincial governments should have more power than they do.

13. If people are willing to pay the price, they should be allowed to use private medical
clinics.



14. Immigrants make an important contribution to this country.

15. International trade creates more jobs in Canada than it destroys.

16. We have gone too far in pushing bilingualism in this country.

17. We could probably solve most of our big national problems if decisions could be
brought back to people at the grassroots.

We are interested in knowing your views about how the federal government should
øllocate its budgetary surplus. Please rank the following alternative in order ofpriority
from the highest priority (1) to the lowest priority (3):

Increase spending on social programmes.

Please indicate which of the follot4,ing statements comes closest to your own opinion:

1 . All provinces should be treated equally, with none receiving special powers OR
Québec should be recognized as a distinct society.

2. If the courts say that a law conflicts with the Canadian Charter of Rights, who should
have the final say - the couds, because they are in the best position to protect individual
rights OR the government because they are the representatives ofthe people?

3. The feminist movement encourages women to be independent and stand up for
themselves OR to be selfish and thint only of themselves?


